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ABSTRACT 

 

Volcanic impact and risk assessment underpins effective volcanic risk management and volcanic risk 

reduction. Growing urbanisation and development in active volcanic regions therefore necessitates 

robust, applicable volcanic impact and risk assessment. Volcanic risk is driven by the interaction 

between the complex, multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic system, and the equally complex societal 

systems exposed. These dynamic volcanic risk drivers are generally well-understood, or at least can 

be well-identified, but they have proven hard to quantify and incorporate into volcanic impact and 

risk assessment frameworks. Volcanic multi-hazards can cause a variety of impacts to critical 
infrastructure networks, which underpin the everyday operations and well-being of society. These 

impacts range from highly damaging to mildly disruptive, and have the potential to provoke 

widespread systemic impact to infrastructure networks far beyond the hazard extent. Current 

methods for volcanic impact assessment are limited by their generally single-phase, single-hazard 

perspective. They are further limited by their static, one-dimensional incorporation of exposure and 

vulnerability, despite recognition of the dynamic properties of these risk drivers. A more holistic 

approach is required to begin to investigate the interaction of the complex volcanic and complex 

infrastructure systems.  Complex multi-scale challenges of this nature are increasingly being 

addressed by bringing scientists and practitioners together to collaborate in the production of disaster 

risk reduction (DRR) knowledge and disaster risk management (DRM) strategies. Volcanic impact 

assessments can serve as effective ‘boundary objects’, which help facilitate this collaboration between 
science, policy and practice.  

This thesis presents a dynamic impact assessment framework for multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic 

eruptions, through the lens of systemic risk to critical infrastructure networks. In order to develop 

this framework, the need was identified for 1) the development of a modular framework for multi-

phase, multi-hazard volcanic eruption scenarios and 2) a methodology for the quantification of 

systemic vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks. The frameworks and tools developed were 

applied to the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, where Taranaki Maunga volcano is 

surrounded by distributed infrastructure networks of regional and national importance. This thesis 

presents a multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic eruption scenario suite for Taranaki Maunga that is 

scientifically credible, meets stakeholder needs, and is representative of the range of possible hazard 

outcomes of the next eruptive episode. This thesis also quantifies the systemic vulnerability of 
distributed infrastructure in the Taranaki region, identifies areas or assets of high systemic 

vulnerability, and presents a tool for the rapid determination of network disruption under different 

volcanic regimes. Finally, this thesis presents a suite of dynamic volcanic multi-hazard impact 

scenarios for Taranaki Maunga that allow for the testing of mitigative strategies through the inclusion 

of risk management actions as modules in the framework. This thesis demonstrates the efficacy of co-

creative volcanic risk research, and shows that the timing of risk management decisions under 

volcanic uncertainty is an important driver of volcanic risk. This work was undertaken in close 

partnership with local stakeholders, predominantly emergency managers and lifelines managers, who 

were collaborators and active participants at each step of the research timeline, ensuring the 
relevance and usability of the research conducted. 

The findings of this thesis are framed and informed by global best-practice regarding DRR and DRM, 

including the strong inclusion of local stakeholder knowledge. The approaches and frameworks 

presented here have implications for enhancing volcanic risk reduction and management globally. 

They also provide a valuable resource for planning for and responding to an eruption of Taranaki 

Maunga. This body of work allows the assessment and characterisation of volcanic risk in the Taranaki 

region of Aotearoa-New Zealand. This work also enhances the ongoing collaboration between 

scientists and practitioners to assess, reduce and manage volcanic risk. This thesis has addressed the 

identified need for an initial investigation into the dynamic properties of volcanic multi-hazard risk 
and the drivers of volcanic and systemic risk during multi-phase volcanism. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 

Capacity: The combination of all the strengths, attributes and resources available within an organization, 

community or society to manage and reduce disaster risks and strengthen resilience (UNDRR 2017). 

Critical infrastructure: The physical structures, facilities, networks and other assets which provide 

services that are essential to the social and economic functioning of a community or society (UNDRR 2017). 

It is also referred to here as lifelines. 

Disaster: A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society at any scale due to hazardous 

events interacting with conditions of exposure, vulnerability and capacity, leading to one or more of the 

following: human, material, economic and environmental losses and impacts (UNDRR 2017). 

Exposure: The situation of people, infrastructure, housing, production capacities and other tangible human 

assets located in hazard-prone areas (UNDRR 2017). 

Hazard: A process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life, injury or other health 

impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental degradation. Hazards may be 

natural, anthropogenic or socionatural in origin (UNDRR 2017). 

Impact: The effects of a hazardous event. Impacts are typically negative but can be positive. In the context 

of disaster risk management, impact refers to what might happen to people and/or assets during an event. 

Interdependence: The relationship between infrastructure types characterised by one’s need for supply 

from another for their service to function. 

Mitigation: The lessening or minimizing of the adverse impacts of a hazardous event (UNDRR 2017). 

Preparedness: Building knowledge and capacities to manage disasters. It can be achieved or facilitated by 

governments, communities, individuals, and organisations. To facilitate preparedness strategies, 

knowledge of the risk is required. Preparedness activities can be linked to the development of early 

warning systems, stockpiling supplies, contingency plans, and education and training. 

Residual Risk: The disaster risk that remains in unmanaged form, even when effective disaster risk 

reduction measures are in place, and for which emergency response and recovery capacities must be 

maintained (UNDRR 2017). 

Resilience: The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, 

accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, 

including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions through 

risk management (UNDRR 2017). 

Risk: The potential loss of life, injury, or destroyed or damaged assets which could occur to a system, 

society or a community in a specific period, determined probabilistically as a function of hazard, exposure, 

vulnerability and capacity. 

Risk Perception: A personal assessment of the consequences that may be caused by a hazard. Risk 

perception is largely influenced by psychological, cultural, and social aspects. 

Volcanic Eruption: A period of heightened extrusive activity at a volcano, usually resulting in the 

emplacement of eruptive products and hazards. An eruption ends when activity at the volcano returns to 

the normal background level generally observed at the volcano. 

Volcanic Eruption Phase: A period of a volcanic eruption, that can be characterised by the eruption style, 

the composition of extruded products, the volcanic hazards occurring during the phase or other 

characteristics. 

Vulnerability: The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or 

processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or systems to the impacts 

of hazards (UNDRR 2017). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 Research Context 
 

Growing global development and rising population density in active volcanic regions is increasing 

exposure to volcanic hazards, requiring more effective volcanic risk management strategies (Brown 
et al. 2018; Brown et al. 2014; Loughlin et al. 2015a; UNISDR 2015a; UNISDR 2015b). The United 

Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) Global Assessment of Risk 2015 

(GAR-15) has identified that volcanic risk assessment is significantly underdeveloped when compared 

with other natural hazards, such as earthquakes and flooding, and has stressed the need for 

development in volcanic risk assessment processes (Brown et al. 2015; Jenkins et al. 2014b; UNISDR 

2015b).  Such developments will require a greater understanding of volcanic hazards, societal 

vulnerability and potential impacts (Brown et al. 2014; Jenkins et al. 2014b; Loughlin et al. 2015b). 
The development of robust, replicable impact assessment frameworks is essential to inform effective 

mitigation of the potential impacts from a volcanic eruption. 

Volcanic eruptions are inherently multi-hazard events, and as such present a range of impact and risk 

assessment challenges (Kappes et al. 2012; Marzocchi et al. 2012; Marzocchi and Woo 2009). These 

challenges include delineating the duration and sequence of hazard and impact events, and accounting 

for cascading hazard and impact interactions (Marzocchi et al. 2012; Pescaroli and Alexander 2018). 

Exposure and vulnerability should ideally be considered in any impact or risk assessment, but it is 

especially important to consider during multi-hazard and/or long-duration eruptions. Exposure can 

increase or decrease due to infrastructural management decisions or population movement (e.g. 

evacuations) (Brown et al. 2018). Vulnerability can also  increase or decrease following impact from 

a preceding hazard, and can vary longitudinally during an eruptive episode (Few et al. 2017a). The 

potential duration and multi-hazard nature of volcanic eruptions requires the incorporation of these 

dynamic characteristics into volcanic impact assessments, despite these challenges  (Loughlin et al. 

2015a). 

Critical infrastructure, including electricity, water, transportation, oil and gas and telecommunications 
networks, are essential for the communities and industries that rely on them for their everyday 

operations. Critical infrastructure networks and assets are vulnerable to impact from volcanic 

hazards, as demonstrated during numerous volcanic crises worldwide (Baxter et al. 2005; Craig et al. 
2016a; Elissondo et al. 2016; Hicks and Few 2015; Iata 2010; Johnston et al. 2000; Magill et al. 2013; 

Wilson et al. 2014a). Critical infrastructure networks can also be highly interdependent, which can 

result in the propagation of network outage far beyond the hazard extent. These factors necessitate 

an improved understanding of the response of critical infrastructure networks to volcanic stresses, 

particularly in light of the complex, long-duration, multi-hazard nature of volcanic phenomena. 

Despite the global recognition of the aforementioned knowledge gaps, and the acknowledgement of 

the utility of proactive disaster risk reduction, approaches globally still appear to be largely reactive 

(Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR) 2016; UNDRR 2019). The cost 

associated with reactionary approaches however, is often higher than proactive investment (Tanner 

and Rentschler 2015), reinforcing the need for further development, dissemination and uptake of 

volcanic impact assessment tools.  

This project develops a multi-hazard volcanic impact assessment framework using Taranaki Maunga 

volcano and the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand as a case study. The Taranaki region of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand is home to nationally significant infrastructural networks and assets, and 

agricultural and energy industries. The likelihood of an eruption at Taranaki Maunga in the next 50 
years has been estimated at 33-42% (Damaschke et al. 2018), highlighting the need for a robust 

volcanic hazard impact assessment for the region. Recent international agreements such as the Sendai 
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Framework (UNISDR 2015a) emphasise the necessity of inter-disciplinary methods and collaborative 

research in disaster, risk and resilience studies. Current local capabilities and requirements were 

therefore thoroughly investigated, and research methods and decision-support tools were developed 

in close collaboration with the potential end-user, aiding local policy makers, utilities and 
communities.   

This thesis conducts a volcanic impact assessment for Taranaki Maunga by developing an 

understanding of the potential future hazard behaviour at Taranaki Maunga (Chapter 2: A modular 

framework for the development of multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenario suites), then 

by quantifying the interdependent nature of critical infrastructure networks and quantifying the 

infrastructure systems’ vulnerability to external stresses (Chapter 3: Quantifying the systemic 

vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks: A case study for volcanic multi-hazards), and by 

finally integrating these two aforementioned chapters to conduct an impact assessment for critical 

infrastructure sectors in the Taranaki region (Chapter 4: Approaching the challenge of multi-phase, 

multi-hazard volcanic impact assessment through the lens of systemic risk: application to Taranaki 

Maunga). The resultant framework is translatable, replicable and designed specifically for volcanic 

hazard, impact and risk applications. The framework also uses inter-disciplinary and collaborative 

volcanic hazard impact assessment practices.  

This introductory chapter reviews the current state of knowledge surrounding global disaster risk 

reduction practices (Section 1.1), volcanic hazard behaviour and impacts, and volcanic impact and risk 

assessment methodologies (Section 1.2). The following section provides the necessary context for 

disaster risk management in Aotearoa-New Zealand, resilience-building practices in Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, volcanic risk in Aotearoa-New Zealand and volcanic risk in the Taranaki Region of Aotearoa-

New Zealand (Section 1.3). Finally, I give a summary of the global knowledge gaps and risk assessment 

gaps for Taranaki Maunga in Section 1.4, which is addressed by the thesis objectives (Section 1.5), 
research methods and structure (Section 1.6). 

 

 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and the Science-Policy-Practice Interface (SPPI) 
 

Disaster risk reduction (DRR) aims to reduce disaster risk through sustainable development and 

resilience-building initiatives (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a; UNISDR 2015b). Building resilience for 

communities and the critical infrastructure they rely on increases their capacity to absorb discrete 

and prolonged stresses to the societal system. Building resilience also affords communities the 

opportunity to adapt to, and potentially even capitalise on, the adverse effects of disasters (McBean 

2012; Paton 2003; UNISDR 2015a; World Bank Group 2015). Disaster risk management (DRM) 

practices aim to provide replicable principles and frameworks for the reduction and management of 
disaster risk, generally through vulnerability and impact assessment methodologies and resilience-

building initiatives (Ahangama and Prasanna 2015; Coppola 2011a; UNISDR 2015c).  

With the global economic loss associated with disasters rapidly increasing (Ranghieri and Ishiwatari 

2014; World Bank 2014), applicable DRR information has never been more required. Robust disaster 

risk studies provide an evidence-based foundation for management decisions before, during and after 

a disaster event, supporting decision-makers when faced with challenging issues such as resource 

allocation, evacuation and land-use management. Two trends in disaster risk reduction (DRR) science 

are attempting to address the increased need for robust DRR information: 1) the focus has shifted 

towards identifying and quantifying the underlying drivers of disaster risk (Barton et al. 2020; Fekete 

et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2003; Mechler and Bouwer 2015; Thomalla et al. 2018) and 2) multidisciplinary 

teams of scientists and stakeholders are being created to co-produce DRR solutions (Aitsi-Selmi et al. 

2015; Barton et al. 2020; UNDRR 2019). 
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Interactions between science, policy and practice are often termed the ‘science-policy-practice 

interface’ (SPPI), which has been defined as the processes and settings in which decision makers ‘use, 

misuse, or reject scientific research in their thinking, analyses or decision-making’ (Wyborn et al. 

2017). Well-managed collaborations across this interface have been found to result in enduring 

partnerships that contribute to scientifically robust knowledge that meets the requirements of the 

decision-makers (Barton et al. 2020; Fearnley and Beaven 2018; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). 

Effective DRM relies on knowledge sharing between scientists and practitioners to co-develop an 

understanding of what is legitimate (fair and appropriate), relevant (meets the needs of end-users) 

and credible (meets international peer-reviewed scientific standards) for the local risk context 
(Barton et al. 2020; Cash et al. 2003; Davies et al. 2015a; Fearnley and Beaven 2018).  

 

 Global Disaster Risk Reduction Framework for Policy and Practice 
 

Disaster occurrence, frequency and extremity can be related to many influencing factors, such as 

planning and response capacity, hazard potential and risk awareness (UNDRR 2019). In areas with 

limited funding and resources, managing disaster risk becomes increasingly challenging. The United 

Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR) is the relevant arm of the United Nations for DRR 
efforts, and is tasked with coordinating international knowledge exchange and supporting the 

implementation of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (2015 – 2030; hereafter 

referred to as the Sendai Framework) (UNDRR 2020; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a). The Sendai 
Framework outlines the current state of knowledge around DRR practices, and sets an international 

standard for DRR and DRM efforts (UNISDR 2015a; Wahlström 2015). The Sendai Framework has a 

15 year outlook (2015 – 2030), and is the successor to the Hyogo Framework for Action (2005 – 2015) 
(UNISDR 2005). The Sendai Framework aligns well with current international agendas, such as the 

Paris Agreement on Climate Change (UNFCCC 2015) and the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 

(UNDRR 2020). The general directive of these agendas is to increase resilience of societal assets and 

networks to adverse events, through DRR practices and sustainable development (UNISDR 2015c). 
The Sendai Framework lists four priorities of action to prevent new and reduce existing disaster risks: 

Priority 1: Understanding disaster risk; 

Priority 2: Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk reduction; 

Priority 3: Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience; 

Priority 4: Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and “Build Back Better” in 
recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

This thesis primarily contributes to Priority 1 of the Sendai Framework, with some contributions 

made towards Priorities 2 and 4. This thesis provides an improved understanding of disaster risk for 
volcanic multi-hazards and critical infrastructure networks specifically, though the learnings have 

broader implications for the management of systems exposed to multi-hazards. Chapter 2 is aligned 

with Priorities 1 and 2, and Chapters 3 and 4 with Priorities 1, 2 and 4. The volcanic multi-hazard 

impact assessment (Chapter 4) in particular, can be used a resource for infrastructure management 

decisions during disaster response, and for future development of structural and non-structural 

mitigation measures. The impact assessment applies to the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand 

specifically, but the framework and key outcomes of the analysis can be applied to other areas of 

interest to guide emergency planning and infrastructure development.  

The UNDRR stresses that future DRR research should focus on the development of frameworks and 

methodologies for impact and risk assessment, with significant improvement needed in the 

development of vulnerability models (UNDRR 2019). This thesis contributes towards these research 

gaps by developing a novel framework for impact assessment, and a new methodology for systemic 
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vulnerability quantification. Furthermore, this research follows best practice in Aotearoa-New 

Zealand (MCDEM 2019) and in UNDRR documentation (UNDRR 2020; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a) 

by collaborating with research partners to deliver useful research outcomes for the communities and 

organisations the research concerns. 

 

 The Role of Science in Disaster Risk Reduction and Disaster Risk Management 
 

Disaster risk assessments (DRAs) are undertaken to inform DRM strategies and policies (UNDRR 

2019; UNISDR 2015a). DRAs identify and quantity potential risks, and are often used in order to 

prioritise DRM activities. Risk assessment processes should be replicable and transparent, though 

customised to the region or sector of interest (UNDRR 2020; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a; UNISDR 

2015c; World Bank 2014). Each component of disaster risk (often; hazard, exposure and vulnerability) 

will be unique to the area of interest, though generalisations can be made in order to simplify, 

standardise and internationalise the risk assessment process. Due to the sensitive nature of DRAs, it 

is important to maintain scientific credibility and remain clear of any political or corporate biases. 

Repeatability, credibility and transparency in the methodological process ensures applicability of the 

framework to other geographical, political or socioeconomic contexts (Rovins et al. 2015; World Bank 
2014). 

Disaster risk is comprised of many factors (OECD 2003; Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019; 
UNISDR 2015a; World Bank 2014), but for the purpose of risk assessment processes, risk is 

determined to be driven by three components: hazard, exposure and vulnerability (Figure 1.1), 

defined below (UNISDR 2015a). Impact is derived from the same three components (UNDRR 2019; 
World Bank 2014), the distinction between impact and risk being that impact relates directly to 

possible consequences and risk integrates consequences with the probability of occurrence (UNDRR 

2019; UNISDR 2015a; UNISDR 2015b). Impact assessments generally use one, or a suite of, hazard 

scenarios to determine the potential impact of the hazard event on the surrounding exposed elements 
(Figure 1.2) (UNISDR 2015a). The exposed elements could be communities, assets, systems, or a 

combination of these (Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR) 2016; Mechler 

and Bouwer 2015). Often, impact assessments are concerned with either the worst-case hazard 

scenario or the most likely hazard scenario (Davies et al. 2015b; Davies and Davies 2018), and derive 
a discrete impact designation (e.g. Impact State 3 (IS3)).  

 

• Hazard: A process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life, injury or other 

health impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental degradation. 

Hazards may be natural, anthropogenic or socionatural in origin (UNDRR 2017). 

• Exposure: The situation of people, infrastructure, housing, production capacities and other 

tangible human assets located in hazard-prone areas (UNDRR 2017). 

• Vulnerability: The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors 

or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or systems to 

the impacts of hazards (UNDRR 2017). 

 

Both impact and risk assessment approaches have value for scientists and end-users, but the tendency 

to produce either deterministic or probabilistic information has limited the potential value offered by 

integrating elements of both approaches to develop scientifically credible, operationally-relevant 

hazard and risk assessment products (Barclay et al. 2008; Donovan 2019; Hayes et al. 2020; Hicks et 

al. 2014; Leonard et al. 2014; Maier et al. 2016; Marzocchi and Jordan 2013; Sparks et al. 2012). This 
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is a concern for decision-makers who need salient, relevant, robust hazard and risk information to 

inform long-term planning (Johnston et al. 1999; Mach et al. 2020). Attempts to bridge deterministic 

(scenario) and probabilistic approaches are finding increasing favour (Ang et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 

2020; Thompson et al. 2017b), especially in settings where scientists and users have attempted to 

collaboratively partner in DRR activities that distils the complexity of potential hazard and impact 

behaviour in a credible, yet useable way (Ang et al. 2020; Barclay et al. 2008; Hayes et al. 2020; Haynes 
et al. 2008; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015a). 

Vulnerability relates hazard and exposure information, determining the likely level of damage or 

disruption expected given certain hazard parameters and exposure characteristics. Vulnerability 

models are generally concerned with physical vulnerability characteristics, though recent advances 

aim to quantify other facets of vulnerability, such as systemic, social and economic vulnerability (Hicks 

and Few 2015; Noy and Yonson 2018). Probabilistic vulnerability models (e.g. fragility functions) 

relate hazard intensity metrics (HIMs) with the likelihood of appreciating damage or disruption when 

an asset is exposed to a hazard (Kappes et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2014a). Another type of vulnerability 

model is impact or risk matrices, which relate discrete HIM ranges with a set of damage states. 

Vulnerability models are generally derived in one of three ways: one, through empirical observations 

of hazard-asset interactions during post-event damage survey or experimentation (Baxter et al. 2005; 

Wilson et al. 2011); two, through expert elicitation methods with expert groups (Neri et al. 2008; 
Zuccaro et al. 2008); or three, by integrating data from both sources (Jenkins et al. 2013). Vulnerability 

models are useful for deriving impact or risk in DRAs, but are also useful to guide mitigation planning 

and resilience-building. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Risk framework: hazard and exposure inform vulnerability, and vulnerability is used to assess the potential 

impact, or risk (if associated with probability). 
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Figure 1.2 The impact and risk assessment process (modified from Williams (2016)) 

 

 Translation of Disaster Risk Science into Practice and Policy 
 

Participatory DRR research involves the creation of channels and processes through which to 

communicate, contribute ideas and build shared knowledge across the science-policy-practice 

interface (SPPI) (Djenontin and Meadow 2018; Doyle and Paton 2018a; Mach et al. 2020; Norström et 

al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). Within disaster literature, there is general agreement that participatory 

DRR methods are very important for reducing the impacts of disasters to society (Mach et al. 2020; 

Wisner et al. 2015; Wyborn et al. 2017). As such, recent United Nations Disaster Risk and Resilience 

(DRR) documentation and incentives advocate for collaborative impact and risk assessment 

processes, integrating scientific research, local governance and stakeholder needs (UNDRR 2020; 

UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a). 

Many tools and frameworks have been developed to aid in achieving the goals outlined by the Sendai 

Framework (UNISDR 2015a), principally focusing on enabling local stakeholders to conceptualise and 

analyse complex information and develop plans for mitigation strategies (Baudoin et al. 2016; Gaillard 

and Mercer 2013; Henly-Shepard et al. 2015a; Johnston et al. 2012). Much focus in literature is given 

to the linear delivery of resources across the SPPI, from scientists to stakeholders, however, recent 

advances emphasise the value of co-production, or co-creation methods in DRR research and DRM 

(Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). Both the linear (contractual research) and 

co-production (collaborative) approaches suit certain purposes (Figure 1.3) (Mach et al. 2020), 

however, given the aforementioned importance of involving local stakeholders in DRR and DRM 

research, the co-production model is considered advantageous for DRAs (Barton et al. 2020; Wyborn 
et al. 2017). 

Co-production is generally defined as substantial collaborative interaction between knowledge 

producers and knowledge users that results in shared, actionable knowledge that suits both scientific 

and decision-making contexts (Mach et al. 2020). Many studies emphasise the need for co-production, 

i.e. continuously developing research objectives and products collaboratively for the duration of the 

project (Baudoin et al. 2016; Henly-Shepard et al. 2015b; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014a; Hudson-Doyle et 

al. 2011; Kitagawa and Fearnley 2015; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). Wyborn et al. (2017) 
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identifies the decision-making environment to be highly dynamic and context-specific, thus 

necessitating more collaborative approaches to managing the SPPI (Barton et al. 2020; Thompson et 

al. 2017b; Wyborn et al. 2017). The process by which this shared knowledge is co-created is poorly 

documented in the literature, often taking the form of commentaries of stakeholder workshops, 

surveying methods, or involving end-users in research groups (Mach et al. 2020). Growing demand 

for collaborative DRM approaches requires further documentation in the literature of replicable co-

production processes, alongside methodologies for the development of co-production products 

(Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020). 

 

 

Figure 1.3 The diversity of research engagement environments, dictated by the research question, the type of 

relationship across the SPPI, and the nature of interactions over the SPPI over time (from Mach et al. (2020)). 

 

In volcanic hazard and impact studies, stakeholder, community and local government engagement has 

principally focused on the communication of volcanic unrest, forecasting and hazard management 

(Coppola 2011b; Fearnley et al. 2012; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; Kitagawa and Fearnley 2015). More 

recently, volcanic impact studies have utilised stakeholder expertise, particularly for impact and risk 

studies concerned with infrastructural or agricultural impact (Wilkinson 2013; Wilson et al. 2014b; 

Becker et al. 2015; Wild et al. 2015; Blake et al. 2015; Scolobig 2015; Wild 2016; Craig et al. 2016a, b; 

Armijos et al. 2017; Thompson et al. 2017; Few et al. 2017; Juniper 2018; Thomas 2018).  Considering 

the merits of local stakeholder engagement and co-production of knowledge (Barton et al. 2020; 

Beaven et al. 2017; Davies et al. 2015a; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014a; Mach 

et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017), participatory DRR methods were utilised in this study, principally in 

Chapters 2 (A modular framework for the development of multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption 

scenario suites) and 4 (Approaching the challenge of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic impact 

assessment through the lens of systemic risk: application to Taranaki Maunga) to co-develop a greater 

understanding of volcanic multi-hazards and impacts respectively. 
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 Volcanic Hazard Impact and Risk Assessment 
 

This section provides an overview of the key elements of volcanic impact and risk assessment. The 

section begins by introducing the current state of knowledge (Section 1.2.1), then introduces the key 

components of volcanic impact and risk assessment (Sections 1.2.1.1 – 1.2.1.4). Sections 1.2.2 and 

1.2.3 then addresses emerging research areas and their necessity in volcanic impact and risk 

assessment. 

Natural hazard impact assessments are used to inform disaster mitigation, preparation, response and 

recovery strategies, and often used operationally by emergency management groups (or 

corresponding authorities) (Bretton et al. 2018a; Coppola 2011a; Government of New Zealand 2002; 

Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c; Kitagawa and Fearnley 2015; MCDEM 1990; UNDRR 2019; Wilkinson 

2013). The likely impacts of volcanic eruptions can guide decision-makers to revise and adopt 

response plans, such as; evacuation plans, infrastructure response plans and resource allocation plans 

(Bretton et al. 2018a; Bretton et al. 2018b; UNDRR 2019; Wilkinson 2013). In addition, volcanic impact 

and risk assessment can inform long-term local policy and planning, such as plans for new 

development of industry, housing and infrastructure. Ultimately, the incorporation of volcanic impact 

and risk assessments into local policy can significantly reduce economic and social losses during and 

after an event (Spence 2004). 

 

 Volcanic hazard impact and risk assessment 
 

Volcanoes have long disrupted human society, causing loss of life, loss of livelihood, damage or 

disruption to infrastructure, and impacting public health (Blong 1984; Wilson et al. 2014a; Wilson et 

al. 2012). Volcanic impacts can be relatively short-lived (e.g. Calbuco, Chile, April - May 2015; Hayes 

et al. 2019) or long-lived and provoked by sustained volcanic activity or severe volcanic uncertainty 

(e.g. Soufrière Hills, Montserrat, 1995 - 2003 and 2005 - 2013; Hicks and Few 2015). The impact of 

volcanic eruptions can be witnessed many years or decades after the initial onset of the eruption 

(Blong 1984; Jenkins et al. 2007; Magill et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2012). It is 

estimated that approximately 280,000 fatalities have occurred since 1500 AD as a result of volcanic 
eruptions (Brown et al. 2017), with approximately 80% of these fatalities occurring within 20km of 

the volcanic vent (Brown et al. 2017). Brown et al. (2015) estimates that 30 million people live within 

10km of a volcano globally, and estimates over 800 million within 100km, highlighting the necessity 
of volcanic DRR and DRM research for exposed communities and assets. 

Numerous studies have investigated the impact of volcanic hazards on people, societies, infrastructure 

and agriculture. Research efforts have primarily focused on impacts from volcanic ash, a spatially and 

temporally extensive hazard with well-documented case studies (Craig et al. 2016a; Craig et al. 2016b; 

Craig 2015; Stewart et al. 2006; Wardman et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2012). Secondarily, research has 

focused on impacts from pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) and lahars (Baxter et al. 2005; Jenkins et 

al. 2013; Jenkins et al. 2015; Zuccaro et al. 2008). Few studies have investigated proximal hazard 

impacts (Fitzgerald 2014; Jenkins et al. 2014a; Williams et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2014a), since 

exposure is generally low and empirical impact data is lacking.  Research into debris avalanche event  

impacts is at a very early stage, with total damage of assets generally assumed (Procter et al. 2009; 

Wilson et al. 2012). An overview of the physical properties of volcanic hazards and their known 
volcanic impacts is presented in Appendix A. 

A key point within volcanic impact and risk assessment is that volcanic eruptions are multi-hazard, 

often multi-phase events (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007). Volcanic hazards can 

initiate other hazards (cascading hazards), can exacerbate other hazards (compounding hazards) or 

simply occur concurrently with other hazards. Common examples of cascading hazards include ash 
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fall and lahar generation, PDCs and lahar generation, and sector collapse and PDC and lahar 

generation. Several studies have attempted to quantify the initiation threshold between cascading 

hazards (Jones et al. 2015; Mead et al. 2016; Mead and Magill 2017). Others have considered volcanic 

multi-hazards in a hazard assessment context (Jenkins et al. 2013; Neri et al. 2008; Tierz et al. 2017; 

Tierz et al. 2016; Zuccaro et al. 2008; Zuccaro and De Gregorio 2013), although most of these do not 
account for cascading and compounding hazard interactions (Deligne et al. 2017; Sandri et al. 2014).  

 

1.2.1.1 Volcanic hazard assessment 

 

The variety of volcanic hazards (Figure 1.4) and their associated physical parameters can have a wide 

range of impacts on the surrounding landscape, infrastructure and society (Auker et al. 2015; Auker 

et al. 2013; Deligne et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2014a)(Appendix A). Volcanic ash can be transported 

across borders, can persist within the atmosphere for extended periods and can be remobilised by 

atmospheric processes, clean-up operations and vehicle movement (Blake et al. 2016; Hayes et al. 

2017; Wilson et al. 2012). Conversely, flow hazards such as pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) are 

relatively instantaneous and typically topographically constrained (Brand et al. 2016; Roche et al. 

2009). Lahars, though they share the same topographic constraints as PDCs, require an additional 
hydrological triggering mechanism, and are therefore much harder to temporally constrain and they 
do not require concurrent volcanic activity (Doyle et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2015; Tierz et al. 2017).  

Volcanic hazards can be described in terms of their spatial extent, their frequency and duration, and 

the physical parameters of the phenomena. These different aspects can then be used to quantify the 

exposure and vulnerability (and ultimately the impact/risk) for a given risk context (Figure 1.2). 

Volcanic hazards have many different physical properties that can cause damage and disruption; these 

are collectively referred to as Hazard Intensity Metrics (HIMs). As different volcanic hazards are 

subject to differing physical behaviours and properties, the best HIM to evaluate the impact for one 

hazard may not be appropriate for use when assessing impact from another hazard. Volcanic impacts 

can be expressed using different Impact State (IS) metrics, such as physical damage, loss of service or 

economic loss (Marzocchi and Woo 2009; Wilson 2015; McDonald et al. 2017). Previous volcanic 

hazard impact assessments have used economic value (Alberico et al. 2011) and buildings lost 
(Zuccaro et al. 2008) as impact metrics. 

Volcanic hazard assessment began to emerge as an essential component of volcanology and disaster 

science as a result of increasing interest and awareness following the 1980s volcanic disasters of Mt 

St Helens, USA (1980), El Chichón, Mexico (1982), Galunggung, Indonesia (1982) and Nevado del Ruíz, 

Colombia (1985) (Tilling 1989). Volcanic monitoring agencies and other scientific authorities began 

to develop hazard assessment techniques to improve the predictive capacity of volcano science, and 

to communicate hazard and risk potential to communities and stakeholders in volcanic regions 

(Ronan et al. 2000; Tilling 1989). Generally, early approaches were deterministic in nature, often 

taking the form of a single-phase volcanic eruption event of a determined intensity and style (Barclay 

et al. 2008; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c). Whilst deterministic hazard information has proven useful for 

communication and planning purposes (Barclay et al. 2008; Haynes et al. 2007; Hudson-Doyle et al. 

2014b), they are commonly considered to not fully capture the complexity and uncertainty associated 

with volcanic eruptions. To address the recognised need to demonstrate uncertainty in volcanic 

hazard assessment, as analytical and technological methods improved, sophisticated probabilistic, 

statistically-informed hazard assessment approaches found favour (Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; 

Marzocchi et al. 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2008; Sandri et al. 2012; Sparks et al. 2012). However, due to 

the uncertainty and complexity of probabilistic approaches, they have proven to be exceedingly hard 

to adopt in any meaningful way in disaster management (Davies and Davies 2018; Haynes et al. 2008; 
Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c). 
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Both approaches have value for scientists and end-users, but the tendency to produce either 

deterministic or probabilistic hazard assessment information has limited the potential value offered 

by integrating elements of both approaches to develop scientifically credible, operationally-relevant 

hazard assessment products (Barclay et al. 2008; Donovan 2019; Hayes et al. 2020; Hicks et al. 2014; 

Leonard et al. 2014; Maier et al. 2016; Marzocchi and Jordan 2013; Sparks et al. 2012). This is a 

concern for decision-makers who need salient, relevant, robust hazard information to inform long-

term planning (Johnston et al. 1999; Mach et al. 2020). Attempts to bridge deterministic (scenario) 

and probabilistic approaches are finding increasing favour (Ang et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2020; 

Thompson et al. 2017b), especially in settings where scientists and users have attempted to 

collaboratively partner in DRR activities that distils the complexity of potential hazard behaviour in a 

credible, yet useable way (Ang et al. 2020; Barclay et al. 2008; Hayes et al. 2020; Haynes et al. 2008; 

Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015a). Despite the relevance of recent hazard assessment and scenario suite 
development methodologies, there is a growing desire from end-users for dynamic, iterative disaster 

risk management tools that demonstrate the spatio-temporal intensity of hazard footprints and the 

resultant impacts (Davies et al. 2015a; Davies and Davies 2018; Global Facility for Disaster Reduction 

and Recovery (GFDRR) 2016; Thompson et al. 2017c).  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Geologic hazards at volcanoes (created by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) (Myers and Driedger 

2008)). 
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The collaborative development and management of hazard scenarios can facilitate this knowledge 

sharing, contributing to increases in the relevance and uptake of scientific information (Davies et al. 

2015b, Barton et al. 2020), the empowerment of decision-makers and community members to better 

prepare for a disaster (Hicks et al. 2014) and increases in awareness and understanding of volcanic 

uncertainty (Hicks et al. 2014). When developed and managed in this way, hazard scenarios serve as 

‘boundary objects,’ a sociological concept originally defined by Star and Griesemer (1989) as ‘scientific 

objects that inhabit several intersecting social worlds and satisfy the information requirements of 

each of them’. Boundary objects are ‘more likely to produce relevant, useable information because 

they engage end-users early’ (Cash et al. 2003), ‘can increase scientific credibility by involving 

different types of expertise’ (Cash et al. 2003), and can ‘enhance legitimacy by providing transparent 

access to the processes of information to multiple stakeholders’ (Cash et al. 2003). Volcanic hazard 

scenarios are increasingly being utilized as boundary objects, and are commonly developed by hazard 
scientists to aid decision-makers in response planning and resilience-building initiatives (Davies et al. 

2015a; Hayes et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2016; Keough and Shanahan 2008). 

 

1.2.1.2 Exposure 
 

Exposure relates to the assets than exist within the potential hazard extent, and can refer to human, 

infrastructural, agricultural and ecological asset types (UNISDR 2009). The level of exposure will vary 

according to different volcanic hazards, and given the local context (Brown et al. 2018). For instance, 
exposure to volcanic ash hazard can be very high, given the potentially very large spatial extent and 

the potential for both in-air and on-the-ground impacts (Iata 2010). Conversely, a small lahar channel 

could be solely co-located with a prolific local industry, and the exposure could be considered 
comparable (Birkmann et al. 2013). Exposure can vary spatially, temporally, and can be increased and 

reduced by decision makers (Birkmann et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2018; Gustin 2010). For example, 

population exposure can change on daily, seasonal, and yearly timescales (Brown et al. 2018), with 

commuting populations, tourism, seasonal industries and population and economic growth 
principally driving exposure variability (Brown et al. 2015). It is therefore important to recognise that 

each volcanic risk environment is a unique case, where local exposure and vulnerability are key 

drivers for the variation in the potential or observed volcanic impacts and risk. 

An ideal exposure inventory would be centralised, open-source, consistent across all assets, and 

readily transferrable, depending on the research application (UNISDR 2015a). In reality, accessing or 
compiling an exposure inventory is fraught with challenges. Data holders can be public authorities or 

private companies, leading to issues with data access and confidentiality (UNISDR 2015a). Within a 

sector, data may be dispersed across many different organisations, with different practices for data 

focus, collection and storage, introducing problems with consistency. Additionally, some datasets are 

simply not available, or must be manually compiled. Again, all of these factors stress the individuality 

of impact assessments for each case study volcano, however, a common impact assessment 

framework can be applied, and the different components of the assessment individualised given the 
local context (UNISDR 2015a). 

Since the level of exposure directly informs impact assessment outcomes, these factors must be 

considered in impact assessment frameworks. Exposure can be tactically reduced during volcanic 

unrest or eruptions. Population or livestock evacuations are undertaken to reduce exposure to 

volcanic hazards (Armijos et al. 2017b; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c; World Bank 2014) and some 

infrastructural assets can be ‘shut-down’ (electricity lines for instance, where tactical shut-down 
reduces the probability of inducing flashovers from ash deposition (Wardman et al. 2012)). Sustained 

unrest or activity can result in semi-permanent or permanent relocation of people, businesses and 

industries, reducing exposure, though the social, political and economic ramifications are often 
significant (Bonanno et al. 2010). 
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There are many global instances of temporary or permanent reduction of exposure to volcanic 

hazards during and after a volcanic crisis, which have had both positive and negative ramifications, 

often in tandem. The 1995-present eruptive activity at Soufriere Hills, Montserrat, for example, has 

resulted in a permanent exclusion zone that incorporates approximately two thirds of the island, 

disrupting the local tourism industry. This exclusion zone has resulted in some relocation of people 

and industries (Aspinall et al. 2002a). The local economy has since adapted, utilising volcanic activity 
to promote tourism (Aspinall et al. 2002b; Skinner 2018).  

Exposure can also vary seasonally, depending on the hazard(s) of interest. Syn-eruptive lahar 

exposure can vary given the volume of ice or snow cover, whereas post-eruptive lahar exposure can 

change given the volume of rainfall or erupted material. The spatial extent of volcanic hazards 

explicitly dictates the level of exposure, which introduces complications when considering exposure 

to multiple hazards, given the wide range of potential spatial and temporal scope. Given current trends 

in urban and population growth, exposure to volcanic hazards can be expected to increase, though 

measures are often in place to minimise this increase. For example, approximately 800,000 people 

live within the red evacuation zone of Vesuvius, Italy, where new construction or housing and 

supporting infrastructure is prohibited in an attempt to reduce, or at least slow, increasing exposure. 

Similar measures are in place worldwide, therefore attempting to minimise exposure increase 
through policy and informed urban planning. 

 

1.2.1.3 Vulnerability 
 

Vulnerability is an expression of the propensity of an asset, network or community to experience 
damage or loss when exposed to a hazard; as such, vulnerability can be thought of as a result of 

multiple factors: physical, systemic, social and economic vulnerability (and others). Each vulnerability 

can be considered dynamic and highly variable during an event (Dominguez et al. 2021; Few et al. 

2017b; Hicks and Few 2015; Mechler and Bouwer 2015), particularly in a volcanic context, due to 
repeated impact from multi-hazards (generally resulting in vulnerability increase) and the adoption 

of mitigation actions (resulting in vulnerability reduction). Physical vulnerability is an expression of 

the propensity of an asset or component to experience physical damage when exposed to a hazard. 

Physical vulnerability is a key focus of this thesis and so this is explored in greater depth below.  But 

there are many other facets and types of vulnerability which are important to consider.  Social 

vulnerability (i.e. the propensity for a community or society to experience disruption) is most 
apparent in socially, politically or geographically isolated communities (Bergstrand et al. 2015; Few 

et al. 2017b; Hicks and Few 2015; Levine 2004; Pelling and Uitto 2001; Yoon 2012). Social 

vulnerability is closely related to physical vulnerability, as the quality of housing, roads and other 

lifelines directly inform community capacity to cope with an event. Social vulnerability can be reduced 

using Early Warning Systems (EWS), communication tools (such as volcanic activity bulletins) and by 

increasing awareness through socialisation (Becker et al. 2015; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015b; Paton and 

Johnston 2001). Economic vulnerability is influenced by business uncertainty and the capacity to 
continue normal business operations (exports, resource security and many others) (Few et al. 2017b; 

Menoni et al. 2012; Noy and Yonson 2018). Both social and economic vulnerability can be thought of 

as highly influenced by other vulnerability sectors (physical and systemic vulnerability of 
infrastructure for example) (Few et al. 2017b). Both economic and social vulnerability are largely 

dependent on the local context of the area of study (Few et al. 2017b; Noy and Yonson 2018; UNISDR 

2015a), and should be accounted for in volcanic impact assessment processes, with particular 

consideration given to marginalized populations. 
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1.2.1.4 Physical vulnerability 

 

There has been sustained research attention on attempting to identify and characterize the physical 

impacts of volcanic hazards on exposed assets and systems over the past three decades – with a focus 

on the physical vulnerability of buildings (Blong et al. 2017; Jenkins et al. 2015; Jenkins et al. 2014a), 

critical infrastructure (Wardman et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2017) and agricultural land (Craig et al. 

2016a; Craig 2015).  Various summary documents and vulnerability models have been developed in 

attempts to organise and utilise this knowledge, albeit often in qualitative approaches (Craig 2015; 

Cronin et al. 2014; Prata and Rose 2015; Wilson et al. 2014b; Wilson et al. 2012; Wilson and Kaye 
2007) A notable gap is that few studies have considered physical vulnerability in a multi-hazard 

context, though volcanic eruptions are intrinsically multi-hazard events. Quantifying physical 

vulnerability is challenging in part due to the lack of observational data (Jenkins et al. 2013), which 

has provoked the undertaking of experimental studies (Williams et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2017). 

Another common obstacle to quantifying physical vulnerability to volcanic multi-hazards is the 

differing HIMs typically used to express hazard intensity. For instance, a common parameter used to 

quantify damage from PDCs is dynamic pressure (Baxter et al. 2005; Jenkins et al. 2013; Jenkins et al. 

2014a), which has little relevance in quantifying vulnerability to ash-loading, typically expressed in 

deposit thickness. Impact State (IS) metrics however, can be used to unify differing HIMs, exposure 

inventories and vulnerability models, allowing for consistency and comparability across data sets 
(Wilson et al. 2017).   

A common way to quantify physical vulnerability is to develop fragility functions for asset types by 

determining the binary or gradational damage experienced when exposed to a specific physical 

parameter of a hazard (Wilson et al. 2017). This is generally achieved by integrating observational 

data, analogue experiment data and expert opinion (Jenkins et al. 2014a; Williams et al. 2017). Several 

studies have developed fragility functions for volcanic single-hazards, predominantly for electricity 

networks (Wardman et al. 2012), the agricultural sector (Craig 2015; Wilson and Kaye 2007) and 

buildings (Jenkins et al. 2014a; Williams et al. 2017). Wilson et al. (2017) outlined a framework for 

the development of volcanic vulnerability functions for critical infrastructure. They found data 

availability to be a key limitation, highlighting the need for systematic collection and centralised 

archiving of exposure and post-eruption impact data.  

Vulnerability models developed with data from one volcano or eruption are not necessarily globally 

applicable, as local exposure and vulnerability characteristics will vary from one volcanic region to 

the next. Physical vulnerability of critical infrastructure and buildings can be thought of as a function 

of the hazard type and intensity, construction type and construction material (Jenkins et al. 2014a). It 

therefore follows that physical vulnerability varies worldwide, along with construction materials and 

methodologies, once again stressing the individuality of volcanic impact assessments. The same is true 

of the physical vulnerability of agricultural land, which is primarily a function of seasonality, soil type 
and vegetation type (Craig 2015) and therefore a function of the local climate and context. For 

agricultural land, the primary research focus is on how volcanic ash deposition and volcanic gas 

emission impacts productivity and livestock welfare (Craig et al. 2016a; Craig 2015; Wilson and Kaye 

2007). Volcanic flow hazards and ballistics are spatially constrained, whereas volcanic ash can be 

spatially extensive and relatively small concentrations can have significantly detrimental impacts on 

farming land (Thompson et al. 2017a), with impacts primarily a function of chemical composition, 

grain size and deposit thickness (Craig 2015). 
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 Systemic vulnerability and risk 
 

A traditional understanding of risk assumes a hazard-by-hazard view of risk, assumes a linear 

relationship between cause and effect, and assumes relative societal independence from the natural 

phenomena and the direct impact and responses the phenomena provokes (OECD 2003; Pescaroli and 

Alexander 2018; Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a). Systemic risk refers to the 

disruption or breakdown of a system due to external stresses, rather than the disruption or damage 

of its constituent parts (UNDRR 2019). Systemic risks generally emerge during and/or after disasters, 

and are therefore hard to foresee and plan for. They also challenge our current view of a hazard as a 

‘sudden event’ that provokes a response that occurs over a discrete timeframe (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 
2015a). 

Given the emergent nature of systemic risks, it is fair to assume that our current disaster planning, 

response and mitigation capacities are not currently appropriately designed for this challenge, 

Furthermore, the traditional hazard-by-hazard view of risk and risk management insufficiently 

prepares policy-makers and decision-makers for the potential systemic impact of disasters (OECD 

2003; Schweizer and Renn 2019). The Sendai Framework therefore calls for action to enhance our 
ability to identify, understand, analyse and manage systemic risks (UNISDR 2015a).  

 

 

Figure 1.5 Examples of infrastructure interdependencies (Rinaldi et al. 2001a) 
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Current economic networks and systems have been designed to maximise efficiency and economic 

gain, but have also introduced pervasive interdependencies, resulted in a lack of redundancy, and 

introduced systemic vulnerabilities into society (Noy and Yonson 2018; Schweizer and Renn 2019; 

UNDRR 2019). Even small, localised external shocks to the established systems we depend on can 

provoke widespread, long-lasting impacts. The current interconnected nature of local and global 

systems introduces systemic vulnerability on multiple spatial and temporal scales. These 

vulnerabilities are challenged by disruptive events, such as volcanic eruptions. The 2011 Tōhoku 

earthquake, tsunami and resultant Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident resulted in an estimated 

US$211 billion in direct damage alone (Kajitani et al. 2013), and provoked considerable global supply 

chain disruption (Koshimura and Shuto 2015) and psychosocial impacts (Harada et al. 2015). The 

2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland) cost the airline industry an estimated US$1,7 billion, and 

provoked impact in many unsuspecting sectors (Mazzocchi et al. 2010). Both disasters were partially 
driven by underappreciated risk drivers, unexpected temporally-varying impacts, and related to lack 

of critical infrastructure redundancy. 

Critical infrastructure systems are globally recognised to be highly interdependent (Figure 1.5), 

meaning that the loss of function of an asset within one sector can greatly reduce the functionality of 

assets that rely on its uninterrupted supply (Juniper 2018; Rinaldi et al. 2001a; Urlainis et al. 2015; 

Wilson et al. 2012). One common example of this is the dependency between the electricity and water 
sectors, where electricity outage can result in the non-functionality of water pumps, disrupting water 

supply (Wilson et al. 2014b). There are many examples of lifeline interdependencies, and due to the 

complexity of such networks, interdependencies, and hence systemic risks are difficult to quantify. 

An important component of infrastructure system vulnerability is the significance, or criticality, of the 

asset. One way to illustrate this aspect is using the example of the road network. Major roads 

experience more use than minor roads, generally due to their design, quality and convenience. Their 

disruption can cause limited or closed access to homes, businesses or infrastructural assets. Within 

and across infrastructure networks, hotspots and pinchpoints are a way of identifying interaction sites 

that could initiate cascading failure. Hotspots are places where several infrastructure assets from 

different networks are co-located and/or interdependent (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020a; New 

Zealand Lifelines Council 2017). Pinchpoints represent single points of potential failure within an 

infrastructure network i.e. critical assets or utilities within a network where a satisfactory alternative 
route (redundancy) does not currently exist (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020a; Ranghieri and 

Ishiwatari 2014). However, the identification of a pinchpoint or hotspot does not necessarily imply 

that there is a weakness or vulnerability (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020a). Nationally significant 

infrastructure assets are often where there are single-site pinchpoints in the supply chain which, if 

they failed catastrophically, would cause a considerable loss of service (New Zealand Lifelines Council 

2020a). These single-site pinchpoints typically relate to key energy and telecommunications sites, 

ports and airports. Other sectors such as road, rail and energy transmission have nationally significant 
assets which are linear pinchpoints (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020a).  

During a disaster, access to infrastructural assets is vital to undertake repairs and as such, if often a 

recovery priority for emergency management authorities (Rebello et al. 2019). In volcanic impact 

assessments, the criticality of infrastructural assets is often accounted for in the vulnerability 

component of the assessment (Giovinazzi et al. 2016; Marle and Vidal 2011). Systemic vulnerability 

can be reduced by introducing network redundancy, transferability, and building resilience.  

Static, exposure-based definitions of vulnerability and risk are insufficient to truly encapsulate the 

dynamic nature of volcanic eruptions and societal responses, and are only truly reflective of the initial 

impacts of a volcanic event (Few et al. 2017b; Hicks and Few 2015). Physical vulnerabilities will evolve 

throughout the eruptive episode, with repeated exposure to volcanic hazards changing the physical 

condition of the asset in question (Wilkinson 2013). Furthermore, physical mitigation actions taken 
during an event can reduce the physical and therefore systemic vulnerability of assets, and hence 

systemic risk (Gustin 2010; Khan 2012). For long-duration multi-hazard volcanic events, systemic 
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risks (and systemic, social and economic vulnerabilities) come to the forefront, and require 

longitudinal analysis to truly understand their influence on volcanic impacts (Armijos et al. 2017a; 
Dominguez et al. 2021; Few et al. 2017b; Hicks and Few 2015; Menoni et al. 2012).  

 

 Volcanic Multi-Hazard Impact Assessment 
 

1.2.3.1 Multi-hazard impact assessment 
 

Multi-hazard impact and risk assessment has been identified as a research area in need of further 

development (AghaKouchak et al. 2018; Ordaz et al. 2019; UNDRR 2019). Quantifying cascading and 

interacting hazard relationships and their contribution to potential impacts is particularly complex 

due to uncertainties inherent in hazards, mitigations, and their interactions. Previous studies have 

often approached this challenge using qualitative or semi-quantitative methods (Kappes et al. 2012; 

Pourghasemi et al. 2020; Pourghasemi et al. 2019), with some attempts made to explore the spatio-

temporal linkages between interacting hazards (Gill and Malamud 2014; Zuccaro et al. 2018; Zuccaro 

and De Gregorio 2013). Broadly, two predominant challenges have been identified in quantifying 
multi-hazard impact and risk: integrating the physical and spatio-temporal characteristics of different 

hazards to produce an appropriate impact or risk metric (1) and ensuring the resultant impact and 

risk metrics are suitable for end-user purposes (2) (Kappes et al. 2012; Tilloy et al. 2019). Attempts 

to tackle challenge 1 have led to contributions in quantifying multi-hazard potential, generally either 

qualitatively or semi-quantitatively as hazard classifications or indices, where multi-hazards are 

typically related by intensity, duration and/or recurrence interval to deduce the ‘hazard level’ at a 
given location (e.g. “high ashfall and high lahar hazard”) (Tilloy et al. 2019).   

A key challenge has been to extend multi-hazard frameworks to adequately and robustly consider 

impact and risk.  Few studies consider the relative contribution from multi-hazards to observed or 

potential damage and disruption, and how this manifests throughout a multi-hazard cascading 

initiation sequence (Dominguez et al. 2021; Kappes et al. 2012; Pourghasemi et al. 2019; Tilloy et al. 

2019; Zuccaro et al. 2018; Zuccaro et al. 2008). 

 

1.2.3.2 Volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment 
 

Investigations into impact and risk assessment have demonstrated the complexities of multi-hazard 

volcanism and cascading and compounding vulnerabilities (Alberico et al. 2011; Dominguez et al. 

2021; Hicks and Few 2015; Jenkins et al. 2013; Zuccaro et al. 2008). Post-event volcanic impact 

assessment has shown that the impacts of volcanism are exacerbated and amplified by the dynamic 

properties of vulnerability, particularly in a volcanic multi-hazard context (Armijos et al. 2017b; 

Dominguez et al. 2021; Few et al. 2017a; Phillips et al. 2019; Rinaldi et al. 2001b). Delineating a series 

of events and the relative contribution of each facet of risk to the total impact observed has proven 

challenging (Kappes et al. 2012; Ordaz et al. 2019; Pescaroli and Alexander 2018), but recent advances 

have demonstrated the utility of adopting a systems-based approach to tackle this challenge 

(Dominguez et al. 2021). By allowing for targeted exploration of the role of each risk component (e.g. 

multi-hazards, dynamic exposure, dynamic multi-faceted vulnerability) in the determination of 

impact, impact and risk assessment methodologies can be vastly improved, and their efficacy in DRR 
and DRM fully realised. 

Volcanic multi-hazard impact and risk assessment, like many similar fields, can be considered to be in 
its relatively early developmental stages, with recent advances in multi-hazard assessment (Hayes et 

al. 2020; Tierz et al. 2017), single-phase multi-hazard impact assessment (Jenkins et al. 2014a; 
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Zuccaro et al. 2008), and co-development of impact-based decision-support tools (Hicks et al. 2014; 

Wild et al. 2021; Wild et al. 2015) providing valuable insight into best-practice approaches and 
research development required.  

 

 Case Study Context 
 

The following section introduces the case study area utilised in my dissertation, detailing relevant 

DRR policies, legislation and practices in Aotearoa-New Zealand, and the risk and risk management 
context of the Taranaki region. 

 

 Disaster risk management in Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

Aotearoa-New Zealand is recognised globally as a leader in DRR research and risk management 

practices, particularly with regard to participatory disaster risk research, and its applied approach to 
DRR and DRM (Barton 2020). DRR research and practices in Aotearoa-New Zealand are driven by 

several pieces of legislation, all closely aligned with the Sendai Framework, the most significant of 

which include the National Disaster Resilience Strategy Rautaki ā-Motu Manawaroa Aituā (MCDEM 

2019), and the Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) Framework (Department of 
Internal Affairs 2008; Government of New Zealand 2002; MCDEM 2019).  

The objectives of the National Disaster Resilience Strategy Rautaki ā-Motu Manawaroa Aituā include 

managing disaster risks, enabling effective response and recovery, and empowering community 

resilience (MCDEM 2019). The CDEM framework drives local, regional and national DRR operations, 

and dictates a reporting and responsibilities structure for DRR and DRM in Aotearoa-New Zealand 

(Figure 1.6). The CDEM Framework complements the National Disaster Resilience Strategy Rautaki ā-

Motu Manawaroa Aituā, which outlines an integrated approach for participatory DRR over a ten year 

period.  

Aotearoa-New  Zealand’s  DRM legislation  has  been criticised for lacking legislative and regulatory 

mechanisms to coordinate DRM efforts, such as a  national platform for disaster risk reduction, which 

is promoted by both the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005 – 2015 and the Sendai Framework for 

DRR 2015 – 2030 (UNISDR 2015a; UNISDR 2005) (Basher 2016). Instead, Aotearoa-New Zealand’s 

governance of disaster risk is divided across many government ‘acts’, and DRM is the responsibility of 

many departments and levels of government, without obvious integration (Basher 2016). 

Aotearoa-New Zealand adopts a holistic approach to disaster risk management across the ‘4Rs’; 

reduction, readiness, response and recovery (defined below) (Government of New Zealand 2002; 

International Federation of Red Crescent Societies 2014). Aotearoa-New Zealand’s multi-disciplinary 

and collaborative approach to disaster risk management involves multi-agency initiatives and 

investments to; identify and reduce disaster risks, build early warning systems, develop plans and 

structures for response and recovery phases, and engage and educate communities in urban and rural 
areas (Figure 1.6) (MCDEM 2019).  
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Figure 1.6 The New Zealand Civil Defence and Emergency Management Framework (NEMA 2020). 

 

• Reduction: identifying and analysing long-term risks to human life and property from 
hazards; taking steps to eliminate these risks if practicable, and if not, reducing the magnitude 

of their impact and the likelihood of their occurring (NEMA 2020) 

• Readiness: developing operational systems and capabilities before a civil defence emergency 

happens; including self-help and response programmes for the general public, and specific 

programmes for emergency services, lifeline utilities and other agencies (NEMA 2020). 

• Response: actions taken immediately before, during, or directly after a civil defence 

emergency to save lives and protect property, and to help communities recover (NEMA 2020). 

• Recovery: the coordinated efforts and processes to bring about the immediate, medium and 

long-term holistic regeneration of a community following a civil defence emergency (NEMA 
2020). 

 

The National Security System (NSS) of Aotearoa-New Zealand outlines the structures and processes 

for assessing disaster risk in the context of national security and sovereignty, and determines the 

thresholds for national government response leadership. The National Emergency Management 

Agency (NEMA) sits within the governance structure of the NSS, as a member of the Hazard Risk Board 

(HRB). The purpose of the HRB is to build a high performing and resilient NSS able to manage civil 

contingencies and hazard risks through appropriate governance, alignment, and prioritisation of 

investment, policy and activity. NEMA (formerly known as the Ministry for Civil Defence and 

Emergency Management (MCDEM)) plans for and responds to natural and anthropogenic disasters. 

Within the current NEMA structure, 16 regional Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) 

groups operate, tailoring plans and strategies to the hazards, exposure and vulnerabilities applicable 

for their region (Figure 1.6). CDEM groups are also tasked with facilitating conversation and 

knowledge transfer between local stakeholders, groups and agencies, and communicating DRR 
recommendations to stakeholders and the public (MCDEM 2015; MCDEM 2010; MCDEM 2005). CDEM 
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groups in Aotearoa-New Zealand use the Co-ordinated Incident Management System (CIMS) model 

during disaster response and recovery. The roles within the CIMS structure are held by local agency 

and stakeholder representatives, ensuring local and agency-specific expertise is utilised. Business As 

Usual (BAU) operations include the management of various advisory groups, such as a Lifelines 

Advisory Group (LAG) and a Rural Advisory Group (RAG), where sector-specific response and 
mitigation planning is developed. 

The CDEM Act 2002 (Government of New Zealand 2002) is the only over-arching legislation for all 

critical infrastructure sectors; this has a requirement for critical infrastructure to “function to the 

fullest possible extent” following an emergency. Although there are no nationally consistent standards 

for infrastructure resilience in Aotearoa-New Zealand, these are defined by each critical infrastructure 

operator, and/or sector regulator (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020b). There are different funding 

constraints and regulatory regimes both between and within the public and private sectors, and many 

organisations require a commercial return on resilience investment projects. These factors influence 

the level of investment in resilience improvements.  

 

Table 1.1 Selected geological hazard risks for New Zealand (Willis 2014). 

Event 
Likelihood in the next 

50 years 
Possible economic cost 

(NZD$billions) 

Alpine Fault – M8 earthquake 30% >10 

Ruapehu/Tongariro/Nguaruhoe/Whakaari 
(White Island) major eruption 

Almost certain >1 

Taranaki Maunga eruption 20% ~1 

Hikurangi subduction zone M8+ & NZ tsunami 10% >10 

Hope Fault M7.2 earthquake 50% ~1 

South American M9+ earthquake & NZ 
tsunami 

50% >1 

Auckland volcanic eruption 5% >>10 

NZ earthquake sequence like 1929 - 1942 50% >>10 

 

Managing disaster risk in Aotearoa-New Zealand is a multi-agency concern, involving individuals and 

participants from many different institutions (Willis 2014). Key agencies include NEMA, the Ministry 

for the Environment (MfE), the Ministry for Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE), the 
Department of Conservation (DOC), the Earthquake Commission (EQC), regional councils, territorial 

authorities, Crown Research Institutes (CRIs), universities, CDEM groups and the National 

Infrastructure Unit (NIU). Though many of the aforementioned sit within the public sector, there is 

considerable private sector involvement, particularly from lifeline utilities groups, insurers and 

reinsurers. Roles and responsibilities within the 4Rs framework are carefully facilitated and overseen 

by NEMA, and progress towards the Sendai Framework objectives is reported on accordingly (Willis 

2014). 
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Figure 1.7 Indicative national risk for Aotearoa-New Zealand. A ‘very large eruption’, typical of stratovolcanoes such as 

Taranaki Maunga, sits at the bottom right corner, as low relative likelihood, high relative consequence (Department of 

Prime Minister and Cabinet 2011; Willis 2014). 

 

 

 The risk management framework in Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

For DRR, risk assessments follow the approach outlined in the AS/NZS: 31000 Risk Management 

Framework (AS/NZS 2009)(Figure 1.8). The framework provides a replicable, systematic, 

standardised approach to risk reduction through four main steps; risk identification, risk analysis, risk 

evaluation and risk treatment (AS/NZS 2009). The framework affords authorities and agencies across 

all levels and sectors the opportunity to address and manage the disaster risks pertinent to their 

operations. The framework also facilities trans-agency collaboration, through the transferability of the 

standardised approach. This thesis aligns well with the AS/NZS framework, which in turn corresponds 

to national legislation and international initiatives.  
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Figure 1.8 The New Zealand Risk Management Framework (AS/NZS 2009). 

 

• Establishing the Context: This stage sets out the background to any risk management, 

including which risks and whose risks are in scope, what stakeholders are involved, the 

metric(s) of risk being used, and the values related to them, who is going to make decisions 

on the risks and what metrics of risk will be used (AS/NZS 2009). 

• Risk Identification: Consists of identifying all elements of risk, including the potential extent 

and magnitude of hazards and possible social consequences for the population at risk from 
the hazard (AS/NZS 2009). 

• Risk Analysis: The risk analysis stage of the risk management framework focuses on 

developing an understanding of risks, so they can be compared and ranked in the risk 

evaluation stage (AS/NZS 2009). 

• Risk Evaluation: Risk evaluation compares various risks to determine what actions could be 

taken to reduce impacts and therefore risk (AS/NZS 2009). 

• Risk Treatment: This involves determining how best to reduce the vulnerability of exposed 

assets and/or the hazard. Impacts, and therefore risk, can be reduced through the application 

of various mitigation strategies, developed through the integration of field or laboratory 

analyses. They include land management legislation, relocation of assets, improved 

construction standards, hazard monitoring and societal education (AS/NZS 2009). 

• Communication and Consultation: It is crucial to communicate to, and consult with, 

relevant stakeholders throughout the risk assessment process. This is especially important 

for those (e.g. emergency managers and planners) who will have a direct role in the risk 

treatment stage of the risk assessment process, and ensuring that impact and risk assessments 

are useful and useable for such end-users (AS/NZS 2009). 
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• Monitoring and review: During the risk assessment process it is crucial to implement up-to-

date information. Monitoring and review in turn provides a better means by which to evaluate, 
and therefore mitigate, risk (AS/NZS 2009). 

 

 Volcanic risk at Taranaki Maunga 
 

1.3.3.1 Volcanic risk management at Taranaki Maunga 
 

As per the National CDEM Framework, within the Taranaki region, the Taranaki CDEM group plans 
for and responds to disasters. The Taranaki CDEM group engages and shares knowledge with local 

stakeholder groups, and is tasked with communicating DRR and DRM recommendations to 

stakeholders and the general public (MCDEM 2015; MCDEM 2010; MCDEM 2005; NEMA 2020). 

Taranaki CDEM stakeholder and agency connections are extensive and well-maintained, and are a 

valuable resource in regional volcanic impact studies. Though volcanic activity is only one of thirty 

hazards identified in the CDEM Group Plan for Taranaki 2018 – 2023 (2018), it is identified as the 

highest priority, therefore receiving more resourcing and management from the CDEM Group over 

the 5-year duration of the plan. Similarly, an eruption of Taranaki Maunga has been identified by 
national groups as a significant risk to Aotearoa-New Zealand (Figure 1.7) (Table 1.1). 

Taranaki CDEM hosts the Taranaki Seismic and Volcanic Advisory Group (TSVAG), which provides a 

forum for the discussion of issues relevant to the local seismic and volcanic hazards and risks, and co-

ordinates research relevant to hazards and risk, so that information gathering for planning and 

response purposes is effective and efficient. The group also advises on long-term planning, such as 

land use planning and infrastructure design. 

Volcanic monitoring is the responsibility of GNS Science through the GeoNet project. The GeoNet 

project is funded by the Earthquake Commission (EQC) and Land Information New Zealand (LINZ), 

and ensures accurate, near real time monitoring information is available across seismic, geodetic and 

geochemical monitoring networks (MCDEM 2015). Taranaki Maunga houses a well-established 
seismic monitoring network (9 seismometers, 3 monitoring ‘hubs’) (Johnston et al. 2011) and is 

continually monitored for signs of unrest. 

GNS Science is responsible for communicating volcano-related information to stakeholders and the 

public before and during an eruption (MCDEM 2015). This information is disseminated using Volcano 

Alert Bulletins (VABs) and Volcanic Alert Levels (VALs), supported by web pages and social media 

tools (Potter et al. 2017). In Aotearoa-New Zealand, the VAL system has 6 tiers (0-5; increasing 
activity) that indicate likely hazards associated with the level of unrest or activity observed (Potter et 

al. 2014). Scientists at GNS Science determine the VAL (as mandated by national policy (MCDEM 

2015)) using monitoring data and staff expertise. For further information refer to Potter et al. 2014 
and 2017.  

 

1.3.3.2 Risk context 
 

The 2013 Aotearoa-New Zealand census counted 109,608 people living in the Taranaki region (2.6% 

of NZ’s population), with a median age of 19.9, and counted 43,014 households (Stats NZ 2018). The 

Taranaki region is also home to eight generally recognised iwi groups. The Taranaki rohe 

encompasses the majority of the north and western volcanic edifice and ring plain, and houses seven 
marae/pā. The Taranaki region has the highest Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in Aotearoa-

New Zealand and has a 3.3% share of national GDP (NZD $8.3 billion) (Stats NZ 2016). Dairy 
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production and processing, and oil and gas production and processing, are the two key economic 

activities in the Taranaki region (Venture Taranaki 2017), particularly when considering exported 

products. The dairy industry is one of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s most prolific industries, with an export 

revenue of $18.1 billion in the 2013/2014 financial year (NZIER, New Zealand Dairy Statistics 2014). 

Approximately 10% of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s dairy farming land is in the Taranaki region (170,062 

ha in 2017) (Craig 2015), owing to the proximal rich, fertile, volcanic soils and sediments. With 4.0 

sheep and 5.1 cows per person in the Taranaki region (Venture Taranaki 2017), previous research has 

considered volcanic impacts on livestock and the feasibility of livestock evacuation [Wilson et al., 

2009; Wild, 2016]. 

Taranaki’s extensive oil and gas resources are attributed to the Taranaki basin, a Late Cretaceous–

Cenozoic hydrocarbon-producing sedimentary basin (Mortimer et al. 1997). The prolific on and 

offshore oil and gas operations in the region contribute approximately NZD $2.5 billion to the national 

economy annually (PEPANZ 2016). In addition to processing plants, vital infrastructural assets ensure 

the proliferation of this industry, such as the Maui pipeline, which transports natural gas from  
Taranaki gas fields further north, where businesses and households are reliant on its continual supply. 

Taranaki also houses extensive infrastructure servicing the population and local industries, as well 

employing many local residents. New Plymouth, the region’s most populated urban area, has seen a 

7.7% population increase between the 2006 and 2013 censuses (Venture Taranaki 2017). In addition, 

New Plymouth port is a vital hub for import/export activity and off-shore oil and gas operations. State 

Highways 3, 43 and 45 all circumnavigate Taranaki Maunga, providing vital transport lines along the 

western part of the North Island. Other critical networks include freight-only railway lines, electricity 

transmission lines, oil and gas pipelines and numerous other regional and national lifelines and assets. 

In view of trends in national economic and population growth, volcanic impact studies concerning 

Taranaki Maunga are an urgent necessity. 

 

1.3.3.3 Spatial distribution of assets 
 

The population of the Taranaki region is principally dispersed around the northern and eastern sides 

of the volcanic edifice, with population centres of New Plymouth (57,500), Stratford (5,700) and 

Hawera (11,950) housing the majority of the regional population, business and employment (Stats NZ 

2018). The eight marae/pā of the Taranaki iwi are located on the western side of the volcanic ring 

plain (Taranaki Iwi Environmental Management Plan 2018). Local processing and production plants 

are primarily located in population centres (New Plymouth, Stratford, Hawera), but rely on external 

resources (e.g. dairy and meat from the ring plain, oil and gas from the ring plain and off-shore). As 

such, the majority of local infrastructure is located in the three main population centres, with 
collection and transmission infrastructure ensuring continued supply to processing plants. 

Due to the volcanically dominated topography of the Taranaki region, critical infrastructure servicing 

surrounding industries and settlements circumnavigates the volcanic cone; notably state highways, 

water distribution networks, electricity distribution and transmission networks, and oil and gas 

transmission and distribution networks. There are 530 named rivers in the region, the majority of 

which extend radially from the volcano. As a result buried critical infrastructure such as water pipes 

and gas pipes are often bound to the underside of bridges, exposing them to surface flow hazards such 

as lahars. Additionally, dairy farms and associated infrastructure extend right up to the Te Papakura 

o Taranaki (Egmont National Park) boundary to exploit fertile volcanic soils, hence bringing with them 

relevant infrastructural support. This means that Taranaki Maunga is closely bounded by valuable, 

exposed assets. 

The Te Papakura o Taranaki (Egmont National Park) boundary extends to approximately a 10km 

radius around Taranaki Maunga’s summit. This ensures that minimal critical infrastructure and 
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agricultural sites exist within close proximity (<10km) of the vent. However communications 

infrastructure, such as cell towers, translator towers and radio towers tend to be located on the upper 

flanks of Taranaki Maunga, to take advantage of increased transmission capability at height. 

Furthermore, the Dawson Falls and Te Papakura o Taranaki (Egmont National Park) visitor centres 

are located within the park boundary, and are equipped with electricity supply and road access. These 

assets are therefore exposed to proximal hazards such as ballistics and lava flows, as well as more 

spatially extensive hazards such as lahars, ashfall and pyroclastic flows. With increasing population 

(Venture Taranaki 2017), critical infrastructure and agricultural industry, exposure will increase, 

precipitating greater risk and greater potential economic and social losses during an eruptive phase 
at Taranaki Maunga. 

 

1.3.3.4 Infrastructure management and key industries 
 

The Taranaki region’s three district councils (New Plymouth District Council (NPDC), Stratford 

District Council (SDC) and South Taranaki District Council (STDC)) manage the water supply, waste 

water and storm water networks, which generally involves maintenance, monitoring and 

improvement of municipal schemes, and regulation of alternative water sourcing (such as private 
surface and groundwater sourcing, prevalent in rural Taranaki). Road maintenance and improvement 

is the responsibility of the owner, which in Taranaki can be individuals, councils or the Waka Kotahi 

New Zealand Transport Authority (NZTA), depending on the size and locality of the road. The 
electricity network is comprised of two major stakeholders, Transpower and Powerco, responsible 

for electricity transmission and distribution respectively. The oil, gas and telecommunications sectors 

have many stakeholders of varying size and scope, the largest of which are: Firstgas, Todd Energy, 
Methanex and Vector for oil and gas, and Kordia, Spark and Vodafone NZ for telecommunications. 

Other significant stakeholders include Port Taranaki, New Plymouth airport, Kiwi Rail, New Plymouth 

and Hawera hospitals, NZ Police, Fire and Emergency NZ and local schools. The agricultural sector and 

local businesses are dependent on all aforementioned infrastructural support for continued 
functionality. The primary agricultural stakeholder is Fonterra, with dairy processing facilities located 

in Hawera (Whareroa), Eltham and Kapuni, to the south east of the volcanic edifice. Fonterra Taranaki 

milk is sourced from farms of varying sizes that surround the edifice. Other agricultural stakeholders 

include DairyNZ, AsureQuality, Taranaki Federated Farmers, Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI), 
PGG Wrightson, Taranaki Rural Support Trust and Beef and Lamb. 

Establishing connections with local stakeholders can directly inform research objectives, ensuring 

that applied volcanology research is providing scientific communities and policy-makers with 

appropriate, relevant and timely decision-support tools for DRR studies. Several studies have 

reinforced the need to use governance arrangements involving local stakeholders in DRR research 

(Beaven et al. 2017; Cash and Moser 2000; Fearnley et al. 2012), highlighting the relevance of local 

agency engagement in this study. Engagement with local agencies in the Taranaki region is therefore 

a vital component of this work, a key group being the Taranaki CDEM Lifelines Advisory Group (LAG), 
which involves participants from a range of local infrastructure sectors, and provides a forum for 

discussion and planning for issues related to infrastructure resilience and the provision of 

infrastructure services during an emergency. 
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1.3.3.5 Taranaki Maunga  

 

1.3.3.5.1 Tectonic and geological setting 
 

The Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand is topographically dominated by Taranaki Maunga, a 

2,518m high andesitic stratovolcano located 140km west of the Taupō Volcanic Zone (TVZ) (Figure 

1.9) (Cronin et al. 2021). The subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the Indo-Australian plate along 

the Hikurangi Trough (HT) has resulted in the formation of four north-west south-east trending 

andesitic stratovolcanoes, incorporating Taranaki Maunga, the Kaitake and Pouakai Ranges, and the 

Sugar Loaves (Neall et al. 1986; Neall 1979). Volcanic activity has migrated south-eastwards over time, 

resulting in Taranaki Maunga, the largest, youngest and only active volcano in this volcanic chain 

(Figure 1.9)(Platz et al. 2007b; Zernack et al. 2012a). Taranaki Maunga itself is primarily composed of 

historic lava flow and pyroclastic flow deposits, with the surrounding ring plain (extending to the 

coast) principally composed of debris avalanche and lahar deposits (Figure 1.9)(Neall et al. 1986; 

Neall 1979). 

 

1.3.3.5.2 Eruptive history styles and hazards 
 

Volcanic activity in the Taranaki region began around 1.8 Ma (Price et al. 2005), forming Paritutu, and 

younging to the south (Kaitake, Pouakai and Taranaki Maunga)(Figure 1.9). Volcanism at Taranaki 

Maunga is dated from approximately 130 ka to 1800 AD (Alloway et al. 2005; Zernack et al. 2011), 

with eruptions at Fanthams Peak (a subsidiary vent) dated at approximately 3.3 ka – 1.8 ka (Turner 

et al. 2008b). The most recent sub-Plinian eruption is thought to have occurred in 1655 AD, producing 

pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) and wide-spread ashfall associated with a 14 km high eruption 

column (Platz et al. 2007b). Several studies have dated the last known activity at Taranaki Maunga to 

1755-1800 AD, consisting of many small effusive and explosive eruptions, and a final dome-building 

event (Neall 1972; Platz et al. 2012). Many of the largest known explosive eruptions at Taranaki 

Maunga are recorded in ash deposits primarily located on the eastern side of the volcano. These 

deposits include the Tariki, Korito, Inglewood and Manganui tephras, dated at approximately 5-4.5 ka, 

4.1 ka, 3.6 ka and 3.3 – 2.9 ka respectively (Alloway et al. 1995). 

Taranaki Maunga volcanism is characterized by cycles of cone growth followed by edifice collapse 

(Cronin et al. 2021; Zernack et al. 2011). Periods of cone growth incorporate effusive and dome-

forming activity, and are interspersed with episodes of explosive activity in the form of sub-Plinian to 

Plinian volcanism (Platz et al. 2007b; Turner et al. 2011a). Typical hazards produced by Taranaki 

Maunga volcanism include debris avalanches caused by edifice collapse, PDCs caused by dome 

collapse or column collapse, ash dispersion associated with explosive eruptions and remobilisation of 

ash and pyroclastic flow debris in the form of lahars (Cronin et al. 2021). Other hazards not 

represented in the distal Taranaki stratigraphic record include effusive lava flows, base surges, 

volcano ballistics and volcanic earthquakes. Other volcanic hazards not evidenced in the geological 
record include sound pressure waves and volcanic gas emissions. 

Past Taranaki Maunga volcanism is commonly ash-bearing sub-plinian (and occasionally lower ash-

volume Plinian (Alloway et al. 1995)), resulting in sustained eruptive plumes (Platz et al. 2007b). This 

tendency for ash-rich eruptions, coupled with proximal agricultural industry and critical lifelines, 

highlights the importance of volcanic ash dispersion modelling and impact assessment for the 

Taranaki region. Furthermore, the Taranaki region could also experience deposition of volcanic ash 

from the TVZ. Chapman et al. (2007) calculated the annual probability of 1mm of ash falling on critical 
infrastructure nodes in the Taranaki region to be as high as 0.6%.  
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Pyroclastic surges and flows are well-represented in Taranaki’s stratigraphic record (Procter et al. 

2010a) and have been known to travel up to 15km from the summit (Alloway et al. 2005), extending 

beyond the current Te Papakura o Taranaki (Egmont National Park) boundary. Lava flows at Taranaki 

Maunga have rarely travelled further than 4km from the cone (Turner et al. 2011a). Torres-Orozco et 

al. (2018)(Figure 1.10) used PDC deposit lithofacies classification to develop three pyroclastic flow 

hazard scenarios for Plinian eruptive episodes at Taranaki Maunga, or the subsidiary vent of Fanthams 

Peak. They found PDC run-out distances could exceed 18km during the climatic phase of Plinian 

activity, potentially extending >8km beyond the national park boundary. Dome-collapse PDC 

generation is also anticipated to extend further than column-collapse PDCs (>18km and <15km 

respectively). Torres-Orozco et al. (2018) also found that PDCs from Taranaki Maunga’s summit can 

plausibly overtop current topographic channels, and inundate both urban and rural areas, with PDCs 
from Fanthams Peak expected to be less extensive and of lower volume. 

The ring plain surrounding Taranaki Maunga is composed of mass flow deposits derived from volcanic 

edifice collapses (Zernack et al. 2012b; Zernack et al. 2009). The cyclic pattern of edifice growth and 

collapse observed in coastal Taranaki deposits indicates there have been at least 14 edifice collapse 

events at Taranaki Maunga in the past 130ka (Alloway et al. 2005; Zernack et al. 2012b; Zernack et al. 

2009). Edifice or flank collapse is most often observed when volcanoes reach peak developmental 

stage (Carracedo et al. 1999), assessed to be Taranaki Maunga’s current state (Zernack et al. 2012b). 
Many triggering mechanisms have been postulated at Taranaki Maunga, including magmatic intrusion 

(Alloway et al. 2005), explosive activity (Zernack et al. 2012b) and fault movement (Townsend et al. 

2010). Della-Pasqua et al. (2016) modelled 28 flank failure scenarios, concluding that earthquake 

loading, groundwater rise or pressurisation by cryptodome intrusion have the potential to trigger 
flank collapse at Taranaki Maunga. 

 

Figure 1.9 A) Map of the North Island, Aotearoa-New Zealand, with major late-Quaternary volcanic regions. B) 

Geological map of the Taranaki peninsula, showing the SE-migrating lineament of the volcanic centre. C) Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) of the Taranaki peninsula showing topography and major faults. D) View of the Taranaki 

volcanic complex from the west, showing the Pouakai ranges, Taranaki Maunga, and the subsidiary vent of Fanthams 

Peak from left to right. E) View of Taranaki Maunga from the northwest, showing the steep slopes abrupt topographic 

change at the base of the volcanic edifice (Zernack et al. 2009). 
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Figure 1.10 Torres-Orozco et al. (2018) hazard maps for volcanic activity at Taranaki Maunga, during distinct phases 

of a future Plinian eruption. A) Dome-collapse block-and-ash flows. B and E) Blast-type PDCs and lithic clast-rich surges. 

C and G) Column-collapse PDCs. D and F) Tephra fallout, ballistics and lava flows. H) Proximal channel-confined lahars 

and small-scale landslides. 
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Lahars at Taranaki Maunga have been observed as recently as 2008, with heavy rainfall triggered 

debris flows in 3 separate catchment areas (Neall 2011). Similar rain-triggered events can be expected 

to occur at Taranaki Maunga in the future, with flow volumes and associated damage expected to be 

considerably higher if lahars occur following a reawakening volcanic phase. Lahar deposits are 

observed in abundance in the Taranaki ring plain (Procter et al. 2009; Zernack et al. 2011; Zernack et 

al. 2009), with the majority travelling to the west, though deposits are observed in all directions from 

the edifice (Zernack et al. 2009). Considering the laharic representation in the eruptive record, 

compounded with steep slopes and high rainfall at Taranaki Maunga, lahars are very likely to occur 

during the next eruptive phase. 

 

1.3.3.5.3 Eruption frequency and forecasting 
 

Turner et al. (2011b) identified a pattern of cyclic variations in eruption frequency at Taranaki 

Maunga, with a periodicity of approximately 1500-2000 years, using eruption records obtained from 

sediment cores. Several studies have compiled detailed Taranaki Maunga eruption records to 

establish an average recurrence time of between 300 and 500 years for explosive Plinian to sub-

Plinian events (Alloway et al. 1995; Damaschke et al. 2017; Turner et al. 2008a). Turner et al. (2008a) 
also found that there have been periods of less-frequent activity at Taranaki, though they also concede 

this could be due to record incompleteness or variability in summit crater morphology. Damaschke et 

al. (2018) observed similar patterns using a more complete eruptive record. Since long-term eruption 
forecasts are dependent on accurate eruption frequency estimates, many attempts have been made to 

resample, reanalyse and/or correlate Taranaki deposits (Alloway et al. 2005; Damaschke et al. 2017, 

2018; Green et al. 2016; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017; Turner et al. 2011b; Turner et al. 2011a; Turner et 
al. 2008b; Wang and Bebbington 2012). Due to data incompleteness, identifiability limits, weathering 

and steep proximal topography at Taranaki Maunga, it is likely that number of eruptive events are 

underestimated in the stratigraphic record. 

Using a record of Taranaki eruptions from a sediment core, Turner et al. (2008a) found there to be a 

37-48% chance of a large explosive eruption in the next 50 years. In a follow-up study incorporating 

data from a second core Turner et al. (2009) found this to be an underestimation, and revised this 

estimate to 52%. Recent re-examination using additional sources of data detected that the dates in the 

second core were contaminated, artificially inflating the hazard. Instead they revised their estimate to 

a 33-42% chance of an eruption at Taranaki within the next 50 years (Damaschke et al. 2018). This 
study also found anomalously long repose periods at Taranaki (> 500 yrs), with 4 of these ‘long’ repose 

periods having occurred within the last 14,500 yrs (Damaschke et al. 2018; Turner et al. 2009; Turner 

et al. 2008a). An eruption forecasting study by Damaschke et al. (2018) presents inconclusive 

evidence as to whether Taranaki Maunga is currently in a period of ‘long’ repose. 

 

 Previous volcanic impact assessment for Taranaki Maunga 
 

There have been a number of studies investigating volcanic hazard, impacts and risk in the Taranaki 

region of Aotearoa-New Zealand (e.g. Cronin et al. 2021; Johnston et al. 2011).  This section 

summarises relevant studies, with a focus on the past 20 years.   
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1.3.4.1 Impacts to agriculture 
 

Several recent studies have quantified vulnerability in the Taranaki region, specific to a particular 

sector or hazard. Wild (2016) developed an evacuation decision-support tool for Taranaki dairy 

livestock using probabilistic ashfall modelling. The study quantified the annual probability of livestock 

impact per farm in the region. The study found that given an eruption occurring at Taranaki Maunga, 

780 farms had a 50% annualised probability of experiencing enough impact to decrease livestock 

welfare. This is supported by Wilson et al. (2009), who found that 264 livestock trucks would be 

needed to evacuate all Taranaki livestock in 7 days, and would cost $2.1 million NZD. Furthermore, 

Craig (2015) developed an impact assessment framework for ashfall impacts to agricultural. The study 

found that for a small eruption at Taranaki Maunga, farms to the east of the volcano would experience 

minor disruption, whereas the impacts of a large eruption would be far more considerable, resulting 
in 25-50% livestock population losses.  

Wild (2016) also quantified the vulnerability of agricultural-supporting critical infrastructure 

networks using fault-tree analysis, including welfare factors such as nutrition, water and milking as 

indicators. Wild (2016) summarised the interdependencies attributed to the agricultural sector in 

Taranaki, finding that water supply, electricity supply and road access seemed to be the most 

important for agricultural sector functionality. All infrastructure managers in the region will be 

subject to some level of interdependency, and through stakeholder engagement, expert engagement 

and network analysis, these interdependencies can be mapped and objectively analysed. 

 

1.3.4.2 Impacts to infrastructure 
 

Wilson (2015) conducted a probabilistic ashfall hazard assessment for Aotearoa-New Zealand, and 

used it to conduct a risk assessment to the electricity transmission networks. The study found that for 

a 500 year return period event at Taranaki Maunga, it is likely that assets to the east of the edifice will 

require cleaning, but for a 2,500 year return period event, repairs will likely be necessary. In addition, 

Bebbington et al., (2008) found the annualised probability of impact to critical electrical network 

infrastructure in the region to be <1% (for thresholds of 1mm of wet and 2mm of dry ash).  

Juniper (2018) conducted a risk assessment of the petroleum exploration and production industry for 

volcanic hazards from Taranaki Maunga. The study developed an 8-stage process for assessing 
volcanic impacts to the energy sector in the Taranaki region, including literature review, relevant HIM 

selection, case study review and expert elicitation. Juniper (2018) highlighted that the sparsity of 

empirical volcanic hazard impact data necessitates a holistic approach to impact assessment, and that 
success will depend on close engagement with industry representatives.  

 

1.3.4.3 Impacts to the economy 
 

Direct economic losses associated with a volcanic event at Taranaki only comprise a fraction of total 

expected loss. Indirect impacts, such as supply chain distribution, staffing shortage, air travel 

disruption, power/water outages, and business non-continuity could cause substantial economic 

losses, and are highly variable both spatially and temporally (McDonald et al. 2017). Aldridge (2006) 

conducted an economic risk assessment of Taranaki, considering the regional and national economic 

implications of four different eruption scenarios. They found that a small to moderate eruption at 

Taranaki could cause a loss of value added of 40% for the region (Aldridge 2006). Furthermore, they 
found that an extended period of elevated volcanic alert levels (translated to increasing or sustained 

volcanic unrest) could cause losses of 15% of regional GDP each year (Aldridge 2006).  
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McDonald et al. (2017) applied three hazard scenarios deduced from eruptive records to the current 

economic climate, modelling the time required for the regional economy to return to pre-event levels. 

They found that of the three scenarios, the most commonly observed volcanic activity (Tahurangi) 

resulted in a year of economic instability, with the Inglewood scenario resulting in 5 years of economic 

recovery, and the Opua scenario not returning to pre-event levels within the 5 year horizon (Mcdonald 
et al. 2017). 

As Taranaki’s key industries (oil and gas; agriculture) are dependent on unique local resources 

(Taranaki basin oil and gas fields; fertile volcanic ring-plain soils), business and demand relocation is 

not feasible. The reduction in Taranaki GDP contribution to the national economy could be substantial, 

and disaster response and recovery costs could be considerable. Additionally, regional and national 

supply chains could be severely disrupted, causing cascading economic impacts downstream of 
Taranaki’s primary production industries (McDonald et al. 2017). 

 

 Literature Review Summary 
 

The review of current best-practice approaches to disaster risk management has identified that: a) 

there are several widely-available frameworks for DRR research, DRA and DRM activities (AS/NZS 

2009; MCDEM 2019; UNISDR 2015a); b) managing volcanic risk is a pervasive, global challenge, 

though volcanic risk can be reduced through practices and initiatives informed by credible impact and 
risk assessment (Coppola 2011a; MCDEM 2019; UNDRR 2020; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a); and c) 

current volcanic impact and risk assessment frameworks do not adequately portray the complex, 

multi-phase, multi-hazard nature of volcanic eruptions, nor do they currently demonstrate the true 
extent of infrastructural vulnerability and systemic risk (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 

2007; Kappes et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2016; Schmidt et al. 2011). They therefore do not account for 

indirect losses in impact and risk estimations (Galderisi et al. 2011; National 2017; Rinaldi et al. 2001a; 

Thacker et al. 2017). This limits the applicability and efficacy of volcanic impact and risk assessment. 

There is growing demand from decision-makers for impact-based products that effectively bridge the 

science-practice-policy interface (Cash and Moser 2000; Sarkki et al. 2014; Thompson et al. 2017c; 

Wyborn et al. 2017). Due to the dynamic nature of hazard processes and vulnerability metrics, there 

is a need for a more dynamic approach to impact assessment that assesses impact longitudinally, 

whilst allowing for adaptability and flexibility under different socio-economic and hazard regimes. 
Three key research gaps and associated requirements have been identified during the review process: 

a) Multi-disciplinary, co-creative, hybrid approaches to volcanic hazard assessment are emerging as 

suitable methods for co-producing credible, legitimate, relevant scenario suites that can demonstrate 

a variety of potential volcanic futures for decision-making purposes. However, the static nature of 

current hybrid scenario development methodologies does not necessitate quick, effective adaption in 

light of new information on the present volcanic state, or a new user of the scenario suite. This 

necessitates the development of an adaptable, flexible scenario development framework that is both 
easy to understand and adopt by practitioners, and scientifically robust. 

b) Spatially-distributed infrastructure networks are recognised to be highly vulnerable to the physical 

parameters of volcanic hazards. Due to their interdependent nature, the spatial extent of hazards is 

not necessarily the spatial extent of the infrastructure disruption and impact, and a greater 
understanding of the systemic vulnerability of networks and complex systems to volcanic multi-

hazards must be incorporated in disaster impact and risk assessment practices to better conceptualise 

the indirect losses associated with disasters. Similarly to the identified need for dynamic hazard 

assessment, there is growing demand for a tool that relates the complexity of volcanic behaviour with 
the complexity of infrastructure system response. Current impact assessment frameworks exclude or 

qualitatively incorporate systemic vulnerability to hazards, thus not truly encapsulating the potential 
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extent of disaster impacts to the communities exposed. The development of a systemic vulnerability 

quantification tool will not only aid decision-makers during times of volcanic uncertainty, but can also 
be used to assist in long-term resilience planning and infrastructure investment. 

 

Figure 1.11 Conceptual framework for the impact assessment component of this thesis, where new approaches will be 

developed for: a) a co-creative hybrid approach to multi-hazard, multi-phase scenario suite development; b) 

quantification of systemic vulnerability to volcanic multi-hazards; and c) the development of a longitudinal, dynamic 

impact scenario suite. 

 

c) Though several studies have conducted impact assessments for the Taranaki region (Bebbington et 

al. 2008; Craig 2015; Juniper 2018; Wild 2016; Wild et al. 2015; Wilson et al. 2009), there are 

considerable research gaps that still need to be addressed. Impact assessments for critical 

infrastructure have not yet been undertaken for all sectors  (Bebbington et al. 2008; Juniper 2018), 

nor have they adequately quantified the systemic impacts of loss of service (Wild et al. 2019). Previous 

impact assessments in the Taranaki region are generally single-hazard, though multi-hazard 

eruptions are commonly observed at stratovolcanoes, particularly during long-duration events.  

Impacts assessments are generally conducted only considering static hazard and vulnerability data, 

however the long-duration multi-hazard nature of volcanic eruptions necessitates a longitudinal 

impact assessment study, incorporating dynamic hazard and vulnerability. This will also allow the 

evaluation of mitigation/recovery measure effectiveness. Following the development of tools to aid in 

dynamic hazard assessment and systemic vulnerability quantification, a dynamic volcanic impact 

assessment framework can be designed to conduct a dynamic impact assessment that longitudinally 

assesses the direct and indirect impact of volcanic multi-hazard eruptions on spatially distributed, 
interdependent infrastructure networks. 

 

 Thesis Objectives 
 

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to reducing volcanic risk through the development of a 
framework for volcanic impact assessment that incorporates dynamic elements of hazard, exposure 

and vulnerability. The thesis develops a novel volcanic multi-hazard assessment approach, a novel 

systemic vulnerability quantification approach for critical infrastructure, and a new approach for 

conducting impact assessment using these dynamic components. As identified in Chapter 1, the 
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development of static volcanic hazard and impact products limits their usability for decision-making 

purposes, as such, this thesis will be highly aligned with end-user needs and requirements throughout, 

in part adopting co-production practices to co-create knowledge and tools to support DRM initiatives. 

These new approaches are demonstrated using the case study of the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, where Taranaki Maunga has a high eruption likelihood, and high exposure to volcanic 
hazards.  

 

The primary objectives of the thesis are to: 

 

I. Develop a framework for multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenario suites, 

ensuring end-user relevance, scientific credibility, transferability to other contexts, and 
legitimacy of the product. 

 

This thesis addresses Objective I through the creation of a modular, statistically-informed scenario 

suite development framework, utilising the embedding method for engagement to ensure end-user 

relevance and legitimacy (Chapter 2). This thesis applies the framework to Taranaki Maunga to 
generate a nine-member scenario suite for an eruption of the Taranaki complex (Chapter 2). 

 

II. Quantify interdependencies between infrastructure assets exposed to volcanic multi-hazards 

and integrate with regional criticality context 

 

This thesis addresses Objective II through the development of a novel methodology for criticality and 

systemic vulnerability quantification, inclusive of infrastructure interdependencies (Chapter 3). This 

thesis applies the methodology to the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, and identifies the 
key infrastructure system vulnerabilities for the region (Chapter 3). 

 

III. Conduct a volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment for critical infrastructure in the 

Taranaki region, demonstrating the dynamic nature of the volcanic and infrastructural 

system 

 

This thesis addresses Objective III through the development of a modified impact assessment 

framework (Figure 1.11) using the hybrid multi-hazard scenario suite (I), published physical 

vulnerability functions and the systemic vulnerability model (II) (Chapter 4). 

 

 Thesis Structure and Research Methods 
 

This section outlines the thesis structure and research methods, detailing the methodology employed 

to achieve the thesis objectives (Section 1.6), and how the DRR conceptual framework (Section 1.4.2) 
is applied to the thesis. The following three core chapters (Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) of the 

thesis are manuscripts intended for submission to academic journals, detailed below. The final chapter 
(Chapter 5) presents a research summary. A summary of each chapter is provided below: 
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Chapter 2: This chapter is intended for submission to the Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal 

Research (JVGR). This chapter identifies and addresses a research gap in published literature for co-

producing hazard scenario suites. A further gap is identified in longitudinal multi-hazard assessment, 

and a modular framework for developing multi-phase, multi-hazard co-produced scenario suites is 

developed. This framework is then applied to Taranaki Maunga volcano in Aotearoa-New Zealand, 

where a gap is identified in operationally useable hazard assessment knowledge. Chapter 2 employs 

best-practice methodologies for the co-production of hazard knowledge with local stakeholder 

partners, including embedding the primary author in the local emergency management authority. 

Chapter 2 also utilises computational modelling techniques to produce the spatial footprints of the 

hazardous phenomena included in the framework. Chapter 2 directly addresses Objective I, and also 

provides a vital tool for addressing Objective III.  

 

Chapter 3: This chapter is intended for submission to the Risk Analysis journal. This chapter advances 

the state of knowledge surrounding infrastructure network responses to multi-hazards by utilising 

network modelling techniques. Chapter 3 develops a novel method for quantifying the criticality of 

interdependent infrastructure assets, and for quantifying the vulnerability of a complex system to 

multi-hazards. This chapter uses hazard models generated in Chapter 2, and the critical infrastructure 

network in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand to demonstrate this methodology. This 

chapter contributes directly to Objective II in developing a novel method to quantify systemic 

vulnerability of infrastructure networks. This chapter also contributes to Objective III in providing a 
tool for dynamic volcanic impact assessment for interdependent infrastructure networks. 

 

Chapter 4: This chapter is intended for submission to the International Journal of Disaster Risk 

Reduction (IJDRR). This chapter brings together the tools and learning from Chapters 1, 2 and 3 to 

conduct a longitudinal impact assessment for critical infrastructure sectors of the Taranaki region of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand. This chapter uses the nine-member multi-phase scenario suite (Chapter 2), 

the systemic vulnerability tool (Chapter 3), and the identified necessary advances in global DRR and 

DRM research (Chapter 1) to conduct a multi-phase, dynamic, nine-member impact assessment. The 
impact scenarios presented in Chapter 4 are generated by identifying exposed assets in the asset 

inventory (Chapter 3), identifying the HIM of interest for that asset (Chapter 2), applying pre-existing 

physical vulnerability functions to the asset, determining the systemic impact associated with the 

physical impact (Chapter 3), and therefore calculating the impact (Chapter 4). This chapter directly 

addresses Objective III of the thesis. 

 

Chapter 5: The final thesis chapter concludes by aggregating and summarising the key outcomes and 

findings of all preceding chapters, and relating these finding to the thesis objectives (Section 1.6) and 

conceptual framework (Section 1.7.2). This chapter also summarises the key limitations of the thesis, 

and recommendations for future work, which draw on the findings of the literature review (Chapter 

1) and the contributions of the core chapters of this thesis (Chapter 2, 3 and 4).  

 

 Conceptual framework 
 

Section 1.4.2 identifies the New Zealand Risk Management Framework (AS/NZS 2009) (Figure 1.8) as 

the core conceptual framework for this thesis. The most considerable contributions are made towards 

the Risk Identification and Risk Analysis stages of the framework. The following section outlines the 
contributions this thesis makes to each stage of the framework. 
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Establishing Context: The risk context of this thesis is primarily established in Chapter 1. Chapter 1 

establishes the international context of DRR and DRM research and practice, the national risk context 

of the case study nation (Aotearoa-New Zealand), and the local risk context of the case study volcanic 

region (Taranaki). The context is then established as required in each following core chapter 
(Chapters 2, 3 and 4). 

Risk Identification: All core chapters (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) of this thesis contribute to this stage of the 

framework. Chapter 2 identifies potential hazard footprints associated with future volcanic activity at 

Taranaki Maunga (and thus potential exposure of infrastructure assets), Chapter 3 identifies key 

systemic vulnerabilities of the infrastructure network in the region, and Chapter 4 combines tools 

developed in this thesis to identify a suite of possible impact scenarios. 

Risk Analysis: Chapter 4 of this thesis presents a volcanic impact assessment case study for critical 

infrastructure in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand. The resultant nine-member impact 

scenario suite is demonstrative of analysing the risk associated with an eruption of Taranaki Maunga. 

As in Figure 1.8, Risk Analysis is embedded in the broader Risk Assessment (blue box, Figure 1.8) 

phase. Chapter 4 therefore broadly spans the Risk Identification, Risk Analysis and Risk Evaluation 

stages. 

Risk Evaluation: Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis improve the knowledge base available to inform Risk 

Evaluation decisions. This thesis makes a contribution towards Risk Evaluation, by quantifying 

systemic vulnerability of infrastructure assets and presenting an impact scenario suite that 

corresponds to a nine-member suite of eruption scenarios. This information can direct future research 
priorities and inform studies regarding mitigation strategies and disaster response plans. 

Risk Treatment: Whilst this thesis does not directly contribute to the Risk Treatment stage, the results 

of Chapter 4 (volcanic impact assessment for critical infrastructure sectors of the Taranaki region) can 

be used to guide and direct local stakeholders in their response and mitigation planning. Chapter 4 

suggests three potential risk management scenarios for infrastructure in the Taranaki region, which 

can inform local planning and direct future research. Chapter 5 summarises the thesis findings and 
makes recommendations for Risk Treatment regarding the risk posed by Taranaki Maunga.  

Communication and Consultation: Chapter 2 adopts international best-practice surrounding 

engagement with local stakeholders in the context of managing risk. Chapter 2 adopts a co-production 

methodology, whilst involved considerable communication and consultation with potential local end-

users of the scenario suite. Similarly, through informal data-sharing and on occasion, formal data-

sharing agreements, Chapter 3 involved moderate communication and consultation with 

infrastructure data-providers and end-users. Chapter 4 was a direct result of engagement undertaken 

in Chapters 2 and 3. All core chapters (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) were identified as research priorities by 
national and regional emergency management and lifeline utilities groups. 

Monitoring and Review: Though no direct contribution was made to the Monitoring and Review stage 

of the risk management framework, through review of international literature and case study 

literature and knowledge-base, this thesis adheres to standards regarded as international best-

practice. Furthermore, all core chapter methodologies (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) are developed in such a 

way that input parameters and components can be substituted for more relevant or current 

information regarding the case study risk context. Similarly, input parameters and components can 

also undergo substitution for data from other areas subject to volcanic risk. Additionally, the contents 

of this thesis were subject to continual monitoring and review through meeting and conference 
participation, where critique was solicited from scientists and stakeholders alike. 
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Preface 

Chapter 1 reviewed key concepts of DRR, DRM and DRA and provided background on volcanic 

hazards, volcanic risk and volcanic risk management in Aotearoa-New Zealand. Chapter 1 reviewed 

current best-practice for co-producing DRR research and DRM strategies for risk reduction purposes, 

and highlighted the underutilisation of the dynamic, complex properties of volcanic eruptions in DRA 

practices. This chapter directly addresses the end-user-driven need for longitudinal, multi-hazard 

volcanic scenario development. This chapter uses the case study volcano of Taranaki Maunga, and the 

Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand; an area of high volcanic risk and low hazard assessment 

capacity for future volcanic disaster planning. This chapter has been prepared for submission to the 

Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, and as such, some content and ideas from Chapter 

1 are revisited to provide adequate context for the stand-alone publication. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Understanding future volcanic eruptions and their impact potential is a critical component of disaster 

risk reduction, and necessitates the production of salient, robust hazard information for decision-

makers and end-users. Volcanic eruptions are inherently multi-phase, multi-hazard events, and the 

uncertainty and complexity surrounding potential future hazard behaviour is exceedingly hard to 

communicate to decision-makers. Volcanic eruption scenarios are recognised to be an effective 

knowledge-sharing mechanism between scientists and practitioners, and recent hybrid scenario 

suites partially address the limitations surrounding the traditional deterministic scenario approach. 

Despite advances in scenario suite development, there is still a gap in the international knowledge 

base concerning the synthesis of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcano science and end-user needs. In 

this study we present a new modular framework for the development of complex, long-duration, 

multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic eruption scenario suites. The framework was developed in 

collaboration with volcanic risk management agencies and researchers in Aotearoa-New Zealand, and 

applied to Taranaki Maunga volcano, an area of high volcanic risk. This collaborative process aimed to 

meet end-user requirements, as well as the need for scientific rigor. This new scenario framework 

development process could be applied at other volcanic settings to produce robust, credible and 

relevant scenario suites that are demonstrative of the complex, varying-duration and multi-hazard 

nature of volcanic eruptions. In addressing this gap, the value of volcanic scenario development is 
enhanced by advancing multi-hazard assessment capabilities and cross-sector collaboration between 

scientists and practitioners for disaster risk reduction planning. 

 

 Introduction 
 

Volcanic eruptions are inherently complex phenomena, varying in intensity, style and duration. 

Meteorological and hydrological controls on volcanic phenomena are equally diverse, though with a 

more advanced capability for prediction (Marzocchi and Woo 2007). The diversity and complexity of 

volcanic hazard dynamics makes them challenging and uncertain drivers of disaster risk. When 

combined with other drivers which can increase exposure (e.g. population growth) and vulnerability 

(e.g. social inequities), and therefore risk to communities in volcanic areas, the diversity and 
complexity of volcanic hazards require scientifically informed disaster risk reduction strategies 

(Bretton et al. 2018a; Bretton et al. 2018b; Donovan 2019; Doyle and Paton 2018b; Fearnley 2013; 

Fearnley and Beaven 2018). Increasingly, complex multi-scale challenges of this kind are being 

addressed by bringing scientists and practitioners together to collaborate in the production of both 

disaster risk reduction (DRR) knowledge and disaster risk management (DRM) strategies (Barton et 

al. 2020; Davies et al. 2015b; Hayes et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017).  

Interactions between science, policy and practice are often termed the ‘science-policy-practice 

interface’ (SPPI), which has been defined as the processes and settings in which decision makers ‘use, 

misuse, or reject scientific research in their thinking, analyses or decision-making’ (p.4, Wyborn et al. 
(2017)). Well-managed collaborations across this interface have been found to result in enduring 

partnerships that contribute to scientifically robust knowledge that meets the requirements of the 

decision-makers (Barton et al. 2020; Fearnley and Beaven 2018; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). 
The collaborative development and management of hazard scenarios can facilitate this knowledge 

sharing, contributing to increases in the relevance and uptake of scientific information (Davies et al. 

2015b, Barton et al. 2020), the empowerment of decision-makers and community members to better 

prepare for a disaster (Hicks et al. 2014) and increases in awareness and understanding of volcanic 

uncertainty (Hicks et al. 2014). When developed and managed in this way, hazard scenarios serve as 

‘boundary objects,’ a sociological concept originally defined by Star and Griesemer (1989) as ‘scientific 

objects that inhabit several intersecting social worlds and satisfy the information requirements of 
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each of them’. Effective DRM relies on knowledge sharing between scientists and practitioners to co-

develop an understanding of what is legitimate (fair and appropriate), relevant (meets the needs of 

end-users) and credible (meets international peer-reviewed scientific standards) for the local risk 

context (Barton et al. 2020; Cash et al. 2003; Davies et al. 2015a; Fearnley and Beaven 2018). 

Boundary objects are ‘more likely to produce relevant, useable information because they engage end-

users early’ (Cash et al. 2003), ‘can increase scientific credibility by involving different types of 

expertise’ (Cash et al. 2003), and can ‘enhance legitimacy by providing transparent access to the 

processes of information to multiple stakeholders’ (Cash et al. 2003). Volcanic hazard scenarios are 

increasingly being utilized as boundary objects, and are commonly developed by hazard scientists to 

aid decision-makers in response planning and resilience-building initiatives (Davies et al. 2015a; 

Hayes et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2016; Keough and Shanahan 2008).  

Volcanic hazard assessment began to emerge as an essential component of volcanology and disaster 

science as a result of increasing interest and awareness following the 1980s volcanic disasters of Mt 

St Helens, USA (1980), El Chichón, Mexico (1982), Galunggung, Indonesia (1982) and Nevado del Ruíz, 

Colombia (1985) (Tilling 1989). Volcanic monitoring agencies and other scientific authorities began 

to develop hazard assessment techniques to improve the predictive capacity of volcano science, and 

to communicate hazard and risk potential to communities and stakeholders in volcanic regions 

(Ronan et al. 2000; Tilling 1989). Generally, early approaches were deterministic in nature, often 
taking the form of a single-phase volcanic eruption event of a determined intensity and style (Barclay 

et al. 2008; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c). Whilst deterministic hazard information has proven useful for 

communication and planning purposes (Barclay et al. 2008; Haynes et al. 2007; Hudson-Doyle et al. 

2014b), they are commonly considered to not fully capture the complexity and uncertainty associated 

with volcanic eruptions. To address the recognised need to demonstrate uncertainty in volcanic 

hazard assessment, as analytical and technological methods improved, sophisticated probabilistic, 

statistically-informed hazard assessment approaches found favour (Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; 

Marzocchi et al. 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2008; Sandri et al. 2012; Sparks et al. 2012). However, due to 

the uncertainty and complexity of probabilistic approaches, they have proven to be exceedingly hard 

to adopt in any meaningful way in disaster management (Davies and Davies 2018; Haynes et al. 2008; 
Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014c). 

Both approaches have value for scientists and end-users, but the tendency to produce either 
deterministic or probabilistic hazard assessment information has limited the potential value offered 

by integrating elements of both approaches to develop scientifically credible, operationally-relevant 

hazard assessment products (Barclay et al. 2008; Donovan 2019; Hayes et al. 2020; Hicks et al. 2014; 

Leonard et al. 2014; Maier et al. 2016; Marzocchi and Jordan 2013; Sparks et al. 2012). This is a 

concern for decision-makers who need salient, relevant, robust hazard information to inform long-

term planning (Johnston et al. 1999; Mach et al. 2020). Attempts to bridge deterministic (scenario) 

and probabilistic approaches are finding increasing favour (Ang et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2020; 

Thompson et al. 2017b), especially in settings where scientists and users have attempted to 

collaboratively partner in DRR activities that distils the complexity of potential hazard behaviour in a 

credible, yet useable way (Ang et al. 2020; Barclay et al. 2008; Hayes et al. 2020; Haynes et al. 2008; 
Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015a). Despite the relevance of recent hazard assessment and scenario suite 

development methodologies, there is a growing desire from end-users for dynamic, iterative disaster 

risk management tools that demonstrate the spatio-temporal intensity of hazard footprints and the 

resultant impacts (Davies et al. 2015a; Davies and Davies 2018; Global Facility for Disaster Reduction 
and Recovery (GFDRR) 2016; Thompson et al. 2017c).  

Volcanic eruptions are multi-phase, cascading, often prolonged events, where current volcanic 
behaviour is dictated by preceding activity (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007; Lindsay 

et al. 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2010; Sandri et al. 2014). Despite this recognition, there is a relative lack 

in the literature of scenario development approaches for multi-hazard and multi-phase eruptions 

(Hayes et al. 2020; Torres-Orozco et al. 2018). A suite of eruption scenarios that recognises the spatial 
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and temporal dependencies between phase type and hazard occurrences could allow decision-makers 

to better explore the complexity of volcanic eruptions and volcanic uncertainty, and arguably better 

prepares emergency managers and end-users for an evolving volcanic crisis (Ang et al. 2020; Kappes 

et al. 2012). 

In this study we present a modular framework for the development of multi-hazard, multi-phase 

eruption scenarios, meeting stakeholder requirements, and with the capacity for adaption and 

flexibility that emergency planning and response necessitates. We apply this modular volcanic 

scenario development framework to Taranaki Maunga volcano, Aotearoa-New Zealand, and present a 

suite of nine complex eruption scenarios that are credible, legitimate and relevant to operational end-

users. The scenarios were developed to cover the range of possible eruption scales expected at 

Taranaki Maunga, driven by end-user needs and requirements (e.g. evacuation planning, resource 

allocation planning, loss-modelling risk management etc.). In the following sections, we discuss the 

local risk context, previous scenario development for Taranaki Maunga, and the co-creative approach 

adopted in this study, highlighting the current knowledge and operational gaps and therefore the 

drivers of this research. This is followed by the scenario framework methodology, justifying all 

inclusions and exclusions to the framework and highlighting the transferability of this methodology 

to other volcanoes. We then present the nine-member eruption scenario suite for Taranaki Maunga, 

including a subsidiary ‘X’ suite that includes low-probability but very high consequence debris 
avalanche events. We close with a discussion on the potential applications, limitations and future 

research direction of this study. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 A) The location of Aotearoa-New Zealand; B) the location of the Taranaki region and volcanic centres of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand; C) urban centres and selected critical infrastructure of the region; D) simplified geology of the 

Taranaki volcanic complex (modified from Zernack et al. 2009); E) land use of the Taranaki region. 
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 Case study: Taranaki Maunga, Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

 Eruption history and future eruption potential of Taranaki Maunga 
 

Taranaki Maunga is an active stratovolcano in the Taranaki region, on the west coast of the North 

Island of Aotearoa-New Zealand (Figure 2.1B). Taranaki Maunga volcanism is characterized by cycles 

of cone growth followed by edifice collapse (Cronin et al. 2021; Lerner et al. 2019a; Zernack et al. 

2011). Periods of cone growth incorporate effusive and dome-forming activity, and are interspersed 

with episodes of explosive activity in the form of sub-Plinian to Plinian volcanism (Cronin et al. 2021; 
Lerner et al. 2019a; Platz et al. 2007a; Turner et al. 2011a). Typical hazards produced by Taranaki 

Maunga volcanism include pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) caused by dome or column collapse, 

tephra dispersal associated with explosive eruptions, debris avalanches caused by edifice collapse, 
and remobilisation of volcanic debris in the form of lahars (Figure 2.1D). 

Turner et al. (2011b) identified a pattern of cyclic variations in eruption frequency at Taranaki 
Maunga, with a periodicity of approximately 1500-2000 years. Several studies have compiled detailed 

Taranaki Maunga eruption records, finding that there is an average recurrence time of between 300 

and 500 years for explosive sub-Plinian to Plinian events (Alloway et al. 1995; Cronin et al. 2021; 

Damaschke et al. 2017; Turner 2008). The most recent sub-Plinian eruption is thought to have 

occurred in 1655 AD, producing pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) and wide-spread tephra fall 

associated with a 14 km high eruption column (Platz et al. 2007a; Platz 2007). Lerner et al. (2019b) 

dated the last known activity at Taranaki to 1780-1800 AD. This activity consisted of many small 

effusive and explosive eruptions, and a final dome-building event (Neall 1972; Platz et al. 2012). 

Damaschke et al. (2018) estimated there to be a 33-42% chance of an eruption at Taranaki within the 

next 50 years. That study also identified a number of anomalously long repose periods at Taranaki (> 

500 yrs.), with 4 of these ‘long’ repose periods having occurred within the last 14,500 years  

(Damaschke et al. 2018; Turner et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2008a). The eruption forecast model used by 

Damaschke et al. (2018) was inconclusive as to whether Taranaki Maunga is currently in a period of 

‘long’ repose. 

 

 Exposure and demographics of the Taranaki region 
 

The 2018 Aotearoa-New Zealand census counted 117,561 people living in the Taranaki region (2.5% 

of NZ’s population) and counted 45,444 occupied private dwellings (Stats NZ 2018). The region is 

home to more than eight iwi (Māori tribes; Māori are the indigenous people of Aotearoa-New 

Zealand), many marae (Māori communal and/or sacred meeting grounds) and sites of significant 
cultural interest. The Taranaki region has the second highest Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita 

in Aotearoa-New Zealand (NZD $68,427 in 2018; NZD $58,778 was the national average)(Stats NZ 

2018). Dairy and oil and gas production and processing are the two key economic activities in the 

Taranaki region (Venture Taranaki 2017). The dairy industry is one of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s most 

important industries, with an export revenue of $18.1 billion in the 2013/2014 financial year (NZIER, 

New Zealand Dairy Statistics 2014). Approximately 10% of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s dairy farming 

land is in the Taranaki region (170,062 ha in 2017)(AssureQuality 2014), owing to the proximal rich, 

fertile, volcanic soils and sediments. Tourism has been a growing industry in the region, although the 

COVID-19 pandemic greatly affected this from March 2020 to the time of writing.  

New Plymouth port is a vital hub for import/export activity and off-shore oil and gas operations. State 

highways circumnavigate Taranaki Maunga, providing vital transport links along the western part of 

the North Island. Other critical networks include freight-only railway lines, electricity transmission 

lines and oil and gas pipelines. The population of the Taranaki region is principally distributed around 
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the northern and eastern sides of the volcanic edifice, with the population centres of New Plymouth 

(74,184), Stratford (9,474) and Hawera (9,810) housing the majority of the regional population, 

business and employment (Stats NZ 2018)(Figure 2.1C). Local processing and production plants are 

primarily located in or near to these population centres, but rely on external resources (e.g. dairy and 

meat from the ring plain, oil and gas from the ring plain and off-shore). As such, the majority of local 

infrastructure is located in the three main population centres, with collection and transmission 

infrastructure ensuring continued supply to processing plants, and municipal supply of lifelines to 

rural consumers. Municipal supply of critical infrastructure services is often supplemented or 

replaced in rural areas by private schemes or individual sources (such as electricity generators or 
water bores). 

Due to the volcanically dominated topography of the Taranaki region critical infrastructure 

circumnavigates the volcanic cone. There are 530 named rivers in the Taranaki region, the vast 

majority of which extend radially from the volcanic edifice. As a result critical infrastructure, such as 

water pipes and telecommunication lines, are often bound to the underside of road bridges (or pass 
over as pipe bridges), exposing them to surface flow hazards such as PDCs and lahars.  

The bulk of the Taranaki Maunga volcanic edifice sits within the Te Papakura o Taranaki (Egmont 

National Park (ENP)), which is managed by the Aotearoa-New Zealand Department of Conservation 

(DoC) (Figure 2.1E). The ENP boundary sits at approximately a 10km radius from Taranaki Maunga’s 

summit. This ensures minimal asset exposure within close proximity (<10km) to the vent, and limits 

future development close to the volcano, unless for DoC-sanctioned purposes. However, well-

frequented hiking trails traverse the park, exposing users to near-vent hazards. Furthermore, 

communications infrastructure, two national park visitor centres, and associated power lines and 

transport infrastructure are located within the park boundary. In addition, dairy farms and associated 

infrastructure exploiting rich volcanic soils immediately border the ENP, resulting in a considerable 
increase in exposure ~10km from the volcanic summit (Figure 2.1E). 

 

 Volcanic risk management in the Taranaki region 
 

Within the current Aotearoa-New Zealand Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) 

structure, regional CDEM groups are tasked with tailoring plans and strategies to the hazards, 

exposure and vulnerabilities applicable for their region, and facilitating conversation and knowledge 

transfer between local stakeholders, groups and agencies (MCDEM 2015; MCDEM 2010; MCDEM 

2005). The Taranaki CDEM group is responsible for planning and responding to volcanic activity in 

the region of interest. Fostering strong relationships with researchers is also a key element of the 

Taranaki CDEM groups’ approach to hazard and risk management (New Zealand Government 2015) 

The Taranaki Seismic and Volcanic Advisory Group (TSVAG) is one of several recent New Zealand 

examples of collaborative hazard and impact research initiatives involving research and practitioner 

communities. Hazard and impact research in Aotearoa-New Zealand is becoming increasingly 

collaborative (Barton et al. 2020, Hayes et al. 2020; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015; Leonard et al. 2014; 

Orchiston et al. 2018; Thompson et al. 2017a), with a number of cross-sector, multi-disciplinary 

initiatives tasked with facilitating greater shared knowledge of disaster risk and resilience strategies 

(Hayes et al. 2020; Leonard et al. 2014; Leonard et al. 2008; Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency 

Management (MCDEM) 2019; Orchiston et al. 2018).  

Effective disaster risk reduction and disaster resilience initiatives rely increasingly on collaboration 

between scientists and policy-makers (UNISDR 2015). Volcanic eruption scenarios are commonly 

viewed as effective tools (or boundary objects) for facilitating conversation and collaboration across 
the science-policy and practice divide (Donovan 2019; Donovan and Oppenheimer 2015; Hudson- 
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Doyle et al. 2014b), and can be a vital tool for emergency management authorities to direct and 

prioritise future disaster risk management activities. 

 

Table 2.1 Previous volcanic unrest or eruption scenario development for the Taranaki volcanic complex, displaying a 

lack of multi-part, multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenarios, and particularly those of operational 

relevance. 

Study Type 
Purpose of scenario 

development 

Approach used to 

develop scenarios 

Single- 

or multi-

scenario 

suite 

Single- or 

multi-

hazard 

Single- 

or 

multi-

phase 

Weir et al., 

2021 (this 

study) 

Peer-reviewed 

publication 

Scenario development for future 

research and emergency 

management planning 

Statistical model, expert 

judgement and empirical data 
Multi- (9) Multi- Multi- 

Wild et al., 

2019 

Peer-reviewed 

publication 

Impact assessment of dairy 

infrastructure and livestock 

evacuation modelling 

Bayesian Event Tree for 

Volcanic Hazards (BET_VH), 

expert judgement and 

empirical data 

Multi- (6) Single- Single- 

Juniper, 2018 MSc thesis 
Impact assessment of 

petroleum infrastructure 

Empirical data (Tahurangi 

and Kahui eruption deposits) 
Multi- (2) Multi- Single- 

Torres-

Orozco et al., 

2018 

Peer-reviewed 

publication 

Scenario development for 

future research 

Empirical data and lithofacies 

analysis 
Multi- (3) Multi- Multi- 

Mcdonald et 

al., 2017 

Peer-reviewed 

publication 

Regional and national scale 

economic impact assessment 

Empirical data (Tahurangi 

block-and-ash flow, 

Inglewood tephra and Opua 

debris avalanche deposits) 

Multi- (3) Single- Single- 

“Exercise 

Pahu”, 2013 

Emergency 

management 

exercise 

Testing emergency 

management response 

capabilities 

Expert judgement 

and empirical data 

(Tahurangi eruption deposits) 

Single- Multi- Multi- 

“Taranaki 

Blowout”, 

2010 

Online 

community/em

ergency 

management 

exercise 

Increase resident’s awareness 

and understanding of volcanic 

hazards 

Expert judgement 

and empirical data 

(Tahurangi eruption deposits) 

Single- Multi- Multi- 

Wilson et al., 

2009 

Peer-reviewed 

publication 
Livestock evacuation modelling 

Empirical data (Inglewood 

tephra deposit) 
Single- Single- Single- 

“Exercise 

Billow”, 2008 

Emergency 

management 

exercise 

Testing emergency 

management response 

capabilities 

Expert judgement 

and empirical data 
(Tahurangi eruption deposits) 

Single- Multi- Multi- 

“Taranaki 

Awakens!”, 
2006 

Emergency 

management 
exercise 

Testing emergency 

management response 

capabilities and highlight key 

infrastructural vulnerabilities 

Expert judgement and 
empirical data 

Single- Multi- Multi- 

 

 

 Previous volcanic scenario development at Taranaki Maunga 
 

In the scientific literature, much focus has been given to understanding the eruptive record and 

eruption potential of Taranaki Maunga (Alloway et al. 2005; Alloway et al. 1995; Cronin et al. 2021; 

Johnston et al. 2011; Neall and Alloway 1993; Procter et al. 2010a; Procter et al. 2009; Turner et al. 
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2009; Turner 2008; Turner et al. 2008b; Turner et al. 2008a; Zernack et al. 2009). Whilst a few studies 

present information on the hazard potential at Taranaki Maunga (Neall 2011; Procter et al. 2010a; 

Zernack et al. 2012b; Zernack et al. 2009), very few have produced volcanic hazard scenarios for a 

future awakening of the Taranaki volcanic complex (Neall and Alloway 1993; Torres-Orozco et al. 

2018), summarized in Table 1. Eruption scenarios customised for CDEM exercises (‘Taranaki 

Awakens!’, ‘Exercise Billow’, ‘Taranaki Blowout’, ‘Exercise Pahu’) have been useful for specific 

response planning purposes. Since these scenarios are often bespoke, and have required minimal 

scientific input, they do not attempt to reproduce the range of likely future volcanic activity at 

Taranaki Maunga. 

The Torres-Orozco et al. (2018) scenario suite is demonstrative of a variety of possible volcanic 

futures at Taranaki Maunga. This suite is multi-hazard and multi-phase, and well illustrates and 

articulates potential future activity. However the scenario suite is limited by a narrow eruption 

intensity range (exclusively Plinian eruptions; magnitudes 4-5), a qualitative temporal scale, and a 

lack of data that can be applied in an emergency management context (e.g. multi-phase spatial data 

for each scenario). The summation of volcanic eruption scenario studies at Taranaki Maunga (Table 

1) shows a marked lack of multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenario suites, particularly 

those that are relevant to decision-makers, disseminable to stakeholders, and adaptable for 
operational use.  

 

 Methodology 
 

The co-production of this study was achieved via three main mechanisms: by embedding the lead 
science author in the most relevant policy and practice agency (the local emergency management 

authority) for several weeks (1), through regular semi-structured meetings between actors either side 

of the SPPI (2), and through iterative ongoing validation of the outcomes with the emergency 

management agency’s wider stakeholder networks (3). These mechanisms were used to establish the 
key objectives of this study (1), clearly identify the scope (1, 2), and ensure that the format and content 

of the scenario suite was relevant and applicable (1, 2, 3).  

The first author was embedded in the agency responsible for coordinating disaster risk reduction and 
emergency response in the Taranaki region (Taranaki CDEM) from 12th Feb 2018 to 23rd March 2018. 
There is growing evidence that embedding scientists within policy and practice organisations can 
increase the likelihood of addressing priority knowledge gaps (Bruce and O’Callaghan 2016; 
Cvitanovic et al. 2018). The lead author was based in the agency every day and participated in routine 
weekly agency meetings, and meetings with the wider stakeholder groups such as advisory, planning 
and disaster response groups. While embedded in the Taranaki CDEM Group the lead author also 
visited other stakeholder agencies in the region, such as regional and local council, infrastructure 
managers and rural interest groups to gain an understanding of how volcanic eruption scenarios could 
be operationalised in different contexts. The lead author actively participated in the disaster response 
and recovery activities associated with Ex-Cyclone Gita (20th Feb 2018). This greatly enhanced the 
author’s understanding of operational requirements during a disaster, and contributed to building 
trust and shared understanding between scientists and practitioners during this study. The aim of the 
embedment was for the first author to build on and work through established science/practitioner 
networks in the region (such as TSVAG) to facilitate a wider collaboration between researchers and 
Taranaki CDEM practitioners. 
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Table 2.2 The key stages of the decision-making process in this scenario development framework (Stages 1- 7). The 

table shows the issue identified by Taranaki CDEM and the authors, and the resultant action taken, documented in this 

study. The black dots show the relative motivation expressed by Taranaki CDEM Group (based on the relevance of 

research outcomes to their needs) and informing the author’s contributions (based on concern to ensure that the 

scenario provided a high value contribution to scenario science). 

 Motivation Issue identified Action 

 

Taranaki 

CDEM 

Group 

Authors   

Stage 1   
The lack of operationally useful volcanic hazard 

information for planning and response purposes 

To develop volcanic eruption scenario(s) 

for planning and response purposes 

Stage 2   

The lack of understanding of the possible future 

eruption style and intensity, and the associated 

uncertainty 

To develop a suite of volcanic eruption 

scenarios, demonstrative of the credible 

range of eruption styles and intensities 

Stage 3   
The lack of understanding of the possible 

impacts of a future volcanic eruption 

To develop a scenario suite that is impact-

led and suitable for impact assessment 

purposes, whilst remaining credible 

Stage 4   
The lack of understanding of the possible 

complexity of the potential future eruption 

To develop a suite of volcanic eruptions 

that are multi-hazard, multi-phase and 

long-duration 

Stage 5   
The need for a adaptable, flexible tool that can be 

modified before, during and after an event 

To develop a modular scenario 

development framework 

Stage 6 
 

 

The need for the development of a relevant, 

applicable volcanic eruption scenario suite over a 

short time frame 

The exclusion of spatial hazard mapping 

within the Te Papakura o Taranaki 

national park, and the adoption of a 

hydrological catchment-led methodology 

Stage 7   

The need to produce a scenario suite that is 

demonstrative of all credible volcanic behaviour, 

but is also feasible to plan for and respond to 

The exclusion of debris avalanche events 

in the main scenario suite (S1 – L3) and 

the creation of a subsidiary ‘X’ suite 

 

Throughout the embedment period, and for approximately 6 months following, the lead author 

facilitated semi-structured monthly meetings between the scientists and practitioners involved in this 
study to work through a sequence of issues identified by both parties regarding hazard assessment of 

Taranaki Maunga. This decision-making process fell into 7 key stages of methodological development 

(Table 2.2). Each stage involved the identification of a key issue, and the exploration of possible actions 

to address it. While each of these stages was driven by commitment and motivation from both 

scientists and practitioners, some stages were more strongly motivated by the scientists to develop 

new, more sophisticated and applicable volcanic eruption scenarios (credibility), while others were 

primarily driven by practitioner need for the development of tools to support risk management and 

response planning (relevance) (Table 2.2). Balancing these motivations in order to achieve a scenario 

that was useful, as well as scientifically robust, contributed to the legitimacy of the outcomes, in that 

they reflected and balanced the input, interests and needs of both practitioners and scientists, as well 
as those of communities in the region. 
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Motivations for the first stages of methodological development (Stages 1-4 (Table 2.2)) were shared 

across the SPPI, which led to agreement that a suite of multi-phase, multi-hazard, impact-led credible 

eruption scenarios would best suit both operational and scientific purposes. Stages 5 and 6 (Table 2.2) 

were strongly driven by practitioner motivation, and led to building flexibility and adaptability into 

the framework. Stage 7 (Table 2.2) informed the development of a subsidiary ‘X’ suite that includes a 

low-likelihood, high-impact debris avalanche event. As a debris avalanche event vastly exceeds the 

hazard modelling and operational response capacity of scientists and practitioners respectively, 

following lengthy discussion, we concluded that debris avalanche events were to be excluded from the 

main scenario suite, but included in a subsidiary ‘X’ suite, to recognise the plausibility of low-
probability high-impact hazard events. 

 

 Scenario development 
 

With consideration for the issues identified in Table 2.2, we developed an approach that is modular, 

statistically informed and inherently adaptable. The scenario development framework consists of a 

suite of nine scenarios, consisting of a ‘small’ magnitude sub-suite (S1, S2 and S3), a ‘medium’ 

magnitude sub-suite (M1, M2 and M3) and a ‘large’ magnitude sub-suite (L1, L2, and L3) (Figure 2.2). 
The scenarios increase in volcanic magnitude (Pyle, 2015) as you progress through the suite, i.e. 

scenario M2 is of a smaller eruption magnitude than scenario M3, for example (Figure 2.2). The 

scenario framework is composed of four modules; the eruption location (Module 1), the eruptive 
phase type (Module 2), the phase duration (Module 3) and the hazard occurrence and frequency in 

each phase (Module 4) (Figure 2.2).  

 

 

Figure 2.2  The modular scenario development framework, comprised of four modules: eruption location (Module 1), 

phase type (Module 2), phase duration (Module 3) and hazard occurrence and frequency (Module 4). The main suite 

of comprised of three sub-suites, the ‘small’, ‘medium’ and ‘large’ sub-suites. Phase transitions are dictated by four main 

influencing factors, shown in the ‘influences’ box. Phase duration is either ‘discrete’ (d) (1 day) or ‘prolonged’ (p) (x 

days). The duration of p phases was influenced by stakeholder input and statistical likelihood. 
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In the following sections, we apply the scenario development framework to Taranaki Maunga volcano, 

using relevant studies and data to devise the four principle modules of the scenario framework 

(eruption location, phase type, phase duration and hazard occurrence and frequency). The selection 

of input parameters, empirical and numerical models can be easily substituted for other data and tools 
more appropriate for the risk context of a given volcanic area. 

 

 Module 1: Eruption location 
 

Volcanic settings are diverse. Volcanic fields see multiple, small short-lived volcanic events, whereas 

stratovolcanoes can produce complex, prolonged events, generally sourced from the same (or nearby) 

vent. As such, the modular framework allows for multiple eruption locations across the scenario suite. 

It is important to consider that different eruption locations could mean different activity styles and 

associated hazard products. 

Taranaki volcanism has migrated south-eastwards over time, resulting in the recently active 

topographic features of Taranaki Maunga summit and the subsidiary vent of Fanthams Peak. 

Accordingly, the scenarios presented in this study occur at both Fanthams Peak (S1 and S2) and 

Taranaki Maunga’s summit (S3 – L3) (Figure 2.3). Eruptive activity at Fanthams Peak tends towards 

basaltic, effusive, lava flow-producing volcanism, as exemplified in scenarios S1 and S2 in the 

framework. Contrastingly, Taranaki Maunga summit volcanism tends towards andesitic, explosive, 
ash-bearing and pyroclastic flow producing, as exemplified in the framework (S3 – L3) (Figure 2.3). 

As volcanism has migrated throughout the history of the Taranaki volcanic complex, it is not 

inconceivable that the next period of volcanic activity in the region will occur at a new location, likely 
close to the current summit. The emergence of a new area of volcanic activity carries with it 

considerable uncertainty: the precise vent location, eruption intensity, style, magma composition and 

associated volcanic hazards are all undetermined and unrepresented in the stratigraphic record. 

However, a major shift in volcanic activity at the Taranaki volcanic complex (e.g. a new subsidiary 
peak), will result in much the same style and hazard footprints as a summit or Fanthams Peak 

eruption. It is therefore considered inconsequential in this context, and is excluded from the current 

application of the framework. Torres-Orozco et al. (2018) followed a similar logic in justifying the 

exclusion of a new vent location, and considering activity only from Taranaki Maunga’s summit and 
Fanthams Peak.  

 

 Module 2: Eruptive phase types 
 

Using the Smithsonian Institute’s Global Volcanism Program (GVP) database, Bebbington and Jenkins 

(2019) deconstructed past volcanic eruptions into sequences from among nine phase types (Table 3). 

The study then used Markov chain analysis to quantify the probability of transitioning from one phase 

type to another, considering the current state and preceding state of the volcano. The probability of 

transitioning between phase types is displayed in Table 4.  

The starting phase type should be selected with due consideration given to the current state of the 

volcano and previous activity observed or recorded. In the case of Taranaki Maunga, an initial 

explosive phase type of 5, 6 or 7 can be assumed, since a high-intensity explosive phase is needed to 
clear the current closed conduit and offload the summit dome (Lerner et al. 2019a; Lerner et al. 2019b; 

Platz et al. 2007a; Procter et al. 2010a; Torres-Orozco et al. 2018; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017a; Torres-

Orozco et al. 2017b; Zernack et al. 2012b). Similarly, activity at Fanthams Peak is limited to phase 

types 1-5, given its largely effusive, basaltic eruptive history. All scenarios open with discrete, 

explosive phases (phase types 3 (Fanthams Peak), 5 (Fanthams Peak and summit) or 6 (summit)) 
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(Figure 2.3). The succeeding phase types must by determined by balancing the likelihood of 

transitioning to the next phase (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019)(Table 4) with end-user requirements 
(Figure 2.4). 

The most likely phase transition is not necessarily the optimal phase transition for the end-users 

applying the scenario suite in an operational context. Following the determination of phase types in 

each scenario, certain assumptions could be made about the phase duration and hazard occurrence 

and frequency. On many occasions, the most likely phase transition resulted in the replication of 

another scenario in the suite (Figure 2.4). In these instances, usually the second or third most likely 

phase transition was selected in order to introduce variability into the suite. On a few occasions, low-

likelihood phase transitions were selected, either to demonstrate the wide variety of potential future 

activity at the Taranaki complex, or to introduce further variability into the suite. 

In Bebbington and Jenkins (2019), the deformation phase is ‘suppressed’ in much of the statistical 

analysis, due to a lack of recorded incidences of phase type 8 in the GVP database. Only 10 deformation 

phases (c. 0.25% of total) where identified, and as such, the deformation phase is also excluded in this 

analysis. Similarly, the quiescence phase type (phase type 9) is largely excluded from this analysis due 

to suppression in Bebbington and Jenkins (2019), and due to the need to introduce complexity into 

this scenario suite. Further iterations of this framework application will consider the inclusion of 
phase types 8 and 9 (Section 6.2). 

 

Table 2.3 Volcanic activity phase (1-9) definitions, modified from Bebbington and Jenkins (2019). Phase type 8 

(deformation) is excluded from this analysis. 

Phase/State Description Notes 

1 Effusive 
Solely effusive activity, including lava extrusions (domes), lava effusions (flow), fountains and 

spatter cones. 

2 
Effusive and 

explosive 

Activity that specifically describes an effusive and explosive component, but cannot be 

further divided into discrete phases. Includes effusive activity in Phase/State 1, and phreatic 

through magmatic explosive activity. 

3 
Continuously 

explosive 
Explosive activity described as continuous or Strombolian. 

4 
Intermittently 

explosive 

Explosive activity described as intermittent or Vulcanian, or with a date range exceeding 2 

days without mention of a major explosion. 

5 
Minor explosive 

eruption 
c. < 10 km column height. 

6 
Major explosive 

eruption 
c. 10 – 20km column height. Many VEI 3 and most VEI 4 eruptions will have at least one. 

7 

Plinian 

explosive 

eruption 

c. >20km column height. Most VEI 5 and all VEI 6+ eruptions will have at least one. 

8 Deformation No eruptive activity, but explicit mention of deformation. 

9 Quiescence More than 1 day between states 1-8 
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Table 2.4 The estimated transition matrix between eruptive states, where Eff = Effusive, Exp = Explosion(s), Cts = 

Continuous, Int = Intermittent and E = Eruption (as described in Table 3). Modified from Bebbington and Jenkins 

(2019). 

 
 

Star

t 
Eff (1) 

Eff+Exp 

(2) 

Cts Exp 

(3) 

Int Exp 

(4) 

Minor E 

(5) 

Major E 

(6) 

Plinian E 

(7) 
End 

P = 

Start 0 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.33 0.33 0.05 0.01 0 

Eff (1) 0 0.39 0.13 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.24 

Eff+Exp 

(2) 
0 0.13 0.24 0.07 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.25 

Cts Exp 

(3) 
0 0.15 0.21 0.10 0.21 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.23 

Int Exp 

(4) 
0 0.09 0.13 0.03 0.27 0.14 0.05 0.01 0.28 

Minor E 

(5) 
0 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.16 0.46 0.03 0.00 0.27 

Major E 

(6) 
0 0.17 0.13 0.03 0.38 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.08 

Plinian E 

(7) 
0 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.52 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.00 

End 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

 Module 3: Phase duration 
 

Following Bebbington and Jenkins (2019), phase types can be considered either discrete or prolonged. 

Phase types 5-7 are considered discrete, with c. <2-day duration, and phase types 1-4, 8 and 9 are 

considered prolonged (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019). Minor, major and Plinian eruptions (phase 

types 5, 6 and 7 respectively) record rapid onset explosive eruptions, where associated hazards (e.g. 
pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) and proximal ash) are emplaced very shortly after the activity 

begins. Periods of effusion and low intensity explosivity (phase types 1-4), deformation (phase type 

8) and quiescence (phase type 9) occur on longer time frames. Time is measured in whole days, with 

discrete phases lasting 1-day, although the volcanic product extrusion and emplacement time may be 

a fraction of this, and prolonged phases lasting for a user-determined amount of time. This temporal 

metric of ‘days’ is consistent with complimentary volcanic studies (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019), and 

is also consistent with the temporal metric used by emergency managers and decision-makers in 

response and recovery planning and operations. The modular framework alternates between discrete 

and prolonged phases through time, with the phase labelled as such (d for discrete and p for 

prolonged; 1d, 2p, 3d, 4p, 5d, 6p…)(Figure 2.2). Though prolonged–prolonged phase transitions are 

common at other case study volcanoes present in the Bebbington and Jenkins (2019) study, given the 

initial conditions (summit-dome blocking closed conduit), this was not considered likely at Taranaki 

Maunga. This alternating modular structure allows for varying activity type between scenarios, whilst 
ensuring consistency and simplicity within the suite.  

The duration of discrete phases is inherent in the activity type and dictated by the framework. The 

duration of prolonged phases for the application to Taranaki varies from 7- to 84-days (i.e. 1 – 12 

weeks) (Figure 2.3). Prolonged phase durations were informed by Bebbington and Jenkins (2019), 

analogue studies (Carrara et al. 2019; Loughlin et al. 2010; Platz et al. 2007a), and was also impact-

led. Prolonged phase durations differ between scenarios, ensuring varying total length across the 
suite, therefore introducing variability into the scenario suite outputs for emergency management 

planning purposes. 
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Figure 2.3 The modular scenario framework as applied to the Taranaki volcanic complex. The nine-member scenario 

suite has a duration of 6 months, with discrete (d) phases lasting 1 day, and prolonged (p) phases lasting from weeks 

to months. Volcanic hazards associated with each phase are shown above the phases, and total scenario length is 

displayed at the end of each scenario bar. For each phase, the phase number (e.g. 1d, 2p, 3d, 4p, 5d, 6p) is followed by 

the phase type (1-9 (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019)). 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.5  Volcanic hazards included in the scenario development framework, plus the abbreviation and symbology 

used to denote the occurrence of this hazard in each phase type. 

Volcanic hazard/Abbreviation Symbology Volcanic hazard/Abbreviation Abbreviation/Symbology 

Volcanic ashfall (A)  Ballistics (B)  

Pyroclastic block-and-ash flows (PBaf)  Lava flows (Lv)  

Pyroclastic column collapse flows (P)  Lahars (Lah)  

Debris Avalanches (DA) 
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 Module 4: Hazard occurrence and frequency 
 

The volcanic hazards included in this modular framework are shown in Table 5. These hazards were 

chosen as they are of particular relevance for Taranaki Maunga, but other hazards (such as volcanic 

gas, volcanic earthquakes, blast-type PDCs, syn-eruptive lahars etc.) can be incorporated into the 

framework when applied to a different volcanic context. Volcanic ash (A) is assumed to occur during 

every explosive phase type (phase types 2-7). PDCs (P) can occur during high-intensity explosive 

phases (phase types 5-7) and block-and-ash pyroclastic flows (PBaf) can occur during explosive 

phases that have the potential to offset the summit dome (phase types 5-7), and during effusive phases 

(phase types 1 and 2), which allow the summit dome to rebuild (Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5 shows the 

possible hazards associated with each phase type, and their spatial constraints in a Taranaki context. 

Depending on the volcanic context, the expected hazards in each phase type could differ. For example, 

phase type 1 at Fanthams Peak (a subsidiary vent in the Taranaki volcanic complex) is more likely to 

result in a lava flow due to the basaltic nature of the subsidiary peak, however, an instance of phase 

type 1 at Taranaki Maunga’s summit is likely to result in a dome-building event, possibly accompanied 
by instances of pyroclastic block-and-ash flows. 

During phase types 3 and 4, explosive eruptions are frequent, and are therefore assumed to be 

relatively small, low-volume events. Phase types 5, 6 and 7 are considered to be of increasing intensity, 

with phase type 5 (Minor explosive eruption) an analogue for a small sub-Plinian event, phase type 6 

(Major explosive eruption) a large sub-Plinian event, and phase type 7 a Plinian eruption. The physical 

parameters and frequency (for prolonged phases) of hazard instances will be deduced differently for 
each hazard. Generally, decisions around hazard instances and frequency were impact-led and 

grounded in scientific credibility, using past volcanic deposits, analogue studies and expert judgement. 

 

Figure 2.4  The influencing factors on the decisions around phase transitions for scenario L2. The probability of 

transitioning between phase types (1-9, ‘E’ = End) is shown next to the arrows (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019). 

Influencing factors are shown above the arrows linking the phase types selected. Below, scenario L2 is shown, as in 

Figure 2.3. 
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2.4.4.1 Distal vs proximal 
 

As exposure to volcanic activity in the Taranaki region is buffered by the ENP, the primary hazards of 

focus in this study are those that have the potential to exceed the ENP boundary, namely, ash, lahars, 

PDCs and debris avalanches. Volcanic ballistic projectiles (hereafter known as ballistics (B)) are 

thought to travel no further than a 6 km radial distance from the conduit (Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et 

al. 2012; Brown et al. 2017). Lava flow deposits at Taranaki Maunga barely reach the current ENP 

boundary (Zernack et al. 2011), resulting in the exclusion of these two hazards from computational 

modelling, and therefore from the computational generation of hazard footprints. Instead, ballistic 

travel distances are estimated using expert judgement and analogue studies, and mapped using a 

maximum radial travel distance. Lava flows are represented by an approximate travel extent, 

estimated using empirical studies and the morphology of current hydrological catchments, limited by 

the ENP boundary (Figure 2.5). As Taranaki volcanism is expected to be preceded by at least several 

days of unrest (Lecointre and Neall; Torres-Orozco et al. 2018), mapping of proximal hazards within 

the ENP boundary is deemed unessential, as risk to life is expected to be mitigated through the closure 

of the ENP during the preceding volcanic unrest. Consideration has been given to the potential 

contribution of proximal hazards (ballistics and lava flows) to lahar generation, and has been 

determined to be negligible, in light of the considerable contribution from ash and PDC deposits. All 

scenarios assume no snow or ice cover on the volcano, therefore lava flow contribution to lahar 
generation is not considered (see Section 3.5 for more on seasonality considerations). 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The spatial extent of volcanic hazards in the Taranaki region. Proximal lava flows and ballistics are 

constrained to the ENP, distal surface flows are constrained to the Taranaki region, and far-reaching ashfall can extend 

beyond the regional border. On the right, phase types 1-9 are listed, alongside the possible hazards present given the 

phase type and duration.   
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For those hazards that are expected to cross the ENP boundary (Figure 2.5) (ash, lahars, debris 

avalanches and PDCs) we use a hydrological catchment-led methodology. The volume contribution of 

erupted material is tracked within each hydrological catchment using the National Institute of Water 

and Atmospheric Research’s (NIWA’s) 3rd order classification of hydrological catchments, of which 

there are 40 extending from the Taranaki Maunga volcanic edifice (Figure 2.6). The volume of volcanic 

material deposited within each catchment (within the ENP boundary) from ashfall and PDCs is noted, 

as is considered to contribute towards proceeding lahars (Figure 2.6). This is consistent with the 

calculation of the proximal-hazard zone boundary using LAHARZ (Schilling 1998), which roughly 

corresponds to the ENP boundary. Outside of the ENP boundary, distal hazards are spatially mapped, 

using computational modelling methodologies (such as Fall3D, Titan2D and LAHARZ), discussed 

further in Section 3.6. 

 

2.4.4.2 Ashfall 
 

For ash occurrences during discrete phases (sub-Plinian - Plinian; phase types 5-7), the total erupted 

volume was selected using published studies on Taranaki Maunga volcanism (Alloway et al. 1995; 

Green et al. 2016; Platz et al. 2007a; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017b; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017a) and with 
due consideration to the impact-led nature of the scenario suite. The erupted volume of ash generally 

increases with increasing scenario magnitude (S1 – L3), whilst staying firmly within the bounds of 

scientific credibility (Alloway et al. 1995; Green et al. 2016; Turner et al. 2009).  The erupted volume 
of ash varies from 0.002 – 1 km3 for discrete phases, and from 0.0001 – 0.001 km3 for individual 

eruptions during prolonged phases. The discrete phases are assumed to follow a sub-Plinian to Plinian 

style, and the prolonged phases are assumed to follow a vulcanian style (Bebbington and Jenkins 
2019). The average frequency of explosions during prolonged phases is assumed to be 1/day 

(Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Connor et al. 2003)(see Section 3.6.1). 

Meteorological conditions for instances of ashfall hazard were derived from Kidson (2000), which 
uses cluster analysis of monthly frequencies to classify Aotearoa-New Zealand’s weather into 12 

synoptic Kidson types. The prevalence of each regime in the Taranaki region and the likelihood of 

transitioning between these regimes, underpinned the selection of a Kidson type for each instance of 

ashfall hazard. The need to select prevailing or common weather regimes, whilst also providing a suite 

of variable ashfall scenarios for end-user purposes was carefully managed, via the co-production 

mechanisms outlined in Figure 2.2 and Section 2.3. 

 

2.4.4.3 PDCs 
 

Pyroclastic block-and-ash flows (PBafs) occur during scenarios M1-L3. Scenarios M1 and M2 assume 

a consistent summit morphology, as is currently observed at the Taranaki Maunga summit. Scenarios 

M3 – L3 assume a modified morphology after phase 1d, due to the explosive nature of the first phase 

of activity (further information in Section 3.6.2). As a result, all instances of PBafs under the current 

summit morphology regime channel material into the NW sector, as is commonly observed during 

Taranaki Maunga’s history (Procter et al. 2010a). Where the summit morphology is changed, the 

orientation of dome collapse events is dictated by end-user requirements. 

PBafs occur during discrete and prolonged phases. For the opening discrete phase (1d), the summit 

dome volume is assumed to be between 1.5 x 106 m3 and 3 x 106 m3, consistent with a range of 

estimates of the current summit dome volume (Lerner et al. 2019a; Procter et al. 2010a). Similarly to 

other hazard instances, the dome collapse volume in phase 1d increases with scenario magnitude. For 

prolonged phases, dome growth was simulated using a range of discharge rates for Soufrière Hills 
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volcano, Montserrat, 2005-2008, varying from 1.6 m3s-1 to 5.5 m3s-1, consistent with Loughlin et al. 

(2010) and Ryan et al. (2010). Discharge rates generally increase with scenario magnitude, and in 

some instances (as in scenario M2 for example), the discharge rate increases as the scenario 

progresses (1.6 m3s-1 in 2p, to 2.6 m3s-1 in 4p). Dome collapse events in prolonged phases are assumed 

to occur at a rate of approximately 1/week, often followed by a several week period of no collapses, 
proceeded by a discrete explosive phase that offloads the accumulated volume. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 A) NIWA hydrological catchments (3rd order), constrained by the ENP boundary, labelled 1 – 40 in a 

clockwise direction; B) volume of volcanic debris deposited in each catchment pre-lahar at the end of phase 2p; C) 

volume of volcanic debris remaining in each catchment post-lahar at the end of phase 2p, given a lahar threshold 

volume of 0.5 x 104 m3; D) volume of volcanic debris deposited in each catchment pre-lahar at the end of phase 4p; C) 

volume of volcanic debris remaining in each catchment post-lahar at the end of phase 4p using the same threshold; F – 

I correspond to B – E, with the red line showing the threshold volume (0.5 x 104 m3). 

 

Other PDCs (Ps) occur during phase types 6 and 7 in the ‘large’ scenario suite (L1 – L3). Their volumes 

were estimated using empirical studies of previous instances of PDCs at Taranaki Maunga (Torres-

Orozco et al. 2018; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017b), ranging from 0.05 to 1 km3, with increasing volume 

with increasing scenario magnitude. According to Newhall and Hoblitt (2002), ‘other’ type PDCs (all 

besides PBafs) that extend further than 10km from the volcanic conduit have an exceedance 

probability of approximately 0.40 (for Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) <6 and topographies 

analogous to Taranaki Maunga). Given this probability, and the slope decrease outside of the ENP 

boundary, we decided to incorporate other-type PDCs only by considering their volume contribution 

to hydrological catchments within the ENP, not by mapping their extent using numerical modelling 

methodologies. Other applications of this framework could use numerical models to map the hazard 

footprints. We used the vent-facing direction within the scenario, coupled with end-user 
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considerations, when choosing the main axis direction of flow for other-type PDCs. For scenario L1, 

this is to the NE, and to the SE and W for scenarios L2 and L3 respectively. Pyroclastic material was 

assumed to be deposited in catchments 40 – 12, 12 – 31 and 32 – 40, for scenarios L1, L2 and L3 

respectively, and the volume of the flow was distributed across these catchments, relative to the 

hydrological catchment area. Deposited other PDC material was also considered to contribute towards 
post-eruptive lahar generation. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 The ‘X’ scenario suite, comprised of scenarios X1 (DA event at the beginning of the scenario (1d)) and X2 (DA 

event at the end of the scenario (6p)). We overlay these DA events on scenario L3 from the initial suite, as DA events 

are likely to be accompanied by high-intensity explosive activity. Since a DA event will result in a complete 

morphological and hydrological regime change, we cannot spatially map hazard instances proceeding the DA event. 

Under this uncertainty, X1 simply consists of the DA event itself. 

 

2.4.4.4 Lahars 
 

Primary lahars (i.e. syn-eruptive lahars) are not accounted for in the application of this framework to 

Taranaki Maunga. The onset of volcanic activity is assumed to occur during a period of no ice or snow 

cover on the edifice (discussed further in Section 3.5). Secondary (post-eruptive) lahars were assumed 

to occur if a threshold volume of deposited volcanic material from ash and PDCs in any given 

catchment was exceeded. Lahars were also assumed to have occurred at the end of prolonged periods. 
The threshold volume was calculated by randomly simulating a range of lahar volumes in each 

catchment using LAHARZ (Schilling 1998), thereby ascertaining a minimum lahar volume of 104 m3 

needed to transport material outside of the ENP. 

The term ‘lahar’ describes a range of composition types, varying from debris flows (>60% sediment 

by volume), to hyperconcentrated flows (20 – 60% sediment by volume), to stream-flows (<20% 

sediment by volume) (Doyle et al. 2010; Fagents and Baloga 2006; Jones et al. 2015; Neall 2011) and 

can bulk and de-bulk during transportation (Doyle et al. 2009; Fagents and Baloga 2006). Taranaki 

Maunga is prone to rain-triggered hyperconcentrated lahar flows (Neall 2011; Procter et al. 2010b; 

Procter et al. 2009; Roverato et al. 2015; Zernack et al. 2009)(20 – 60% sediment by volume). We 

assume a solid-liquid ratio of 50:50, which is consistent with studies of hyperconcentrated flows 
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(Doyle et al. 2010; Fagents and Baloga 2006), and also ensures high-impact scenarios for end-user 

purposes. Assuming a solid-liquid ratio of 50:50 therefore requires a volcanic material volume 

threshold (VT) (for any given catchment) of 0.5 x 104 m3. The calculation of VT avoided computational 

modelling of inconsequential lahars. The volume of deposited material in each catchment from ashfall 

and PDCs is tracked throughout the progression of each scenario. When, for any given catchment, VT 

is exceeded, computational modelling of the associated lahar is conducted using LAHARZ (Schilling 
1998)(Section 3.6.3) (Figure 2.6). 

 

2.4.4.5 Debris Avalanches 
 

Debris avalanches (DAs) at the Taranaki complex are deemed to be extremely low-probability, high-

impact events. There are 16 events observed in Taranaki Maunga’s eruption record, with minimum 

estimated volumes of <1 km3 - 7.5 km3  (Alloway et al. 2005; Zernack 2021; Zernack et al. 2011; 

Zernack and Procter 2021). The current volcanic edifice was assessed using three-dimensional limit 

equilibrium analysis and is thought to be stable, with little variability in stability between sectors  

(Procter et al. 2019; Procter et al. 2021). The south-east flank is thought to be the least stable, caused 

by the particularly steep slopes of the volcanic edifice coupled with gravitational forces (Procter et al. 
2019; Procter et al. 2021). A trigger is required to initiate sector collapse and associated debris 

avalanches; this trigger could be hydrological or magmatic (Roverato et al. 2021). Procter et al. (2019) 

determined the annual probability of sector-collapse at Taranaki to be 0.00018, increasing to between 
0.03 and 0.3 in the event of a large (VEI 4+) eruption. 

Debris avalanche events at Taranaki are far-reaching and devastating, resulting in assumed binary 
impact of all exposed assets through burial and high lateral pressures. From an emergency 

management perspective, the occurrence of debris avalanches will result in a regime change to the 

volcano, vastly modifying the current hydrological and morphological state (Procter et al. 2009). The 

inclusion of debris avalanche events in the primary scenario suite is therefore considered 
unnecessary, as proceeding surface hazard modelling cannot be undertaken, and the occurrence of a 

debris avalanche will necessitate a monumental emergency response, far exceeding regional capacity, 

or a retreat from the area. In this framework, DA events are addressed in the form of a subsidiary 

scenario suite (X1 and X2) (Section 5). Debris avalanche events are thought to open or close periods 

of volcanic activity at Taranaki Maunga (Zernack et al. 2012b), and as such, open and close scenarios 

X1 and X2 respectively (Figure 2.7). For scenarios X1 and X2, we chose to collapse the south-east 
sector, due to the slight decrease in stability observed (Procter et al. 2019; Procter et al. 2021).  

 

 Seasonality 
 

For Kidson types, the relative frequency of each type remains fairly consistent across all seasons 

(Kidson 2000), therefore the selection of Kidson types for ashfall hazard is not particularly sensitive 

to seasonality. Furthermore, analysis of the ERA-Interim global reanalysis dataset (ECMWF 2009)(8-

hour sampling between 1979 and 2017) wind speed and direction at Taranaki Maunga’s summit only 
shows reasonable seasonal differentiation above 20km (exceeded in scenarios L1, L2 and L3). 

Taranaki Maunga and the Taranaki region sees peak rainfall during the month of July (NIWA 2008) 
and high-intensity weather during the Pacific cyclone season (Nov - Apr). In this scenario framework 

application, we assumed lahars occurred during prolonged phases (if catchment VT was exceeded). 

Climate change scenario modelling by NIWA (2008) shows a general decrease in precipitation in the 

Taranaki region in the summer months (Dec-Feb), and a general increase in the winter months (Jun-

Aug). In general, more frequent extreme rainfall events are expected with the projected changing 
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climate (NIWA 2008). The implications of seasonality and climate change should be considered in 

future iterations of this work. Similarly, the effect of snow and ice cover on syn-eruptive lahar 

generation during snow season on Taranaki Maunga (May – Nov) should be investigated, but is 

excluded from this framework application, due to time and computational constraints. 

 

 Generating hazard footprints 
 

Hazard footprints indicating the hazard intensity for each volcanic product (i.e. ashfall thickness, 

volume in catchment for PDCs, binary inundation extent for lahars) are produced at the end of each 

phase, generated from a model of the respective hazard. Footprints at discrete phases are the result 

of a single input configuration, whereas prolonged phase footprints are the accumulated result of 

multiple events with input configurations drawn from defined input distributions. The suite presented 

here consists of deterministic footprints from single draws of input distributions, however the 

framework could conceivably be extended to present stochastic footprints, provided adequate 

distributions and computational resources. 

 

2.4.6.1 Ashfall 
 

The transport and deposition of tephra is simulated using Fall3D version 8.0.1 (Folch et al. 2020), a 

three-dimensional Eulerian solver for advection-diffusion-sedimentation equations. All ashfall 

simulations were run on a 0.01° grid with a gaussian input grainsize distribution (µ=0.2ϕ, σ = 2.4), 

truncated at -4ϕ. Mass distribution in the eruption column was assumed to follow the Suzuki 

distribution (Pfeiffer et al. 2005) with A = 4.0, λ = 1.0 (where A and λ dictate eruptive plume shape 

(Pfeiffer et al. 2005)) for discrete (phase types 5-7; sub-Plinian-Plinian columns) phases and A = 5.0, 

λ = 10.0 for prolonged phases to represent vulcanian or single ash explosions (using best fit values 

from the July 2013 eruption of Tungurahua (Parra et al. 2016)).  

Eruption column height for discrete eruptions was estimated using the Mastin et al. (2009) best fit of 

𝐻 = 25.9 + 6.64(𝑉)  

where H is plume height, and V is eruption volume (in km3 DRE). Mass flow rates (in kg∙s-1) were 106 

for scenarios S1 - S3, 3 × 106 for M1 - M2, 3 × 107 for M3, and 5 × 107 of L1 - L3. The eruption duration 

was calculated using the mass flux and phase eruption volume (
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥
). This resulted in eruption 

durations of between 0.5 and 12 hours. 

 

Table 2.6 Taranaki Maunga summit lava dome location and orientation chosen for each dome collapse event. Scenario 

M2 use the current dome morphology, and scenarios M3, L2 and L3 used a credible modified morphology, selected to 

introduce variability in outputs for stakeholders. 

Phase Location (UTM 60S) Orientation 

(radians) 

Min. volume 

(106 m3) 

Max. volume 

(106 m3) 

Number of 

flows 

Total volume 

(106 m3) 

M2_2p Current 2.05 (current) 0.1 1.5 4 4.0 

M2_4p Current 2.05 (current) 0.5 2.0 7 11.2 

M3_2p 246750, 5646500 2.35 1.5 3.0 12 28.8 

L2_4p 246700, 5646100 2.05 2.0 4.0 12 39.6 

L3_4p 246550, 5646100 3.14 2.0 4.5 12 48.0 
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The continuously and intermittently explosive phase types (prolonged phase types 3 and 4 

respectively) were presumed to consist of discrete explosions with small plume heights (≤ 10 km) and 

mass concentrated at the top of the plume (Parra et al. 2016). Plume heights were sampled from a log-

uniform distribution between 2.5 and 5.0 km for medium scenarios and between 5.0 and 10.0 km for 

large scenarios (following Biass et al. (2016)). The mass flow rate was calculated from plume height 
as (Folch et al. 2020; Mastin et al. 2009) 

 �̇� = 140.8 ∙ 𝐻4.15 . 

The explosion repose interval was sampled from the log-logistic survivor function (Connor et al. 

2003), with k = 4 and mean of 20 hours, corresponding to approximately 1 explosion/day (also 

consistent with Bebbington and Jenkins (2019)). Atmospheric properties for each simulation were 

taken from hourly surface and pressure level ERA5 reanalysis data product (Copernicus Climate 

Change Service (C3S) 2017) in 8-hourly intervals (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, 18:00h) between 1979 and 

2019. When specified (i.e. for discrete eruptions), the start date and time was randomly selected from 
dates containing that Kidson type (Kidson 2000). A random starting time was selected for prolonged 

phases. 

 

2.4.6.2 Block-and-ash flow PDCs 
 

The volume of block-and-ash flows in each catchment is controlled by the summit morphology of 

Taranaki Maunga. Currently, the summit contains remnants of a lava dome (~1.5 x 106 m3) within a 

420 m diameter crater breached from the SW to NE (i.e. ‘The Chute’, towards Hangatahua River (Platz 

et al. 2007a)). This morphology directs most block-and-ash flows towards the NW sector of ENP; the 

past ~800 years of block-and-ash flows have almost exclusively impacted this sector (Procter et al. 
2010a). 

Mead et al. (2018) simulated 1024 possible realisations of block-and-ash flows from a Taranaki 

Maunga summit dome collapse with a Mohr-Coulomb rheology using the Titan2D suite for volcanic 

mass flows (Patra et al. 2005). The summit dome was assumed to have an ellipsoidal shape with aspect 

ratios fixed to approximate the current (remnant) dome shape. Simulated dome volumes ranged from 
105 to 107 m3, dome location ±210 m from the current location, and dome orientation between 0 and 

π radians. Although many simulations were run, the dimensionality of the input space limits the 

applicability of these deterministic simulations for generic scenarios. A surrogate model of the 

simulations is used to alleviate this issue and provide a continuous estimate of volume in each 
catchment. 

Gaussian process (GP) emulation is a commonly applied technique to create surrogate models for 
volcanic mass flow simulation (Bayarr et al. 2009; Rutarindwa et al. 2019; Spiller et al. 2014). Broadly, 

GP approximates the simulator by learning the unknown function ƒ that maps the model input space 

𝒳 (i.e. collapse volume, location and orientation) to the output space 𝛶 (i.e. volume in catchment). An 

emulator for flow volume in each catchment was constructed from the Mead et al. (2018) simulations 

using a ‘Parallel partial’ gaussian process emulator (PPGaSP (Gu and Berger 2016)) with Matérn 5/2 

kernels. A noise term (‘nugget’) is added to the PPGaSP as some inputs (basal friction) are masked 

from the emulator (following Gu and Berger (2016)). 

The fitted emulator (optimised using lbfgs algorithm) is then used to sample dome collapse 

parameters for each phase. All initial discrete phases (1d) use the current dome centroid and 

orientation (~117.5°), with initial volumes as specified for the scenario. For prolonged phases, 

individual dome collapse volumes were randomly assigned up to the total volume, with volume in 

each catchment accumulated for each flow. The current dome location and orientation were used for 
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existing morphology eruptions (M2), and chosen (in location and orientation) for modified 

morphology eruptions (M3, L2, L3) to introduce variability in impacts for stakeholders (see Table 6). 

 

2.4.6.3 Lahars 
 

Lahars were simulated using LAHARZ (Schilling 1998), a Geographical Information System (GIS) 

program for mapping lahar-inundation hazard zones developed by the United States Geological 

Survey (USGS) based on a semi-empirical model developed by Iverson et al. (1998). Lahars were 

assumed to occur at the end of prolonged phases, and are presented alongside other hazard 
occurrences during those phases as aggregate maps.  

LAHARZ requires a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) input (for Taranaki, we used the 15m DEM from 

Koordinates Data Service (Columbus et al. 2011)), a stream threshold value (3000) and a slope 

approximation (0.44), and then outputs the proximal-hazard zone boundary (PHZB) and surface 

hydrology. Potential lahar initiation points are the points of intersection between the PHZB and 

surface hydrology (rivers and streams). Since the PHZB calculated by LAHARZ corresponds well to the 

ENP boundary, potential initiation points were created for each hydrological catchment (1-40) at, or 

very near, the ENP boundary. The volume of volcanic debris in each hydrological catchment was 

calculated at the end of each phase (1d…6p). When the cumulative volume within any given catchment 

exceeded VT, a lahar of said volume (plus the water contribution) was simulated from the initiation 
point in the given catchment (Figure 2.6). 

 

 A suite of eruption scenarios for Taranaki Maunga 
 

The aggregated hazard outputs for the nine-scenario suite are displayed in Figure 2.8. The 

methodology for the generation of the scenarios has been outlined in the preceding sections, and the 

potential applications and limitations of the suite are discussed in proceeding sections. The scenarios 

are underpinned by data on hazard parameters and have accompanying event narratives. All 

associated shapefiles for each phase and hazard instance are available for use and circulation. Ashfall 
outputs are displayed in deposit thicknesses (mm); lahar footprints are available in a binary format 

(either lahar present or absent); and PBaf and P contribution (m3) to each hydrological catchment is 

recorded for each deposition event. Figure 2.8 shows outputs from all hazards across all phases of 

each scenario. Time-sequenced versions of each scenario are available, as shown using the example of 

scenario M2 in Figure 2.9. A summary of the volcanic magnitudes of each scenario is shown in Figure 

2.10. The volume contribution from ballistics is excluded due to their minimal contribution, and lahars 

are illustrated separately as they are secondary and are therefore a product of previously emplaced 
material.  

The scenario suite displays a range of eruption intensities and styles. The suite also well-illustrates 

the complexity of multi-hazard interactions, and the spatial variance of hazard instances, given 

different meteorological and morphological controls. Lahar instances are co-located with ashfall and 

PDC hydrological catchment contributions, often observed extending in many directions from the 

volcanic edifice. The incremental increase of volcanic magnitude (and therefore total erupted 

material) throughout the suite is well-illustrated through the incremental increase of hazard spatial 

extent, observed in lahars in particular.   
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The total eruption magnitude for each scenario is calculated following Pyle (2015) 

𝑀 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10[𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑘𝑔)] − 7 

 

where the total erupted mass is the mass contribution from all hazards in each scenario (with the 

exception of volcanic ballistic projectiles, as this contribution was deemed negligible). The magnitudes 

calculated were validated against empirical studies (Figure 2.10) (Torres-Orozco et al. 2018; Torres-
Orozco et al. 2017b; Torres-Orozco et al. 2017a). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Aggregated scenario outputs for the main scenario suite (S1 – L3). The small sub-suite is shown on the top 

row, the medium sub-suite on the middle row, and the large sub-suite on the bottom row. For each scenario, the 

cumulative deposited material (ashfall, PBaf, other PDCs, lava flows and ballistics) is shown, alongside the resultant 

secondary lahars (blue).  
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 The ‘X’ scenario suite 
 

Debris avalanches (DA) were excluded from the initial nine-scenario suite, due to their low-

probability, and the topographic regime-change they would induce. Though unlikely, DA events are 

present in Taranaki Maunga’s eruptive record (of estimated volumes <1 km3 - 7.5 km3) (Alloway et al. 

2005; Zernack 2021; Zernack et al. 2011). We address this in the form of an ‘X’ scenario suite, 

comprised of scenarios X1 (DA event at the beginning of the scenario (1d)) and X2 (DA event at the 

end of the scenario (6p)) (Figure 2.7). We overlay these DA events on scenario L3 from the initial suite, 

as DA events are likely to be accompanied by high-intensity explosive activity. Since a DA event will 

result in a complete morphological and hydrological regime change, we cannot spatially map hazard 

instances proceeding the DA event. Under this uncertainty, X1 simply consists of the DA event itself. 

We have included this subsidiary suite in order to address ambiguity around DA events at Taranaki 

Maunga, and to demonstrate that though possible, DA events are low-probability. Computational and 

empirical modelling of DA hazard is in its infancy (Procter et al. 2021), and for this reason, coupled 

with the assumed binary impact of such events, and the vast uncertainty surrounding the potential 

hazard parameters, we have accounted for their occurrence simply by delineating the sector affected 

(Figure 2.7). The debris avalanche location (SE sector) was selected with due consideration given to 

plausibility of occurrence (based on published studies of the stratigraphic record (Procter et al. 2019; 

Zernack 2021; Zernack et al. 2012b; Zernack et al. 2009; Zernack and Procter 2021)) and end-user 
needs and requirements. 

 

 Discussion 
 

 Potential applications of the scenario suite 
 

In this study we present a new modular framework for the development of volcanic eruption scenario 

suites. The modular framework allows the construction of a diverse suite of multi-hazard, multi-phase 

volcanic eruption scenarios, varying in magnitude, duration and style. Crucially, the framework allows 

for stakeholder and end-user input whilst remaining grounded in scientific credibility. The modular 

aspect of the framework provides end-users with the flexibility that volcanic planning and response 

necessitates: the scenario suite can be modified before, during and after a volcanic crisis, to produce 

customised scenarios that incorporate changes in the current state of the volcano (e.g. monitoring 

information or observed activity style) or changes in end-user requirements. The modular format of 

the framework empowers decision-makers and end-users to adapt and modify the suite under 

different operational contexts, and also facilitates an on-going two-way dialogue between scientists 

and stakeholders. The incorporation of prolonged phase types (2p, 4p and 6p) of a user-determined 

duration facilitates a greater understanding of the potential complexity of long-duration volcanic 

events. The application shown in this study is limited to a 6-month duration (1d – 6p), due to time and 

computational constraints, but the framework has the potential to be applied over multi-year or multi-

decadal timescales. We anticipate that this framework can be paired with precursory, syn-event or 

post-event information, such as monitoring information, evacuation, mitigation and response 

planning, to develop a more holistic model of volcanic resilience. 

The modular framework application to Taranaki Maunga provides an initial nine-scenario suite for 

potential future volcanic activity. The subsidiary ‘X-suite’ (which considers debris avalanches) further 

demonstrates the flexibility the modular approach allows. This addresses a gap in volcanic scenario 

development for Taranaki Maunga volcano, and provides end-users with operationally-useful hazard 

information for planning, response and mitigation purposes. The scenario suite could inform response 

planning, such as evacuation planning and business continuity planning. The complex, long-duration 
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nature of the suite allows decision-makers to evaluate their own tolerable risk throughout prolonged 

volcanic activity, and identify key tipping points and opportunities for mitigation during a complex 

eruption sequence. The scenario suite could facilitate cross-disciplinary conversation and 

collaboration around risk reduction, response and recovery activities, and can be modified to suit the 
purpose of the application, whilst providing a common framework for shared understanding. 

The purpose of this study was to address an international research gap in multi-hazard, multi-phase 

scenario development, but also to address disaster, risk and resilience objectives by producing hazard 

information that balances the need for credibility, relevance and legitimacy. We believe we have 

fulfilled this objective by ensuring methodological decisions were impact-led, and driven by end-user 

needs and requirements, whilst maintaining scientific plausibility. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Outputs for scenario M2, at the end of each phase (1d, 2p, 3d and 4p). Deposited material from ashfall and 

PBafs is shown alongside the resultant lahars (blue). 
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 Limitations and future research 
 

This paper presents the first iteration of the modular framework development, and the initial 

application to Taranaki Maunga volcano. Future iterations of this work are anticipated, that further 

develop the framework and refine the application. Though the constituents of the scenario framework 

are subject to change and modification in consideration of the volcanic, social and economic context, 

the modular framework provides a robust, flexible scenario suite development tool for researchers, 

decision-makers and emergency managers. A potential future development could be to pair this 

framework with probabilistic information, quantifying the probability of each scenario and its 
associated uncertainty (Ang et al. 2020).  

In the application of this scenario development framework to Taranaki Maunga, we used the ENP 

boundary as a methodological delineator. Volcanic hazards that are constrained by the ENP boundary 

were not spatially mapped, and distal hazards were mapped using empirical or computational 

modelling methods only once they exceeded the ENP boundary. Within the ENP, was adopted a 

catchment-led methodology, accumulating the volume of volcanic material deposited in each 

hydrological catchment during each eruptive phase type until a lahar volume threshold value was 

reached. This approach is suited to this volcanic context, and was undertaken in close collaboration 

with local end-users. This approach is not necessarily suited to other risk contexts. Similarly, future 

land use change within and close to the ENP could vastly change the relevance of this methodology to 

the Taranaki region. Increasing tourism in the Taranaki region (Venture Taranaki 2017) could 

provoke infrastructure investment within and around the ENP, potentially increasing the exposed 
asset value. Furthermore, changes in surface hydrology and the frequency and intensity of climate 

extremes could necessitate a different scenario approach. It is important to consider the efficacy of 

this catchment-led methodology in the context of a changing climate and economy. 

Certain volcanic hazards were excluded from the application of this framework to Taranaki Maunga. 

When relevant, other volcanic hazards (such as volcanic earthquakes, volcanic gas, and volcanic smog) 

can be incorporated when applied in another context. Deformation-related hazards such as landslides, 
earthquakes and volcanic gas, may become relevant when using the deformation phase type (phase 

type 8) or pairing this framework with precursory information. It is also important to consider the 

potential for non-volcanic triggers (such as seismic earthquakes and hydrothermal alteration) to 

initiate pyroclastic block-and-ash flows and debris avalanches. Though we adopted a catchment-led 

approach is this application, empirical or computational models can easily be substituted to simulate 

the potential spatial extent of surface flows in other applications of this framework. In this application, 

pyroclastic density currents were categorised into two members; PBafs and Other PDCs. Where 

appropriate, ‘Other PDCs’ can be subdivided into pyroclastic column collapses, blasts and surges. As 

new volcanic hazard modelling tools become available, we anticipate they can be easily incorporated 

into this framework. The empirical model LAHARZ (Schilling 1998) was used to estimate the 

inundation footprint of lahars, in full consideration of the purpose of the study and time available. 

Future iterations of this work will investigate the applicability of other lahar modelling methodologies 

to this framework, focusing on incorporating hydrological seasonality and models of 

bulking/debulking (Jones et al. 2017; Manville et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2003). We also anticipate that 

non-volcanic hazards, such as extreme weather events, can be incorporated into the scenario 

framework. This would be of particular interest in areas of high lahar risk. Future applications of this 

framework should consider the potential for syn-eruptive lahars, and the sensitivity of lahar initiation 
and intensity to seasonality.  

The nine-member suite developed in the Taranaki application has a maximum duration of 6 months. 

This was in part due to constraints on the time available to undertake this study, and computational 

constraints. Imminent future work will develop much longer scenario suites (years to decades) and 

investigate the communication and decision-making challenges that surround prolonged volcanic 

unrest, quiescence and activity. We also plan to use the scenario suite as a tool to help identify 
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decision-making and policy ‘tipping points’, and investigate how to minimise the ultimate impact 

associated with complex, long-duration volcanic episodes.  

 

Figure 2.10 The total volcanic magnitude (M) for each scenario in the main nine-member suite. The total scenario 

duration (days) is shown in each scenario bar, below the eruption location (either Fanthams Peak or Taranaki Maunga 

summit). 

 

 

 Considerations for other applications of the framework 
 

We anticipate that this framework can be applied to other volcanos of interest, by applying the 

framework and modifying the methodology, input parameters and assumptions made. The specifics 

of the modules used in this framework will vary depending on the volcanic context. The eruption 

location, phase types (including the initial opening phases), phase durations (particularly for 

prolonged phases) and hazard occurrences and frequency will need to be determined using available 

resources for the volcano of interest, and carefully developed in close partnership with the potential 

end-users of the product. Future iterations of this work will incorporate a formalised engagement 

structure with stakeholders and end-users, soliciting input throughout the scenario development 

process to ensure operational applicability and relevance of the end product.  

Taranaki Maunga is a well-studied volcano, with a wealth of knowledge surrounding its eruptive 

history and future eruption potential, but with limited historical records and monitoring information. 
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The lack of historical or instrumental observations led to the inclusion of several analogue studies 

(mainly from Volcan de Colima (Mexico) and Soufriere Hills (Montserrat)). The type and amount of 

volcanic information will vary between applications, and will often need to be supplemented using 

historical records, analogue volcanism or other sources of information. Incorporating indigenous 

knowledge and oral tradition would complement not only the application to Taranaki Maunga, but the 
application to other volcanoes. This is a potential future development of interest. 

 

 Conclusions 
 

We have presented an overview of a novel modular framework for volcanic eruption scenario 

development. We have applied this framework to Taranaki Maunga in Aotearoa-New Zealand, where 

volcanic hazard scenarios are needed for planning and decision-making purposes. The scenarios cover 

a credible range of volcanic magnitudes, styles, durations and hazards. We anticipate that this scenario 

suite will inform volcanic impact assessments, emergency management planning, mitigation planning 

and provoke further research in this field. The purpose of the application of the modular framework 

is not to anticipate the next eruption at Taranaki Maunga, but rather to provide a broad, credible suite 

of scenarios to those that rely on robust disseminable hazard information for planning and response 
purposes, such as emergency managers, infrastructure managers and decision-makers. As such, this 

study was driven by end-user needs and requirements, and informed and validated by end-users 

throughout the methodological process. This co-creative approach ensured that the outputs were 
relevant to end-users and researchers alike. We anticipate that the scenario development framework 

outlined in this study can be applied to other volcanic contexts globally, and when applied 

appropriately, it can be used to produce operationally relevant yet scientifically robust volcanic 
scenario suites. 
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Preface 

Chapter 1 established the context of systemic risk, and the necessity for systemic risk quantification 

methodologies for impact and risk assessment and disaster risk management purposes. Chapter 1 also 

highlighted that critical infrastructure networks are particularly systemically vulnerable to volcanic 

hazards, due to the complex spatio-temporally relationships inherent within both volcanic and 

infrastructure systems. This chapter develops an approach for the systemic vulnerability 

quantification of interdependent critical infrastructure networks, using the case study of volcanic 

hazards from Taranaki Maunga. As aspects of this chapter are closely aligned with aspects of Chapters 

2 and 4, and this chapter has been prepared for submission to a journal, there may be some repetition, 

particularly in sections detailing the co-production methodology of this thesis. This chapter has been 
prepared for submission to the Risk Analysis journal. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Critical infrastructure networks are vital for the communities and industries that rely on their 

continued operation. Disasters stress these complex infrastructure networks and can provoke 

systemic outages that extend far beyond the spatial footprint of the hazard(s). An enduring challenge 

for assessing critical infrastructure networks within vulnerability and impact assessment frameworks 

has been to adequately quantify the high spatial interdependence of these networks, and to consider 

hazard impacts, and interventions through time. This is particularly important for volcanic eruptions, 

which produce multiple hazards of widely different hazard intensities, and highly variable spatial and 

temporal extents.  In this study we present a new methodology for the quantification of systemic 

vulnerability, which can be coupled with physical vulnerability models for the purpose of impact 

assessment of critical infrastructure networks. The two-part methodology first quantifies the hazard-

agnostic criticality of infrastructural components, inclusive of interdependencies, and then 

incorporates potential hazard spatial footprints to derive the systemic vulnerability. We demonstrate 

this methodology using the case study of multiple volcanic hazards in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-

New Zealand, where there are many high-profile energy, agricultural and other industrial sites of 

national significance, and a high likelihood for a complex, long-duration, multi-hazard volcanic 

eruption. We find a considerable increase in the vulnerability of electricity and natural gas 

components after incorporating infrastructural interdependencies, and a further increase in the 
systemic vulnerability of critical components when related with potential volcanic hazard spatial 

extent. The methodology of this study can be applied to other areas of interest in both its hazard-

agnostic or hazard-dependent form, and the systemic vulnerability quantification should be 
incorporated into volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment frameworks. 

 

 Introduction 
 

Reducing the impacts due to disasters is an important international priority (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 

2015a; UNISDR 2015b; UNISDR 2015c). Globally growing urbanisation, coupled with increasing 

frequency and intensity of climate and hazard extremes (Mechler and Bouwer 2015; World Bank 

2014), necessitates more effective disaster risk reduction (DRR) practices. Hazard impact 

assessments are used to inform disaster mitigation, response and recovery plans, and often used 

operationally by disaster risk management (DRM) groups (or corresponding authorities) (UNDRR 
2019; UNISDR 2015a; World Bank 2014). During complex, multi-hazard events (e.g. prolonged 

volcanic activity or earthquake aftershock-liquefaction/landslide sequences), emergency managers 

and infrastructure managers have to make challenging decisions regarding the allocation of resources 

and the management of critical infrastructure supply. The estimation of likely hazard impacts to 

distributed infrastructure networks can guide decision-makers to revise pre-event, syn-event and 

post-event risk management strategies, in order to reduce the impact observed from a future hazard 

event. To understand and quantify potential hazard impacts, three elements must be considered; the 
hazard, exposure and vulnerability; combining these factors will result in the observed or potential 

impact (UNISDR 2015a). In order to ensure relevant and applicable impact estimates, we must ensure 

that each process (hazard, exposure and vulnerability) is as accurately and adequately represented as 
possible in the impact assessment framework.  

Vulnerability has long been considered multi-faceted, comprised of at least physical, systemic, social 

and economic factors (Coppola 2011; Donovan 2019; Few et al. 2017; Levine 2004; Pescaroli and 
Alexander 2018; UNISDR 2015a; United Nations Development Program 2011; United Nations 

International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 2009). The physical vulnerability of components to 

hazards is well-studied (Birkmann et al. 2013; Gencer 2013; Paul M. Muchinsky 2012; Schweizer and 

Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a; World Bank 2014; World Bank Group 2015), but substantial 
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gaps remain in our understanding of systemic, social and economic vulnerability, and in particular, 

how these factors cascade and interact with physical vulnerability to drive impact (during a disaster), 

or to build resilience (Buxton et al. 2014; Galderisi et al. 2011; Hempel et al. 2018; Menoni et al. 2012; 

OECD 2003; Paton and Johnston 2001; Pescaroli and Alexander 2018; Schweizer and Renn 2019). 

Systemic vulnerability is described as the susceptibility of a system or network to experience 

disruption or loss of service when subject to an external stress (Galderisi et al. 2011; Menoni et al. 

2012; OECD 2003; Schweizer and Renn 2019). Improved methodologies for measuring and assessing 

systemic vulnerability, in addition to an improved understanding of the interface between physical 

and systemic vulnerability factors, will greatly enhance disaster response capabilities and resilience-
building initiatives (Bach et al. 2013; Pant et al. 2018; Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019). 

Critical infrastructure are the infrastructural networks and systems deemed essential for the 

functionality of society and economy (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017; UNDRR 2019). The term 

‘critical infrastructure’ is used variably, depending on the study scope and the local industry (Dunn et 

al. 2013; New Zealand Treasury 2014). In this study, we follow the critical infrastructure definition 

commonly used in Aotearoa-New Zealand (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017; New Zealand 

Treasury 2014), and  determine critical infrastructure to be; electricity, transportation, water supply, 

waste water, telecommunications, energy (e.g. oil, gas) and critical facilities (sites of local or national 
significance). 

Critical infrastructure systems are physically diverse, spatially extensive and vulnerable to the 

physical properties of hazards (Bach et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2012). Quantification 

methodologies for physical vulnerability are well-established for single-hazard impact assessment 

(Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019; World Bank 2014). Though essential, physical vulnerability 

cannot be the sole descriptor of the possible socio-economic impacts from hazards (Bach et al. 2013; 

Dominguez et al. 2021; Few et al. 2017; Hicks and Few 2015; Khan and Crozier 2009; Menoni et al. 

2012; Montz and Tobin 2011; Noy and Yonson 2018; Pardo et al. 2015; Schweizer and Renn 2019). 

The systemic loss, or disruption, of critical infrastructure functionality during disasters can result in 

extensive spatio-temporal impacts, thus far not adequately captured by physical vulnerability metrics 

(Berkes 2007; Birkmann et al. 2013; Dominguez et al. 2021; Donovan 2019; NHRAIC 2001; Schweizer 

and Renn 2019). This research gap limits the usability and applicability of current vulnerability 

models in decision-making, planning and policy. 

Critical infrastructure systems are recognised globally as being highly interdependent (Han et al. 

2009; He and Cha 2018; Ouyang 2014; Rinaldi et al. 2001a; Setola et al. 2009a; Wilson et al. 2012), 

meaning that the loss of function of a component within one sector can greatly reduce the functionality 

of components in another sector, which rely on its continued supply (Rinaldi et al. 2001a). Due to the 

complexity of such networks, systemic vulnerability is typically ascertained qualitatively or neglected 

in impact assessment frameworks (Han et al. 2009; Hempel et al. 2018). Furthermore, current 
quantitative methods for systemic vulnerability calculation (such as criticality metrics) tend to be 

sector-specific, therefore not accounting for trans-sector interdependencies inherent in 

infrastructural networks (Auckland Lifelines Group 2015; Chen et al. 2021; Han et al. 2009; M’Cleod 

et al. 2017; Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010a; Thacker et al. 2017a; Zhang et al. 2018). Efforts to 

quantify systemic vulnerability in infrastructure networks have generally resulted in infrastructure 

sector-specific applications, often for single-hazards (Chen et al. 2021; Fotouhi et al. 2017; Pant et al. 

2018; Rebello et al. 2019), but recent post-event studies have developed methods for the exploration 

of multi-sector systemic vulnerability of infrastructure networks through time (Dominguez et al. 
2021; He and Cha 2018). 

Emergency managers and critical infrastructure managers often have to plan and respond to a variety 

of hazard types. In order to maximize end-user benefit, and minimize end-user resource and time 

commitment, a hazard-agnostic tool is advantageous (Beaven et al. 2017; Beaven et al. 2016; Doyle 
and Paton 2018; Johnston et al. 2012; Mach et al. 2020; Norström et al. 2020; Thompson et al. 2017). 

However, the potential spatial pattern of hazards is highly variable and hazard specific, e.g. contrast 
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the multi-hazard radial nature of volcanic mass-flow hazards with the generally coastal-hugging 

nature of tsunamis. It also partially dictates the vulnerability of the critical infrastructure system. The 

potential spatial extent of hazard types draws a relationship between infrastructure components that 

would perhaps not exist in a hazard-agnostic context; for example, critical infrastructure components 

that are located along the same topographic channel, which might be exposed to pyroclastic flows, 

debris flows, and floods, for example. It is therefore necessary to carefully integrate an understanding 

of both the hazard-dependent and hazard-agnostic components of systemic vulnerability 

quantification. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Location map of the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand. Panel A shows the electricity transmission 

and distribution networks of the Taranaki region (Wild et al. 2019), Panel B shows the location of Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, and Panel C shows the location of the Taranaki region. 

 

In this study we propose a new methodology for the quantification of the systemic vulnerability of 

critical infrastructure networks. We also make suggestions about how these vulnerability metrics can 

be paired with physical vulnerability functions in impact assessment frameworks to estimate the 

potential impact of future hazard occurrences. This methodology consists of (a) conducting a hazard-

agnostic assessment of the criticality, or node importance, of each component in the interdependent 

infrastructural system, and (b) integration with a quantitative understanding of the likely spatial 

extent of hazards. We demonstrate this two-part methodology using the case study of volcanic ash and 

lahar hazard potential in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, where Taranaki Maunga 

A B 

C 
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volcano is surrounded by extensive and nationally-significant energy and agricultural infrastructure 

(Figure 3.1). The Taranaki region has the highest Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in 

Aotearoa-New Zealand and has a 3.3% share of national GDP (NZD $8.3 billion) (Stats NZ 2016). 

Taranaki Maunga has an eruption probability of 33 – 42 % within the next 50 years (Damaschke et al. 
2018).  

 

 Systemic vulnerability of critical infrastructure: quantification methodologies and 

their use in impact assessment frameworks 
 

Complex network theory has become an important paradigm to interpret intricate, diverse systems 

and problems (Boccaletti et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2019; Strogatz 2001; Wang and Chen 2003). Complex 
network theory generally represents systems as interconnected graphs, and has been the principle 

approach for systemic vulnerability analysis of critical infrastructure networks (Milanović and Zhu 

2017; Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010b; Thacker et al. 2017b). In these approaches, infrastructure 
networks are represented as graphs comprised of nodes and edges, where nodes are points or sites of 

interest (components), and the connecting edges represent the resource-carrying infrastructure lines 

(Boccaletti et al. 2006; Strogatz 2001). Representing infrastructure networks as graphs simplifies a 

complex system into a digestible format, suitable for iterative computational analysis. This allows for 

rapid simulation of infrastructure outage, and therefore facilitates the investigation of a broad range 
of possible outage scenarios within the infrastructure graph (Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010b).  

Complex network approaches have typically been used to assess the vulnerability of electricity and 

transportation networks, generally from a national-security perspective (Arianos et al. 2009; Chen et 

al. 2012; Chen et al. 2021; Luo et al. 2018; Rodríguez-Núñez and García-Palomares 2014; Sun et al. 

2018; Zhang et al. 2018). Applications to other infrastructure sectors are less common, but are seeing 

increasing interest (Thacker et al. 2017c). Applications of complex network theory principles in 

infrastructure network vulnerability assessments are generally limited to one infrastructure sector, 

with little incorporation of interdependencies between sectors. Few studies quantify infrastructure 

system vulnerability for multiple sectors (He and Cha 2018; Milanović and Zhu 2017; Ouyang 2014; 

Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010b; Thacker et al. 2017c). 

Several studies have utilised graph theory approaches to simulate single infrastructure failure 

scenarios (Fotouhi et al. 2017; Setola et al. 2009b; Thacker et al. 2017a; Thacker et al. 2017b), and 

some have used graph theory representations of infrastructure networks to quantify the system 
vulnerability in a semi-probabilistic way, by aggregating 100s or 1000s of random failure scenarios 

(e.g. Zorn 2017a; Zorn 2017b; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016). When constructing the network graph, 

some edges are bi-directional, where the resource carried can flow either way along the edge (e.g. in 

the electricity grid), and some are uni-directional (e.g. gravity-fed water pipes, or gas transmission). 

Edges in network graphs can also be assigned carrying capacities, where the carrying threshold of the 

component is represented in the graphical representation (e.g. 33kV electricity lines are generally 

limited to 33kV and as such, >33kV cannot be transmitted along these lines in the network graph). 
Some studies utilise graph theory to estimate reduction of service and restoration time (He and Cha 

2018; Zorn 2017a; Zorn and Shamseldin 2017; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016; Zorn and Shamseldin 

2015a), which requires complex information about node and edge capacity, failure thresholds and 
recovery operations. Other studies consider functional dependencies between components to be 

binary, assuming total loss of component functionality for dependent components in the network 

graph (Milanović and Zhu 2017; Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010b). 

Systemic vulnerability is regarded as a necessary component of impact and risk assessment 

methodologies (Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015a), yet still, its clear definition 

and method of inclusion in impact assessment frameworks remains elusive. Graphical representations 
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of interdependent infrastructure, or indeed, intra-sector dependencies of infrastructure networks, are 

currently underutilised in impact and risk assessments. More commonly, impact and risk assessments 
conduct criticality assessments of networks and assets. 

 

 Criticality assessment 
 

Typically, criticality rankings are network-specific, meaning that the criticality of a component is only 

reflective of the importance of said component to the infrastructure system it sits within (e.g. the 

importance of an electricity sub-station to the electricity network) (Augutis et al. 2014), however, the 

nature of cascading impacts provoked by system interdependencies necessitates a more holistic, 

network inclusive approach (Rehak et al. 2018; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016; Zorn and Shamseldin 

2015b).  

Criticality has been defined as:  ‘the degree of societal importance of each component within the 

critical infrastructure network’ (Han et al. 2009). A consequence-based approach is generally favored 

when conceptualizing criticality, namely, that the significance of an infrastructure component or 

element is measured by the systemic, socio-economic and environmental consequences of a 

disruption (Hempel et al. 2018). Theoharidou et al. (2009) categorises criticality criteria into three 

groups: (1) the extent of the affected population, (2) the severity of the effects on economic processes, 

infrastructural interdependencies, public trust, and security of the affected systems, and (3) the 
recovery time and the duration of long-term effects. Katina and Hester (2013) instead define criticality 

through resilience and the degree of connections with other infrastructure components and systems. 

These different criticality criteria all account for infrastructure interdependence and the dynamic 
properties of resilience, adaptation and recovery, but more often than not, criticality assessments, 

presumably due to the complexity and uncertainty of input parameters, adopt a sectorial approach 

(Hempel et al. 2018). 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Illustration of an infrastructure sector sub-graph, showing node and edge terminology, and the two different 

demand node types; private dwelling catchments and critical sites. 
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Criticality assessments are ideally undertaken in close consultation with local experts and other 

relevant stakeholders, but as a result are generally sector-specific and tailored to the region or area of 

interest (Auckland Lifelines Group 2015). Sector-specific approaches are useful to guide mitigation 

planning and facilitate discussions on building resilience, but is limited by its one-dimensional 

qualification of infrastructural vulnerability, and its relatively limited incorporation of potential 

cascading impacts. Furthermore, it is not truly applicable in a volcanic context, as volcanic eruptions 

can be long-duration, multi-phase, complex events, where multiple volcanic hazards of varying impact 

intensities exhibit different dynamics in space and time. Whilst criticality assessment approaches exist 

for interdependent infrastructure networks, they are yet to be tailored to specific hazard contexts, and 

applied in impact and risk assessment frameworks. A new methodology is therefore required, that 

incorporates infrastructure interdependencies, and demonstrates the complexity of hazard-exposure 
interactions during a disaster. 

 

 Engagement with local stakeholders and data-holders 
 

Recent developments in disaster risk science have emphasised the benefit of co-production processes 

in achieving disaster risk assessment and disaster risk management goals (Barton et al. 2020). Local 
stakeholders possess valuable knowledge about their assets and networks; this knowledge is rarely 

captured in static exposure inventories, but can be elucidated through regular engagement. 

This work leveraged off of the relationships and engagement processes established in Chapter 2. 

Regular communication and knowledge-sharing with potential end users of this study has contributed 

to several elements of the methodology and outcomes, principally through curation of input data and 
results presentation. As new potential uses for the systemic vulnerability tool became apparent, the 

research outputs (including data presentation), were modified and adapted to ensure maximum 

usability in these new contexts.  

Data-sharing and curation was facilitated by local stakeholders in the region, particularly the Taranaki 

Civil Defense and Emergency Management (CDEM) group, the Taranaki CDEM Lifelines Advisory 

Group (LAG), and their wider networks. Engagement with local agencies and stakeholders helped 

address some data gaps, but other gaps had to be supplemented by gathering information from 

publicly-available asset management plans and validated using satellite imagery. Infrastructure 

interdependencies were generally deduced through stakeholder engagement, and is also documented 

in several key reports (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020; New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017; 

Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018) (Section 3.6.5). The tools developed in this 

study were regularly validated through stakeholder engagement via the Taranaki CDEM LAG, and 

judgements made regarding infrastructure interdependencies in particular, were made with local 
stakeholder participation. 

 

 Part I: Hazard-agnostic node importance of critical infrastructure networks 
 

 Building an interdependent network graph 
 

Using the principles of graph theory, in this study we represent infrastructure networks as directed 

graphs. Each infrastructural sector is represented as a directed sub-graph, where Gsub = {K, E}, where 

K is a set of n nodes K = {k1 , …, kn} and E is a set of edges, or dependency links, where {ki, kj} ∊ E 

represents a link from node ki to kj. Each edge (E) has an associated carrying capacity (c); for example, 
some electricity distribution lines are designed to carry 33kV, and hence are limited to 33kV in the 

network graph. Each sub-graph has at least one supply node and multiple demand nodes, and the 
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possible paths between these nodes are determined by the carrying capacity of edges, and the 

topology of the network represented. Between supply and demand nodes, often there are transition 

nodes (e.g. a water reservoir or pump in the water supply network) (Figure 3.2). The path between 

supply and demand nodes can be written as a series of nodes and links, and multiple paths can exist 
between the same pair of nodes (Figure 3.2). 

Sub-graphs can then be related together by incorporating their interdependencies, which then 

generates a large directed graph comprised of multiple infrastructures sectors (Figure 3.3). This large 

network graph is comprised of all nodes from all sectors, intra-sector edges and inter-sector edges, so 

that G = {{kS1 + kS2 ... kSn},{Esub + Eint}}, where Sn is the nth sector of interest, Esub are intra-sector edges 

and Eint are inter-sector edges (Figure 3.3). The edges are defined by their start node (ki), end node 

(kj), resource type carried (r) and carrying capacity (c), such that E ⊂ {ki, kj, r, c}. A directed graph 

assumes resources can only flow between nodes in one direction (E ⊂ ki → kj), but where two-way 

resource transmission occurs (e.g. electricity lines), this edge is duplicated, and the flow assigned in 

the other direction {E ⊂  i → j, j → i }.  

Demand nodes can take two forms; resource catchments (such as water supply or electricity supply 

catchments) or critical sites (such as key industrial sites, hospitals, etc.). Where the demand node is a 

resource catchment, the number of private dwellings (PD) within that catchment is ascribed to the 

demand node. Where the demand node is a critical site, a critical site identifier (CSI) is ascribed to the 
node, e.g. ‘Industrial User 1’, or ‘IU1’.  

 

 Calculating node importance 
 

Several indicators are commonly used in past studies to measure the importance of a node to the graph 

structure. These include degree centrality, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality (Boccaletti 

et al. 2006). Degree centrality is a measure of the number of edges connected to each node; 

betweenness centrality counts the number of times a node is used as a bridge along the shortest path 

between nodes; and closeness centrality is the inverse of the shortest distance between a node and all 

other nodes in the network. Though potentially useful in this context, these indicators do little to 
quantify the potential disruption associated with nodal failure, which is vital information for 

emergency managers and infrastructure planners.  

In order to quantify the relative importance of each node within the interdependent network graph, 

we simulated the failure of each node individually and calculated the resultant downstream disruption 

across all infrastructure sectors. We assume that, when node kx fails, the failure would cause resource 

redistribution across paths from supply nodes to demand nodes that do not contain node kx, if such 

paths exist. We measure the disruption by aggregating the number of private dwellings without 

service, and the critical sites without service. Following the failure of node kx, we attempt to traverse 

from supply nodes to demand nodes within all sectors. If no path exists between demand nodes and 

possible supply nodes after the failure of node kx then the number of private dwellings or the critical 

site identifier (CSI) associated with the disrupted demand node is noted. Whilst several studies 

recognise the relative importance of some critical infrastructure sectors over others (He and Cha 

2018; Rinaldi et al. 2001b), we did not apply weightings to sectors, rather we simply summed the total 

private dwellings without service across all sectors following nodal failure. In future applications of 

this work, weighting criteria can easily be applied, but it was deemed inappropriate in this context, 

due to the sensitivities around restoration prioritisation and resource allocation during and after 
disaster events. The total disruption associated with the failure of each node is therefore  

 

PDWStotal = {PDWSS1 + PDWSS2 + … + PDWSSn}. 
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The resultant criticality of each node was then determined using the criteria in Figure 3.4.  Criticality 

tiers (CTs) are defined by PDWStotal value ranges, and increase in orders of magnitude, with CT1 

defined as 100 < PDWStotal < 101, CT2 as 101 < PDWStotal < 102 and so on. The use of criticality tiers is 

common in criticality assessment methodologies (Katina and Hester 2013; New Zealand Lifelines 

Council 2020b; New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017), and was determined to be (in partnership with 

stakeholders), the most effective way to enhance the usability of the results of this study. Critical site 

information is incorporated by applying the critical site modifier (Figure 3.4), which modifies the CT 

of a node if the failure of said node disrupts supply to at least one critical site. 

 

 Part II: Hazard-dependent systemic vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks 
 

Part I of this study outlines a methodology for hazard-agnostic criticality determination for 

interdependent critical infrastructure networks. Part I assumes a single point failure within the 

network graph in order to estimate the downstream disruption of single-component failure and 

therefore determine the component’s criticality. Infrastructure point-source failures may well occur, 

but in the context of disasters, it is more likely that multiple components will be impacted at or around 

the same time. Previously criticality assessment methodologies and indeed, Part I of this study, often 
assume a false sense of redundancy in infrastructure networks, when two parallel infrastructure sites 

or lines are either in close proximity to one another, or spatially related by potential hazard footprints. 

The assumed redundancy through alternate resource paths in the network is not reasonable under 
certain conditions, for example, where a hazard travelling along a river channel is co-located with two 

river-crossing resource pipes, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of infrastructure sectors (S1…Sn), their sub-graphs (Gsub1…Gsubn), and the interdependent 

resultant graph (G). 

 

Components within the interdependent network graph can be grouped by their co-location within 

potential hazard extents.  The potential grouping of components is determined by the hazard of 

interest; when considering tsunami hazard for example, components could be grouped by quantiles 

of the tsunami run-up. Different hazards have different spatial behaviours, which can make 

associations between components that had no prior dependency relationship. If two pipe bridges 

transmitting the same resource cross the same river channel many kilometers apart for example, they 

can still be subject to the same debris flow or volcanic lahar, thus drawing a spatio-temporal 

relationship between the two components, and not providing true redundancy. Depending on the 
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hazard(s) of interest, there could be one or more groupings, and nodes could belong to many groups. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates the concept of relating infrastructure components through hazard spatial 
behaviours, using the example of volcanic hazards. 

Consideration must also be given to the intersection of hazard spatial patterns and graph edges, which 

represent resource-carrying lines, such as pipes, overhead lines and roads. The disruption of resource 

flow between nodes can be assumed to greatly reduce or entirely limit the functionality of nodes either 

end of the transmitting line that service the nodes. Therefore, in this methodology we account for the 

intersection of hazard patterns with resource-carrying lines by grouping the servicing nodes at either 

end of disrupted lines, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. For ground-hugging hazards, such volcanic lahars, 

only the intersection with subaerial or buried infrastructure lines are considered (e.g. buried pipes, 

roads) and for hazards with potentially very wide spatial extents (e.g. volcanic ashfall), only aerial and 

subaerial components exposed to the hazard are considered (i.e. not buried pipes). The hazard 

patterns used to group components depends on the local hazard context and purpose of the study. 

In this study, we apply the systemic vulnerability quantification methodology to multiple volcanic 

hazards. For volcanic hazards, nodes can be related by various spatial mechanisms, but most 

commonly by surface flows in topographic depressions (e.g. pyroclastic density currents, lahars, lava 

flows) and through dispersal axes from a point source (e.g. ashfall), which are typically ellipsoidal 

(Bebbington et al. 2008). For spatially extensive hazards, empirical studies or computational 

modelling can be used to select an appropriate extent for nodal groupings. In the following section, 

using the case study volcano of Taranaki Maunga in Aotearoa-New Zealand, we group infrastructural 

components by proximity to topographic depressions extending radially from the volcanic edifice, and 
by proximity to primary dispersal axes for ashfall. 

The hazard shapes used to group nodes will differ depending on the volcano of interest. Likely, or 

maximum, surface flow hazard volume will dictate the buffer distance from the surface flow channel, 

and likely, or maximum, ashfall volume and local meteorological controls will dictate the size, shape 

and directionality of the ashfall ellipse applied. The dashed box in Figure 3.6 shows a possible nodal 

grouping for volcanic hazards when considering the intersection of volcanic hazard footprints and 

resource-transmitting lines. Nodes are grouped when either directly co-located with the hazard 

pattern, or are at either end of a resource-transmitting line that is crossed by the hazard pattern. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Workflow for calculating criticality tiers (CTs) for infrastructure components (nodes), by assigning a CT 

based on the number of private dwellings without service across all infrastructure networks (PDWStotal), and modifying 

the CT if nodal failure also disrupts critical sites (CSs). 
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Figure 3.5 An illustration demonstrating the necessity of nodal groupings when considering systemic vulnerability to 

a specific hazard. Green nodes represent demand nodes, blue nodes supply nodes, and grey nodes show nodes co-

located along the same river channel (kx and ky). The failure of kx or ky results in no disruption to demand nodes, 

however, the failure of kx and ky results in disruption to kD4, kD5, kD6 and kD7. 

 

Figure 3.6 An illustration of possible nodal groupings for multiple volcanic hazards. Nodes are grouped if they are co-

located by a possible surface flow channel (i.e. river channels or topographic depressions) or ashfall dispersion axis. 

The hazard shapes used to group nodes will differ depending on the volcano of interest. Likely, or maximum, surface 

hazard volume will dictate the buffer distance from the surface flow channel, and likely, or maximum, ashfall volume 

and local meteorological controls will dictate the size and shape of the ashfall ellipse applied. The dashed box shows 

the possible nodal groupings for volcanic hazards when considering the intersection of volcanic hazard patterns and 

resource-transmitting lines. Nodes are grouped when either directly co-located with the hazard pattern, or either end 

of a resource-transmitting line that is crossed by the hazard pattern. 
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 Integrating component criticality with nodal groupings 
 

In order to calculate the systemic vulnerability of each node, the hazard-agnostic criticality tier 

calculation must be integrated with the nodal group information. Along directed edges, this is achieved 

by applying the rule: all nodes upstream of the maximum criticality node within the group assume the 

maximum criticality of said node. All nodes downstream retain the criticality calculated in the 

criticality assessment component of the analysis. Where resource flow is bi-directional, all nodes in 

the group assume the maximum criticality in the group. Where a node belongs to multiple groups, it 

adopts the maximum criticality ranking assigned across all groups. This modified criticality ranking 

can thereafter be thought of as indicative of the systemic vulnerability. This is demonstrated in Figure 

3.7, where the initial criticality ranking is modified as a result of a nodal grouping associated with a 

volcanic lahar channel.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 An illustration of an example of incorporating nodal groupings into the initial criticality assessment to 

deduce systemic vulnerability. 
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 Case study application: Systemic vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks to 

volcanic hazards in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

We now use the case study of volcanism at Taranaki Maunga to undertake Part I and Part II of the 

methodology presented above with respect to volcanic hazards. In the following, we provide the local 

risk context (Section 3.6.1), describe the data collection and curation process (Section 3.6.2), explain 
how the networks were simplified (Section 3.6.3), how the interdependencies were deduced (Section 

3.6.4), and apply and present the results of methodological Parts I (Sections 3.6.6 and 3.6.7) and II 

(Sections 3.6.8 and 3.6.9). 

 

 Risk context 
 

Taranaki Maunga, in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, is surrounded by nationally 

significant infrastructure, including oil and gas and dairy farming production and processing sites. 

Taranaki Maunga has an estimated 33 – 42% probability of producing an eruption within the next 50 

years (Damaschke et al. 2018), which necessitates a robust understanding of volcanic risk. Taranaki 

Maunga has commonly produced ashfall, lahars, pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) and lava flows 

throughout its eruptive history (Cronin et al. 2021). Due to the high exposure of nationally-significant 

components to these hazards, it is highly important to quantify the systemic vulnerability of critical 

infrastructure components, in order to inform response and mitigation planning, and ultimately 

contribute to mitigating economic and societal losses during future periods of volcanic activity.  

The population of the Taranaki region is principally dispersed around the northern and eastern sides 

of the volcanic edifice, with population centres of New Plymouth (57,500), Stratford (5,700) and 
Hawera (11,950) housing the majority of the regional population, business and employment (Stats NZ 

2018) (Figure 3.8). Local processing and production plants are primarily located in or close to 

population centres (New Plymouth, Stratford, Hawera), but rely on external resources (e.g. dairy and 

meat from the ring plain, oil and gas from the ring plain and off-shore). As such, the majority of local 

infrastructure is located in the three main population centres, with collection and transmission 

infrastructure ensuring continued supply to processing plants. The Taranaki region is the only oil and 

gas producing region of Aotearoa-New Zealand. Buried pipelines carrying reticulated gas supply 

households and business on the North Island, as well as supplying many key industrial sites, such as 

Huntley Power Station in the Waikato region, the largest thermal power station in Aotearoa-New 

Zealand. The South Island of Aotearoa-New Zealand relies on oil and gas production in the Taranaki 

Region for bottled liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), used for homes, businesses and industry. Taranaki 

is the largest regional contributor to national milk solid production (DairyNZ and LIC 2020), and is a 

major site for dairy production and processing. Key industrial sites include Whareroa and Eltham 
Fonterra dairy factories, and associated import and export operations. 

Due to the volcanically-dominated topography of the Taranaki region, critical infrastructure servicing 

surrounding industries and settlements circumnavigates the volcanic cone; notably state highways, 

water distribution networks, electricity distribution and transmission networks, and oil and gas 

transmission and distribution networks. There are 530 named rivers in the region, the majority of 

which extend radially from the volcano. As a result critical infrastructure such as water pipes, oil and 

gas pipes, electricity lines and telecommunications lines are often bound to the underside of transport 

bridges or form pipe bridges, exposing them to surface flow hazards such as pyroclastic flows and 

lahars.  
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 Data collection 
 

The critical infrastructure sectors of interest in this study are: electricity, water supply, waste water, 

road transportation, oil and gas production, and telecommunications. This follows the determination 

of critical infrastructure in the New Zealand Lifelines Council’s National Vulnerability Assessment 

(New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020a), with the exclusion of fuel, storm water, and facets of the 

broader ‘transportation’ and ‘telecommunications’ sectors (air, sea, rail; broadcasting, radio). Due to 

data availability and the granularity of this study, fuel supply to private and commercial users was 

excluded, however, oil and gas production and processing sites in the Taranaki region were still 

considered, due to data availability (Juniper 2018) and due to their economic importance to Aotearoa-

New Zealand. The storm water network was also excluded from this analysis due to data availability 

issues and inconsistencies in data quality across providers. We acknowledge excluding fuel supply and 

storm water networks are a limitation. Telecommunications is only represented via cellular networks, 

and the inclusion of this data acts as a proxy for the response of the wider telecommunications 

network. Telecommunications data specific to agencies in the region were unavailable, and 

determined to be sensitive in nature. Transportation sector exclusions (air, sea, rail) were made on 

the basis that, for regional-level systemic vulnerability analysis, the airport, port and railway loading 

stations are best acknowledged as ‘critical sites’ in this analysis, as their resource sinks are out-of-

region. A similar approach was taken for the inclusion of ‘northbound gas transmission’ and 
‘southbound gas transmission’ as critical sites. 

Other applications and future iterations of this work could work towards incorporating these 
additional sectors into the analysis. With six critical infrastructure sectors of interest, data was 

acquired from a variety of sources, some open source data repositories (LINZ, Koordinates) and others  

 

 

Figure 3.8 A) The location of Aotearoa-New Zealand; B) the location of the Taranaki region and volcanic centres of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand; C) urban centres and selected critical infrastructure of the region; D) simplified geology of the 

Taranaki volcanic complex (modified from Zernack et al. 2009); E) land use of the Taranaki region. 
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were obtained with permission from the data owner. In several instances, data was created or edited 

by the author by referring to official documentation and by using satellite imagery (such as water 
supply inlets (supply nodes) inferred from the local council Water Asset Management Plans).  

 

 Network simplification 
 

Components for each sector were categorised as resource supply nodes (such as out-of-region 

electricity lines, water intakes, and oil and gas extraction sites), transition nodes (such as processing 

sites, distribution hubs, storage) and demand nodes (municipal catchments or critical sites). The 

granularity of the catchment demand nodes were deduced by ascertaining the highest resolution at 

which the resource consumers could be attributed to a demand node with no overlap. For instance, 

for electricity distribution, each private dwelling can be attributed to one distribution substation, 

ensuring no dwellings are counted multiple times when calculating private dwellings without supply 

(PDWS). Critical sites are simply represented as demand nodes, and represent high priority customers 

supplied by the aforementioned infrastructure networks (Section 5.4.6.). 

Following the determination of supply, transition and demand nodes for each sector, network 

schematics were created that illustrate the resource flow from supply to demand, and all possible 

resource paths, inclusive of uni-directional or bi-directional flow. The sector network schematics were 

initially compiled and simplified in ArcMap, then illustrated non-spatially using systems diagrams. 
The systems diagrams allowed more efficient data input into the analysis software (MATLAB). The 

network schematics were created from data by stakeholders (Table 3.1), and supplemented by 

publicly-available asset management plans, and by consultation with asset managers. Figure 3.9 
shows the system diagram for the oil and gas sector, with arrows representing uni-directional flow. 

The total number of nodes and edges in each sector graph is displayed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.10 also 

shows spatial and non-spatial representations of the water supply network for New Plymouth District 
Council (NPDC). 

 

Table 3.1 Critical infrastructure sectors, providers and data sources used in this study 

Critical 
infrastructure sector 

Scope Provider 
Open source data 

platform 

Data sharing 
agreement with 

provider? 
Electricity Transmission Transpower LINZ No 

 Distribution Powerco n/a Yes 
Oil and Gas Transmission First Gas n/a Yes 

 Distribution First Gas n/a Yes 
Water supply - New Plymouth District Council (NPDC) n/a No 

 - Stratford District Council (SDC) n/a No 
 - South Taranaki District Council (STDC) n/a No 

Waste water - New Plymouth District Council (NPDC) n/a No 
 - Stratford District Council (SDC) n/a No 
 - South Taranaki District Council (STDC) n/a No 

Transportation Road New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) LINZ No 
 Rail Kiwi Rail LINZ No 
 Other (air, sea) - LINZ / Google Maps No 

Telecommunications Cellular Vodafone, Spark, 2degrees Koordinates No 
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Figure 3.9 System diagram for the oil and gas sector in the Taranaki region. Supply nodes are oil and gas fields (pink 

circles), transition nodes are production and processing sites, and key sites along gas pipelines (purple and pink boxes 

respectively) and demand nodes are gas supply catchments or key industrial users (grey boxes). 

 

 End-user quantification 
 

End-users were determined by using the same principle: resources are transmitted from the resource 

source to distribution hubs, and from distribution hubs to critical nodes (such as industrial users) and 

resource catchments (e.g. water supply catchments). The exception to this being the waste water 

network, which operates in reverse, where the resource is transmitted from catchments to pump 

stations, which act as sub-catchment distribution hubs, then to critical nodes (i.e. waste water 
treatment plants). 

 

3.6.4.1 Electricity supply 
 

Electricity end-users were estimated using the dataset provided by Powerco, the electricity distributer 

for the Taranaki region. Estimates for installation control point (ICP) count was supplied by the 

regional distribution company, and validated using attributes of the electricity distribution lines 

dataset, in which low-voltage household service lines can be attributed to a specific electricity 

distribution substation. A total of 25 electricity catchments were identified, each associated with a 

distribution substation, with the number of end-users (or ICPs) ranging from 4 to 8,299. Out-of-region 

disruption is not considered for this sector, as we have assumed sufficient redundancy in the national 
transmission network, so that disruption within the Taranaki region does not impact neighbouring 

regions.  Disruption from and to out-of-region supply to the Taranaki region is noted as an important 

consideration, but beyond the scope of this study. 
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3.6.4.2 Water supply 
 

Water supply catchments were named in the dataset from the data provider. However, there was no 

spatial information relating to the named catchments. Water supply catchments were thereby 

ascertained by conducting a watershed analysis in geospatial information system (GIS) software 

(ArcMap 10.6), and validated using the dataset provided. Water catchment data was then overlain 

with private dwellings to calculate the number of end-users in each catchment. In total, 47 water 

supply catchments were identified, ranging in area from 3.2 x 105 m2 to 2.6 x 108 m2, and servicing 

between 16 and 8,634 private dwellings. Municipal water supply networks that service the Taranaki 

region do not extend beyond the regional border, and hence, out-of-region supply and demand is not 
relevant for this sector. 

 

Table 3.2 Node and edge count for each critical infrastructure sector of interest in this study. 

 

 

3.6.4.3 Waste water 
 

Waste water collection catchments were estimated by using conducting a watershed analysis of the 

regional topography, and in consideration of the network topology (i.e. catchments must be upstream 

of pump stations or gravity-fed to treatment plants). 67 waste water catchments were identified, and, 

as with water supply, catchments are smaller in urban areas, and more extensive in rural areas. The 

number of end-users in each catchment varies from 4 to 12,142, with greater end-user density in 

urban areas. Municipal waste water networks that service the Taranaki region do not extend beyond 
the regional border, and hence, out-of-region supply and demand is not relevant for this sector. 

 

3.6.4.4 Oil and Gas 
 

Many private dwellings in the region rely on gas supply, through the transmission and distribution 

networks. Gas supply catchments were estimated from the gas distribution pipeline dataset, by 

counting the number of private dwellings co-located with the pipeline dataset. 15 gas supply 

catchments potentially supply between 20 and 24,991 end-users. The Taranaki region is a critical 

producer of oil and gas for Aotearoa-New Zealand. Out-of-region disruption is out of scope of this 

study, but is noted in the total outage calculation associated with each node failure by denoting 

northwards and southwards out-of-region gas supply as critical sites. 

 

Sector Abbreviation Number of nodes 
Number of edges 

within sector 
Number of 

dependencies 

Electricity PS 84 212 567 

Water supply WS 143 209 77 

Waste water WW 148 148 0 

Oil and gas OG 76 77 11 

Telecommunications TC 96 82 34 

Transportation TR 112 176 351 
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3.6.4.5 Road transportation 

 

The One Network Road Classification (ONRC) is a road classification system developed by Waka 

Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (NZTA 2018), and applied in other assessments of criticality (Rebello et 

al. 2019). Roads are classified by factors including vehicle and passenger numbers, economic criteria, 

accessibility and connectivity, and categorises roads based on their function: national, arterial, 

regional, primary collector, secondary collector, and access (NZTA 2018). To suit the spatial 

granularity of the other sectors of interest, we limited our dataset to state highways and local roads 

classified as ‘primary collectors’ or above. The arterial nature of roads presented an interesting graph 
theory challenge. In the road network, there is no obvious ‘source’ or ‘sink’ of a ‘resource’, and there 

are no obvious sector ‘nodes’. We placed nodes for the road transportation sector at state highway 

road bridges, as they were identified as potential points of failure in the network (particularly with 

respect to volcanic hazards). Catchments were loosely defined for the road transportation sector. We 

approximated the number of private dwellings between road bridges, and within 5km either side of 

the road segment. 

 

3.6.4.6 Telecommunications 
 

Cell tower range was estimated following García et al. (2018), using Voronoi tessellation, which 

involves partitioning of a plane into regions using the distance between a set of input nodes. The input 

nodes in this case are the cell towers for all three cell providers (García et al. 2018). The number of 

residential buildings within each region in the Voronoi diagram was then computed, and determined 

to be representative of the approximate number of customers attributed to each cell tower. This is 
likely to be an overestimation of the number of customers for each cell tower, as we have no data on 

cell providers for each household. The potential out-of-region disruption associated with the failure 

of telecommunications components is out of scope in this study. 82 cell tower ‘catchments’ were 

identified, and the number of end-users attributed to each catchment. Buried and aerial landline 

telecommunications cables were excluded from this analysis due to lack of available data, and 

commercial sensitivity concerns. Similarly, telecommunications data specific to agencies in the region 

was unavailable and determined to be sensitive in nature. We therefore use cellular communications 
as a proxy for the wider telecommunications networks in the region. 

 

3.6.4.7 Critical industrial sites 
 

There are many key industrial sites of supra-regional importance in the Taranaki region, mainly owing 

to the dairy industry and the on- and off-shore oil and gas reserves. These sites include gas treatment 

plants, electricity generation plants, dairy production and processing plants, methanol plants and 

fertiliser plants. These sites almost unanimously rely on electricity supply, water supply and gas 

supply for their continued operations, and are of national significance. These sites are labelled ‘critical 

sites’, and are determined to be as such using several criteria; 1) are they referred to as a critical 

customer in the exposure dataset shared by the data provider (e.g. the electricity distribution asset 

inventory shared with the lead author to conduct this research)?, 2) are they deemed critical in 

regional CDEM assessments (Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018)?, and 3) are 

they referred to as nationally significant in national criticality assessment (New Zealand Lifelines 

Council 2020b)? A total of 18 critical sites were identified, and resource outage to critical sites is noted 

alongside the total end-user outage calculations (PDWS) in this study to be incorporated in the 
criticality and systemic vulnerability calculation. 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic for the simplified New Plymouth District Council water supply network. (A) shows the town of 

New Plymouth, (B) the town of Oakura, (C) the town of Okato and (D) the town of Inglewood. The simplified NPDC 

water supply network is also displayed as a non-spatial systems diagram (bottom).  
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Figure 3.11 Locations of critical sites incorporated in this analysis, imposed on key infrastructure sectors in the region. 

Site identifiers are available in Table 3.3. 

 

 Ascertaining interdependencies 
 

Interdependencies were deduced by a) identifying key interdependencies from global literature (e.g. 

water supply pumps and treatment facilities require electricity) (Rinaldi et al. 2001a; Setola et al. 

2009a), b) review of previous local qualitative interdependency analysis (New Zealand Lifelines 

Council 2020a; Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018), and c) consulting with 

local and national infrastructure managers and lifelines experts. The sector-to-sector critical 

infrastructure interdependency linkages of relevance in this study are displayed in Table 3.4, and the 

component-to-component interdependencies in Figure 3.12. Some interdependency relationships were 

not accounted for in this analysis, due to difficulty of data access and scope of study.  

The Taranaki Lifelines Vulnerability Assessment (Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 

2018), through consultation and workshopping with Taranaki infrastructure managers, developed an 

interdependency matrix for local sectors. The matrix has three levels: 1) minimal requirement for 

service to function, 2) important but can partially function and/or has full back up, and 3) required 

for service to function. The interdependency of all regional waste water treatment plants on water 

supply for example, is scored as 3, as water is required for the waste water treatment plant to function, 
and there is no capacity for sufficient water storage to maintain operations during water shortages. 
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We incorporated interdependencies that were scored as two or higher for our sectors of interest in 

this study, deeming those scored as 1 (the lowest tier) to be low priority and therefore not essential 

for inclusion in this analysis. We also exclude the interdependences of all sectors on 

telecommunications, due to data availability and the acknowledgement that “most utilities services 

could continue core services at near full capacity without telecommunications in the short-term” 

(Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018). Future iterations and applications of this 

analysis can modify the interdependency relationships as needed for the local context. Following the 

deduction of the interdependency relationships of relevance for this work, we ascertained the cross-

sector node to node relationships to build into the network graph. 

 

Table 3.3 The 18 critical sites identified for this study, from infrastructure provider datasets, civil defence 

documentation and national lifelines vulnerability documentation. 

 

 Part I: Data processing and analysis 
 

In order to quantify the criticality of each component to its own sector, and to the critical 

infrastructure system as a whole, the infrastructure networks were digitised as graphs in MATLAB, 

and the PDWS calculations were automated. We utilised the basic principles of graph theory, whereby 

complex systems can be represented as a graph, composed of nodes and edges (Boccaletti et al. 2006; 

Liu et al. 2019; Satumtira and Dueñas-Osorio 2010a; Thacker et al. 2017b) . Edges were weighted for 

their capacity (e.g. the maximum voltage the electricity line can carry), thereby ensuring that when 
calculating downstream disruption from component failure, we are adequately accounting for the 

carrying capacity of the physical component. The graphs also account for directionality of flow 

between nodes. In the electricity sector, each line can carry electricity in both directions, also called 
an ‘undirected graph’ (Arianos et al. 2009; Boccaletti et al. 2006). In contrast, the water supply 

network is comprised of parts that can only transmit resources in one direction, also called a ‘directed 

graph’. Gravity-fed water mains pipes for instance, can only transmit water downhill, though if 

present, pumping stations can pump water uphill. These concepts of capacity and directionality are 
accounted for in the network graphs.  

 

Critical site Site purpose Abbreviation 

Omata Tank Farm Oil and gas storage IU1 

Port Taranaki Import and export IU2 

Motunui Methanol Methanol plant IU3 

Waitara Methanol Methanol plant IU4 

McKee Power Plant Supplements national grid IU5 

Northern gas transmission Supplies power generation sites and households IU6 

Stratford Power Plant Supplements national grid IU7 

Kapuni Gas Treatment Plant Treats LPG for the South Island IU8 

Balance Agrinutrients Chemical plant; inhalable lactase IU9 

Fonterra Kapuni Dairy processing IU10 

Fonterra Hawera Dairy processing IU11 

Whareroa Power Plant Powers dairy processing and supplements national grid IU12 

South gas transmission Supplies critical sites and households IU13 

New Plymouth Airport Key transport link IU14 

Taranaki Base Hospital Hospital IU15 

Southern Cross Hospital Hospital IU16 

Hawera Hospital Hospital IU17 

Taranaki Emergency 
Management Office 

Emergency management coordination IU18 
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Table 3.4 The interdependencies of infrastructure sectors in this study, as identified by global literature (Rinaldi et al. 

2001a; Setola et al. 2009a), the Taranaki Lifelines vulnerability Study (Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency 

Management 2018) , and with local and national infrastructure managers and lifelines experts. Interdependencies 

excluded from this analysis are in italics. Sectors in bold (in columns) are considered interdependent on sectors below 

(in rows). 

Sector Electricity 
Water 
supply 

Waste water Oil and gas 
Road 

transport 
Telecommunicatio

ns 

Electricity  
Reliant on 

electricity to 
function 

Reliant on 
electricity to 

function 

Reliant on 
electricity to 

function 

Reliant on 
electricity for 

traffic 
management 

Reliant on electricity 
to function 

Water supply 
Reliant on 

water supply 
for cooling 

 
Reliant on 

water supply 
to function 

 n/a 
Reliant on water 

supply for cooling 

Waste water n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a 

Oil and gas n/a n/a 
Reliant on gas 

for dryers 
 n/a n/a 

Road transport 
Reliant of 
roads for 

access 

Reliant of 
roads for 

access 

Reliant of 
roads for 

access 

Reliant on 
roads for 

access 
 

Reliant on roads for 
access 

Telecommunicatio
ns 

Reliant on 
telecoms for 
coordinating 

communicatio
ns 

Reliant on 
telecoms for 
coordinating 

communicatio
ns 

Reliant on 
telecoms for 
coordinating 

communicatio
ns 

Reliant on 
telecoms for 
coordinating 

communicatio
ns 

Reliant on 
telecoms for 
coordinating 

communicatio
ns 

 

 

Each infrastructure sector was first represented as a sub-graph, and the downstream disruption 

(using the PDWS metric) caused by the failure of each component was calculated. Following the 

calculation of intra-sector disruption, all sectors including interdependencies were digitised as a 

whole-network graph, and the inter-sector disruption caused by node failure was calculated. This was 

repeated 659 times, once for each node in the graph, and the PDWS associated with each node failure 

recorded. To ensure that the PDWS for each node was inclusive of inter-sector disruption, following 

each node removal, edges were also removed where either the removed node was upstream of 

another node within the same sector, or the removed node was upstream of a node from a different 

sector.  

 

 Hazard-agnostic criticality rankings 
 

The hazard-agnostic criticality was calculated for each of the 659 nodes, the results of which are 

displayed in Figure 3.13. We see a maximum criticality of CT 10 for the Stratford electricity 

transmission Grid Exit Point (GXP), with no components falling into CT bands 7 – 9, indicating the 

extremely high reliance of the regional critical infrastructure networks on this component. 24 

components fall within CTs 4 – 6, generally these are water treatment plants, gas production facilities 
and electricity distribution substations. Many nodes fall in CT bands 2 and 3, indicating that between 

100 and 10,000 private dwellings are without supply of at least one of the infrastructure sectors. 53% 

of the nodes are calculated to be CT 1, indicative of either low private dwelling reliance on these 

components, or reasonable redundancy in the network for point-source disruptors. The majority of 
nodes that fall within CT bands 4 – 10 belong to the electricity, oil and gas, and water supply sectors, 

in decreasing order of prevalence. For electricity and oil and gas, high criticality nodes are generally 
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Figure 3.12 Component-component interdependencies incorporated in this methodology for systemic vulnerability quantification. Within each sector, multiple pathways from source 

to sink are recognised. Components are labelled as per their abbreviations in the network model: transmission substations (TSub); distribution substations (PSub); water treatment 

plants (WTP); water pumps (P); water reservoirs (R); waste water pumps (WP); waste water treatment plants (WWTP); oil and gas fields (F); oil and gas production stations (PD); oil 

and gas substations (ES); cell towers (C); cellular relays (r); and telecommunications exchanges (EX). Road transportation and cellular communications were identified by the Taranaki 

Lifelines Vulnerability Study (Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018) to be of medium priority for all components.
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calculated to be of high criticality due to the critical site modifier, whereas for the water supply sector, 

high criticality nodes are as such generally due to the high reliance of private dwellings on these 
components. 

Clustering of high-criticality components is observed, predominantly in the population centres of New 

Plymouth, Stratford and Hawera, which is to be expected, due to the common co-location of critical 

infrastructure sites with population centres. No telecommunications component criticality exceeds 

CT2, presumably due to the low private dwelling count attributed to each cell tower, the intra-regional 

redundancy in the electricity network that the cell towers rely on, and the lack of interdependencies 

built into model. Similarly, in the waste water network, only the waste water pumps and treatment 

plants are deemed high criticality (CT4+), with no waste water catchment PDWS counts exceeding 

103. Table 3.5 shows a summary of node count for each criticality tier in each infrastructure sector. 

 

Table 3.5 The total number of infrastructure nodes in each criticality tier, for each infrastructure sector.  

 Electricity 
Water 
Supply 

Waste 
Water 

Oil and 
Gas 

Road 
Transportation 

Telecommunication 

CT10 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CT9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CT8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CT7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CT6 4 3 2 4 3 0 
CT5 13 0 0 10 11 0 
CT4 20 12 1 2 7 0 
CT3 21 4 9 19 24 0 
CT2 11 37 18 33 6 45 
CT1 1 22 23 17 54 56 

 

 Part II: Data processing and analysis 
 

Part II requires spatial hazard information to create nodal groups and modify the criticality values for 

systemic vulnerability. We used the hazard footprints for volcanic ashfall and lahars presented in 

Chapter 2. The scenario suite presented in Chapter 2 captures the credible range of volcanic 

behaviours expected at Taranaki Maunga for the next episode of volcanic activity, hence is appropriate 

for use in this case study application. The scenario suite is multi-phase and multi-hazard, with 
instances of ashfall and lahars of varying intensities at different times throughout the suite.  

The nodes in the interdependent network graph were assigned groups following the method outlined 

in Section 3.5 (Figure 3.6). For lahars in the scenario suite, there is no underlying hazard intensity 

metric (HIM) information (just spatial extent) (Chapter 2), so we used simply the presence of a lahar 

to group nodes. We only considered the lahar hazard footprint with the furthest run-out distance in 

each of the hydrological catchments (consistent with Chapter 2). For ashfall, we applied a deposit 

thickness threshold to determine the area used to group nodes. There have been many reviews of 

ashfall impacts to infrastructure that determine that approximately 3mm ashfall deposit thickness 

causes damage and disruption to the majority of infrastructure sectors (Wardman et al. 2011; Wilson 

et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2015; Wilson et al. 2017). We therefore apply this threshold to the spatial 

layer to determine our ashfall extent. We consider all instances of ashfall in the scenario suite when 

grouping the nodes. There are a total of 20 ashfall footprints, and 40 lahar footprints considered for 

this analysis, displayed in Figure 3.14, leading to a total of 60 nodal groupings. 
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Figure 3.13 The hazard-agnostic criticality rankings for an interdependent infrastructure network using a graphical, 

complex systemic approach. Panel A shows the exposure inventory of nodes, Panel B shows the source, transmission 

and sink nodes for each sector, and Panel C shows the criticality rankings of all nodes in the interdependent 

infrastructure model. 
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Figure 3.14 The volcanic hazard footprints used for nodal groupings in this analysis. Panel A shows the volcanic lahar 

extent for each river catchment (n = 40), and Panel B shows the ashfall extent for exceedance of the 3mm deposit 

thickness threshold. 

 

 Hazard-dependent systemic vulnerability 
 

A total of 60 nodal groups were identified for the critical infrastructure network in the Taranaki 

region. 67% of these groups are related to the lahar footprints, and 33% related to ashfall footprints. 

95% of all grouped nodes belong to multiple groups, with 74% of these belonging to 3 or more nodal 
groups. When adjusting the hazard-agnostic criticality rankings to be reflective of systemic 

vulnerability, we find that 55% of all nodes see a change in their CT value. The vast majority of these 

nodes belong to the electricity and oil and gas sectors, suggesting high systemic vulnerability of these 

sectors.  The perceived redundancy in their networks (through parallel transmission infrastructure) 

may be made irrelevant in a volcanic context. Conversely, we see little to no change in the 

telecommunications and waste water sectors, suggesting low systemic vulnerability and high 

redundancy in their networks, and/or minimal co-location of these components with potential hazard 

footprints. 

We find a considerable increase in the criticality of electricity and natural gas components after 

incorporating infrastructural interdependencies, and a further increase in the systemic vulnerability 

of critical components when paired with potential volcanic hazard spatial extent. We envisage that the 

methodology of this study can be applied to other areas of interest in both its hazard-agnostic or 

hazard-dependent form, and that the systemic vulnerability quantification can be incorporated into 
volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment frameworks. 

We find the oil and gas sector to be highly systemically vulnerable to volcanic hazards due to several 

factors: the strong dependence on electricity supply, the exposure of resource-carrying pipes in 

known lahar channels, and the lack of redundancy in resource transport (from the west to north east 

of the volcanic edifice). Furthermore, the perceived redundancy of north-south resource transmission 

through the construction of parallel buried pipe infrastructure, is found to be false redundancy; 

parallel asset lines, unless one is located far from the volcanic edifice, are related by radial lahar 

channels, and are therefore not redundant in a volcanic context. The oil and gas sector is of great 
national significance (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020; New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017), and 

further exploration of the downstream impacts of oil and gas disruption is required. 
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Figure 3.15 The hazard-agnostic criticality (Panel A) and the hazard-dependent systemic vulnerability (Panel B) of 

interdependent infrastructure nodes for sectors in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand.  

 

The water supply sector is found to be most vulnerable in the South Taranaki District, where spatially 

extensive municipal supply schemes regularly traverse topographic depressions. In the eruption 

scenario suite (Chapter 2), river catchments on the southern flanks of the volcanic edifice are 

commonly subject to lahars, as also observed in the geological record (Cronin et al. 2021; Zernack et 

al. 2009). The propensity for municipal supply schemes in Taranaki to be fed by surface water inlets 

introduces high systemic vulnerability, which cascades through interdependent sectors, such as waste 

water and the oil and gas sector. The lack of water source and treatment redundancy in New Plymouth 

District is apparent in both the hazard-agnostic (Part I) and hazard-inclusive (Part II) stages of the 
study, and though not commonly subject to ashfall or lahars in either the eruption scenario suite 

(Chapter 2), or the geological record (Cronin et al. 2021), the high societal dependence on these assets 

necessitates further analysis of the vulnerability of these assets to volcanic hazards. Interestingly, 
comparing the hazard-agnostic and hazard-inclusive results of the study shows that small, isolated 

municipal water supply schemes (principally located in South Taranaki) are not considered critical 

(Part I), due to low interdependency and low Private Dwellings Without Service (PDWS) following 

asset disruption, but are highly systemically-vulnerable in the hazard-inclusive stage of the analysis 

(Part II), due to surface water intakes in lahar channels, and their proximity to the volcanic edifice. 

 

 Discussion 
 

 Potential benefits and applications 
 

The Sendai Framework states that the global DRR community must recognise the dynamic nature of 

systemic risk, develop the capacity to analyse and govern systemic risk, and develop processes to 

incorporate systemic risk in decision-making (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015). A generally well-

understood aspect of systemic risk is the interdependent nature of infrastructure systems (Rinaldi et 
al. 2001; Zorn 2017b). In disaster studies, it is hard to disentangle hazard dynamics from complex 
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societal responses, hence systemic risk has proven very hard to identify, analyse and quantify 

(Galderisi et al. 2011; Menoni et al. 2012; OECD 2003; Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 2019). This 

is particularly hard for volcanic hazards, where the sheer breadth of possible hazards and hazard 

interactions (cascading and compounding hazards for example), complicates matters even further. 

This study provides an initial approach for the inclusion of systemic risk in volcanic hazard impact 

assessment, and contributes to the emerging body of knowledge surrounding the complexity of 
disaster risk drivers. 

Given volcanic uncertainty, there is a need for rapid volcanic response tools that are dependent on the 

current (or immediately previous) state of the volcano, in appreciation of the temporal dependencies 

of activity (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007). Furthermore, given the potential long-

duration of volcanic activity and resultant impacts, there is a need for quick-to-implement testing tools 

for decision-making, response and mitigation planning. The tools developed in this study have the 

potential for rapid modification and re-design to suit different operational and research contexts, and 

aim to support decision-makers in the dynamic highly-charged emergency planning and response 
environment. 

For decision-makers considering long-term infrastructure planning, this systemic vulnerability 

quantification can inform the identification of investment priorities for mitigation planning. The 

nature of the infrastructure network model allows iterative rapid testing of single-point and multi-

point failures, and can easily be used to test the efficacy of redundancy measures and network 

strengthening. The hazard-agnostic and hazard-dependent differentiation in the methodological 

stages broadens the range of potential applications of this study. This methodology should be applied 

in other risk contexts to quantify systemic vulnerability, including for different hazards (such as 
earthquake sequences or extreme weather events), to test its applicability.  

 

 Limitations and future research 
 

An important limitation of the application of this study to Taranaki Maunga, is that the hazard 

footprints are from a suite of eruption scenarios that are demonstrative of the range of possible 

volcanic activity during the next eruptive phase. The scenarios are highly informed by the current state 

of the volcano and the current topographic landscape (current summit dome morphology, current 

hydrological channels etc.), and are not reflective of the volcanic and geographical context after the 

next period of eruptive activity. Similarly, the network model uses data for the current infrastructure 

network topology, and must be updated for future infrastructure development. The flexibility of the 

tools presented here, including the eruption scenario suite, allow rapid and easy modification to suit 

changes in the volcanic or infrastructural context. 

Information regarding redundancy measures at sites (e.g. back-up generation and water storage) was 

not widely available, and was considered beyond the scope of this study, but should be considered in 

future work. It is however noted that such measures would be short-term, with extended reliance on 

these measures dependent on the same factors present in this analysis (e.g. access to critical 

infrastructure sectors such as electricity, water supply and transportation). Workshops with local 

infrastructure managers could facilitate study validation and information gathering for future 

iterations. The scope of infrastructure considered was limited to municipal critical infrastructure 

supply and infrastructure associated with major regional industries. Non-municipal supply (such as 

private water schemes) is common in rural Taranaki, and indeed in many volcanic areas, hence better 
methods and processes for their inclusion in analyses such as this must be considered in the future. 

Assumptions were made regarding interdependencies of distributed infrastructure, using insights 
from published studies (Auckland Engineering Lifelines Group; Rinaldi et al. 2001; Thacker et al. 2017; 

Zorn 2017a; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016; Zorn and Shamseldin 2015) and the local infrastructure 
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context (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020; Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 

2018). A key limitation of this thesis was the treatment of road transportation sector as part of the 

network graph for interdependent infrastructure. Due to the complexity of road network modelling 

(in particular), and the complexity of assigning the road network with a resource ‘source’ and resource 

‘sink’, full inclusion of this sector in the interdependent network model was considered out-of-scope. 
Future work should investigate pairing this model with more sophisticated transportation models. 

Finally, the independent network tool is limited by the granularity of analysis. Infrastructure network 

disruption was quantified using a resource-catchment based methodology, quantifying the number of 

private customers disrupted, along with the number of asset nodes disrupted. Future analysis should 

consider a more granular analysis, but due to the region-wide approach of this study, this was 

considered out-of-scope for this thesis. 

 

 Conclusions 
 

Most previously-developed systemic vulnerability methods for distributed infrastructure are hazard-

agnostic (He and Cha 2018; Zorn 2017b; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016). While useful for other purposes, 

these methods are not appropriate in a volcanic hazard context, where the spatio-temporal variability 

of volcanic hazards present a unique risk management challenge (Hicks et al. 2014; Marzocchi et al. 

2010; Tierz et al. 2017; Zuccaro et al. 2008).  

Applying this assessment method to distributed infrastructure in the Taranaki region revealed that 

the strongest inter-sector dependencies are to the electricity sector. The water supply, waste water, 
oil and gas and telecommunications sectors are all highly reliant on electricity for their functionality, 

and the lack of redundancy in electricity supply to the region introduces high systemic vulnerability. 

The current positioning of the Stratford Grid Exit Point (GXP), downwind of the likely volcanic ash 
transportation axis, necessitates the consideration of redundancy and mitigation measures before and 

during volcanic unrest and activity. 

This study has developed a tool that allows the rapid assessment of the possible outcomes of hazard 

instances during hazard uncertainty, and constitutes a decision-support tool of great value for long-

term infrastructure resilience planning, and future investment planning. The study also presents a 

novel contribution for the assessment of systemic impacts from volcanic eruptions, and also a novel 

platform for the investigation of risk treatments and mitigation strategies before, during and after 
periods of volcanic uncertainty. 
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Preface 

Chapter 4 is intended for submission to the International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction (IJDRR). 

Chapter 1 identifies international research gaps in impact assessment frameworks, particularly 

regarding volcanic multi-hazards and interdependent infrastructure networks. The identified gaps in 

Chapter 1 have been partially addressed by Chapters 2 and 3, through the development of tools to aid 

in dynamic multi-hazard impact assessments. Here in Chapter 4, these tools and ideas developed 

throughout the thesis are applied to undertake a dynamic, longitudinal impact assessment. The 

framework introduced in Chapter 4 is applied to the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, to 

conduct an impact assessment for complex, multi-phase eruptions of Taranaki Maunga and 

distributed, interdependent infrastructure in the region. This chapter directly utilises the results of 

Chapters 2 and 3. Some content in this chapter is repeated from Chapters 1, 2 and 3, to provide 

necessary context for the stand-alone manuscript. The co-production methodology in Chapter 2 is 

largely shared with Chapter 4, with any differences detailed in the following text. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Effective volcanic impact and risk assessment underpins effective volcanic disaster risk management.  

Yet contemporary volcanic risk assessments face a number of challenges, including delineating hazard 

and impact sequences, and identifying and quantifying systemic risks.  A more holistic approach to 

impact assessment is required, which incorporates the complex, multi-hazard nature of volcanic 

eruptions and the dynamic nature of vulnerability and impact drivers before, during and after a 

volcanic event. Addressing this need requires a multidisciplinary, integrated approach, involving 

scientists and stakeholders to co-develop decision-support tools that are scientifically credible and 

operationally relevant to provide a foundation for robust, evidence-based risk reduction decisions. 

This study presents a dynamic, longitudinal impact assessment framework for multi-phase, multi-

hazard volcanic events, and applies the framework to interdependent critical infrastructure networks 

in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand, where Taranaki Maunga volcano has a high 

likelihood of producing a multi-phase explosive eruption within the next 50 years. In the framework, 

multi-phase scenarios temporally alternate multi-hazard footprints with risk reduction opportunities. 

Thus direct and indirect impacts, and any risk management actions, carry through to the next phase 

of activity. The framework forms a testbed for more targeted mitigation and response planning, and 

allows the investigation of optimal intervention timing for mitigation strategies during an evolving 

eruption. Using ‘risk management’ scenarios, we find the timing of mitigation intervention to be 
crucial in reducing disaster losses associated with volcanic activity. This is particularly apparent in 

indirect, systemic losses that cascade from direct damage to infrastructure assets. This novel, dynamic 

impact assessment approach addresses the increasing end-user need for impact-based decision-
support tools that inform robust response and resilience planning. 

 

 Introduction 
 

Effective volcanic impact and risk assessment underpins effective volcanic disaster risk management 

(DRM) (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015). The drivers of disaster risk can be influenced by policy makers, 

society and individuals, but accurate assessment and reevaluation of risk is required to enable 

effective disaster risk management decisions (Coppola 2011; GFDRR 2014). Scientific advances in 
volcanic hazard assessment have increased the capacity for scientists and science agencies to provide 

more reliable advice to inform decision-making about future volcanic eruptions (Hayes et al. 2020; 

Lindsay et al. 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2008; Sandri et al. 2014; Wild et al. 2020). 

However, when developing appropriate risk management actions for those exposed to volcanic risk, 

evidence strongly suggests that impact and risk information is substantially more useful, useable and 

used than hazard information alone (Armijos et al. 2017; Hicks et al. 2014; Hicks and Barclay 2018; 
Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; Thompson et al. 2017b).  

Impact assessment requires detailed information regarding hazard potential, exposure and the 

vulnerability characteristics of the exposed assets and communities (UNISDR 2015). Cascading 
hazards and vulnerabilities exacerbate the impacts observed from disasters and exhibit strong spatio-

temporal dependencies (Dunant et al. 2021a; Pescaroli and Alexander 2018; Zuccaro et al. 2018; 

Zuccaro and De Gregorio 2013), particularly in a volcanic risk context (Hicks and Few 2015; Phillips 
et al. 2019). Volcanic eruptions are recognised to be multi-phase events that have the potential to 

produce multiple hazards throughout an eruptive episode, and the potential for multiple instances of 

the same hazard (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007; Marzocchi and Bebbington 2012). 

These hazards can have differing physical and chemical characteristics, and are subject to different 

constraints in their spatial and temporal extent. Society is also dynamic, with various drivers 

influencing exposure and vulnerability in space and time, prior, during and following the volcanic 

eruption (Few et al. 2017a; Hicks and Few 2015).   This also needs to be considered within any impact 
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and risk assessment (UNDRR 2019; World Bank 2014).  Yet to date, impact and risk assessment 

frameworks are typically limited to producing static, single-phase estimations of impact and risk, 

despite global recognition of the systemic and dynamic nature of disaster risk (Jenkins et al. 2014b; 

Loughlin et al. 2015; UNDRR 2019; World Bank 2014). This limitation makes it challenging for 

decision-makers to explore the dynamic, time-sensitive nature of potential impacts to effectively 
inform mitigation, preparedness response and recovery planning, both now and in the future.  

The direct impacts from volcanic multi-hazards only represent one dimension of the total observed 

impacts of a volcanic event. Indirect losses during and following disasters are well-documented 

(Armijos et al. 2017; Cherry et al. 2015; Few et al. 2017b; Galderisi et al. 2011; National 2017; Phillips 

et al. 2019; Schweizer and Renn 2019; Thacker et al. 2017a; UNDRR 2019), and are often witnessed 

far beyond the spatial and temporal extent of the hazard. For example, critical infrastructure (e.g. 

electricity supply, transportation, water supply, etc.) are recognised to be physically vulnerable to the 

adverse effects of volcanic disasters (Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson 2015; Wilson et al. 2014), however, 

beyond the hazard extent, network disruption and loss of service can be attributed to infrastructure 

interdependencies and systemic vulnerability (Galderisi et al. 2011; Hempel et al. 2018; Rinaldi et al. 

2001; Wilson et al. 2012). Critical infrastructure networks are recognised to be essential for the well-

being of communities and socio-economic activities, therefore infrastructure management during 

disasters requires an understanding of the systemic response to external stresses following direct 
damage. Despite global recognition of the contribution of indirect infrastructure loss of service to the 

total observed impact during disaster events (UNDRR 2019; Zorn 2017b; Zorn and Shamseldin 2015), 

there is little to no incorporation of this dimension in volcanic impact and risk assessment frameworks 

to date. Yet the inclusion of indirect impacts in volcanic impact assessment frameworks would likely 

enhance their accuracy, and thus better inform resilience-building initiatives and inform critical 
infrastructure network management during volcanic crises. 

Increasingly, complex multi-scale challenges of this nature are being addressed by bringing scientists 

and practitioners together to collaborate in the production of both disaster risk reduction (DRR) 

knowledge and disaster risk management (DRM) strategies (Barton et al. 2020; Davies et al. 2015a; 

Hayes et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). Effective DRM relies on knowledge sharing 

between scientists and practitioners to co-develop an understanding of what is legitimate (fair and 

appropriate), relevant (meets the needs of end-users) and credible (meets international peer-
reviewed scientific standards) for the local risk context (Barton et al. 2020; Cash et al. 2003; Davies et 

al. 2015b; Fearnley and Beaven 2018). Effective impact-based assessment therefore requires strong 

collaboration stakeholders who have the necessary expertise, knowledge, data and context to enable 

the delivery of appropriate, relevant DRM data (Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Orchiston et al. 
2018; Thompson et al. 2017b; Whybark 2015).  

This study develops a longitudinal, dynamic multi-hazard impact assessment framework that 
incorporates direct and indirect impacts to interdependent infrastructure networks in partnership 

with local end-user agencies. The framework addresses the growing demand for impact-based, 

dynamic decision-support tools to facilitate more targeted, considered response and mitigation 

planning, ultimately contributing to reducing losses associated with multi-hazard volcanic eruptions. 

In the following we review available multi-hazard impact and risk approaches, identify 

methodological gaps in multi-hazard impact assessment and introduce the co-production 

methodology and resultant impact assessment framework and its requirements. We apply the 

framework to interdependent critical infrastructure sectors in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, where Taranaki Maunga volcano is estimated to have a 33-42% likelihood of erupting within 

the next 50 years (Damaschke et al. 2018). Finally we present direct and indirect volcanic impact 
scenarios for Taranaki Maunga, and consider the impact variation under three risk management 

scenarios. 
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 Multi-hazard impact and risk assessment: approaches  
 

Multi-hazard impact and risk assessment has been identified as an important requirement for disaster 

risk assessment, but is a research area in need of further development (AghaKouchak et al. 2018; 

Ordaz et al. 2019; UNDRR 2019). Previous studies have generally been focused on hazard, particularly 

the quantification of cascading and interacting hazard relationships and their contribution to potential 

exposure and impacts (Deligne et al. 2017a; Deligne et al. 2017b; Dunant et al. 2021a; Dunant et al. 

2021b; Zuccaro et al. 2008).  There has been comparatively less attention given to integrating 

exposure and vulnerability/resilience elements of impact and risk within these frameworks 

(Dominguez et al. 2021; Ordaz et al. 2019; Phillips et al. 2019).  It is also generally agreed in this field 

that identifying, tracking and quantifying uncertainties inherent in hazards, mitigations, and their 

interactions within cascading chains is a particular challenge (Kappes et al. 2012; Tilloy et al. 2019). 

Previous studies have often approached this by using qualitative or semi-quantitative methods 

(Kappes et al. 2012; Pourghasemi et al. 2020; Pourghasemi et al. 2019), with some attempts made to 

explore the spatio-temporal linkages between interacting hazards (Gill and Malamud 2014; Zuccaro 

et al. 2018; Zuccaro and De Gregorio 2013). Additionally,  various studies have attempted and noted 

the difficulty in integrating the physical and spatio-temporal characteristics of different hazards to 

produce an appropriate common metric which can be used within multi-hazard impact and risk 

assessment frameworks (Kappes et al. 2012; Tilloy et al. 2019).  Attempts to address this have led to 
contributions in quantifying multi-hazard potential, generally either qualitatively or semi-

quantitatively as hazard classifications or indices, where multi-hazards are typically related by 

intensity, duration and/or recurrence interval to deduce the ‘hazard level’ at a given location (e.g. 
“high ashfall and high lahar hazard”) (Tilloy et al. 2019).  There has also been the strong appreciation 

that such frameworks and their resultant outputs can be highly technical, so a key consideration is 

also to ensure the resultant impact and risk metrics are suitable for end-user purposes (Davies and 

Davies 2018; Hicks et al. 2014; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014a; Wachinger et 
al. 2013).  

Review of this literature suggests that few studies have considered the relative contribution from 

multi-hazards to observed or potential impact (e.g. damage and disruption), and how this manifests 

throughout a multi-hazard cascading initiation sequence. Noticeable exceptions include Zuccaro et al. 

(2018) and Zuccaro et al. (2008). Additionally, due to the uncertainty and complexity of probabilistic 

approaches, they have proven to be difficult for many DRM users to adopt, with the notable exception 

of insurance, building code regulation and construction, and some landuse planning applications 

(Davies and Davies 2018; GFDRR 2014; Haynes et al. 2008; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2014b; World Bank 

2014). Hybrid impact-led approaches that enhance the value of both deterministic (scenario) and 
probabilistic outputs are finding increasing favour (Ang et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2020; Thompson et 

al. 2017c), especially in settings where scientists and users have attempted to collaboratively partner 

in DRR activities that distils the complexity of potential impacts in a credible, yet useable way (Ang et 
al. 2020; Barclay et al. 2008; Hayes et al. 2020; Haynes et al. 2008; Hudson-Doyle et al. 2015). 

Volcanic multi-hazard impact and risk assessment is in the early developmental stages, with recent 

advances in multi-hazard assessment (Hayes et al. 2020; Tierz et al. 2017), single-phase multi-hazard 

impact assessment (Jenkins et al. 2014a; Zuccaro et al. 2008), and co-development of impact-based 

decision-support tools (Hicks et al. 2014; Wild et al. 2021; Wild et al. 2015) providing valuable insight 

into best-practice approaches and research development required. Previous volcanic impact research 

has focused on the impact of volcanic single-hazards to buildings and infrastructure (Wilson et al. 

2014; Wilson et al. 2012), with particular focus given to the physical vulnerability of assets to volcanic 

ashfall, a spatially and temporally extensive hazard with well-documented case studies (Craig et al. 
2016a; Craig et al. 2016b; Craig 2015; Stewart et al. 2006; Wardman et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2012).  
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 Co-production of a dynamic volcanic impact assessment framework 
 

The co-production of DRR and DRM knowledge across the SPPI facilitates more effective, enduring 

decision-support tools that are scientifically credible and meet the operational requirements of 

decision-makers (Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Norström et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 2017). The 

collaborative development and management of impact assessment frameworks can facilitate 

knowledge sharing and increase the relevance and uptake of scientific information (Davies 2015, 

Barton 2020). Interactions between science, policy and practice are often termed the ‘science-policy-

practice interface’ (SPPI), which has been defined as the processes and settings in which decision 

makers ‘use, misuse, or reject scientific research in their thinking, analyses or decision-making’ (p.4, 

Wyborn et al. (2017)). Well-managed collaborations across this interface have been found to result in 

enduring, partnerships that contribute to scientifically robust knowledge that meets the requirements 

of the decision-makers (Barton et al. 2020; Fearnley and Beaven 2018; Mach et al. 2020; Wyborn et 

al. 2017). The collaborative development of impact-based decision-support tools can facilitate this 

knowledge sharing, realise the full potential of integrating expertise across the SPPI, and increase the 

relevance and uptake of scientific information (Davies et al. 2015b, Barton et al. 2020). A robust, 

commonly-utilised mechanism by which to create impact-based decision-support tools is through 

impact assessment. 

When developed and managed co-creatively, impact assessments can serve as ‘boundary objects’, a 

concept defined by Star and Griesemer (1989) as ‘scientific objects that inhabit several intersecting 

social worlds and satisfy the information requirements of each of them’ (p.393, Star and Griesemer 
(1989)). Boundary objects are ‘more likely to produce relevant, useable information because they 

engage end-users early’ (Cash et al. 2003), ‘can increase scientific credibility by involving different 

types of expertise’ (Cash et al. 2003), and can ‘enhance legitimacy by providing transparent access to 
the processes of information to multiple stakeholders’ (Cash et al. 2003). Volcanic hazard and impact 

scenarios are increasingly being utilized as boundary objects, and are commonly developed by 

scientists to aid decision-makers in response planning and resilience-building initiatives (Davies et al. 

2015b; Hayes et al. 2020; Hayes et al. 2016; Keough and Shanahan 2008).  

 

 Co-production methodology 
 

The co-production of this study was achieved via three main mechanisms: (1) by embedding the lead 
science author in the most relevant policy and practice agency (the local emergency management 

authority) for several weeks, (2) through regular semi-structured meetings between actors either side 

of the SPPI, and (3) through iterative ongoing validation of the outcomes with the emergency 

management agency’s wider stakeholder networks. These mechanisms were used to establish the key 

objectives of this study (1), clearly identify the scope (1, 2), and ensure that the format and content of 
the study was relevant and applicable (1, 2, 3).  

The first author was embedded in the Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management group 

(Taranaki CDEM Group), the entity responsible for coordinating disaster risk reduction and 

emergency response in the Taranaki region from 12 Feb 2018 to 23 March 2018. There is growing 

evidence that embedding scientists within policy and practice organisations can increase the 

likelihood of addressing priority knowledge gaps (Bruce and O’Callaghan 2016; Cvitanovic et al. 

2018). The first author was present in the agency every day and participated in routine weekly agency 

meetings, and meetings with the wider stakeholder groups such as advisory, planning and disaster 

response groups. While embedded in the Taranaki CDEM Group the first author also visited other 

stakeholder agencies in the region, such as regional and local councils, infrastructure managers and 

rural interest groups to gain an understanding of how volcanic impact scenarios could be 
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operationalised in different contexts. The aim of the embedding period was for the first author to link 

to and work through established science/practitioner networks in the region to facilitate a wider 
collaboration between researchers and Taranaki CDEM practitioners. 

 

Table 4.1 The key scoping and problem identification stages in the co-production process. The table shows the issues 

identified by Taranaki CDEM and the authors co-creatively, and the resultant actions taken, documented in this study.  

Relevant local 
context 

Scoping stage Problem Solution 

Taranaki Maunga has a 
high likelihood of 

producing an explosive 
eruption Stage 1: Knowledge stock-

take and knowledge gap 
identification 

Lack of understanding of the 
translation of hazard potential 

into potential impact for 
Taranaki Maunga 

Conduct a volcanic impact 
assessment for critical 

infrastructure sectors in the 
Taranaki region The Taranaki region 

houses nationally and 
regionally significant 
critical infrastructure 

Lack of impact assessment 
studies for critical 

infrastructure sectors in the 
Taranaki region 

Taranaki Maunga has a 
high potential of 

producing a long-
duration, multi-phase, 
multi-hazard eruption 

Stage 2: Evaluation of 
available volcanic impact 
assessment frameworks 

Lack of available volcanic 
impact assessment 

frameworks for multi-phase, 
complex eruptions 

Develop a multi-phase 
volcanic impact assessment 

framework 

Critical infrastructure 
sectors in the Taranaki 

region are highly-
interdependent 

Lack of volcanic impact 
assessment frameworks that 

incorporate indirect 
infrastructure impact 

Develop a volcanic impact 
assessment framework for 
direct and indirect impacts 

Local authorities are 
tasked with planning 
for and responding to 

volcanic activity 

Lack of volcanic impact 
assessment frameworks that 

test decision-making scenarios 

Develop a volcanic impact 
assessment framework that 
allows testing of decision-

making scenarios and 
optimal intervention time 

 

The first author actively participated in the disaster response and recovery activities associated with 

Ex-Cyclone Gita (20th Feb 2018), which greatly enhanced the author’s understanding of operational 

requirements during a disaster, and contributed to building trust and shared understanding between 

scientists and practitioners during this study. During Ex-Cyclone Gita, following the failure of several 

electricity line-carrying poles and one vital water mains pipe, much of the region was without 
electricity and water for at least several days. The systemic (indirect) impact of Ex-Cyclone Gita to 

infrastructure was far more considerable than the direct physical damage observed. This instigated 

many conversations with Taranaki CDEM around the non-inclusion of systemic risk in volcanic impact 

assessment methodologies, and the need for decision-makers to quantitatively assess mitigation 

strategy benefit during an ongoing crisis. 

Throughout the embedding period, and for approximately 6 months following, the first author 

facilitated semi-structured monthly meetings between the scientists and practitioners involved in this 

study to work through a sequence of issues identified by both parties regarding impact assessment of 

Taranaki Maunga. This decision-making process fell into 2 key stages of methodological development 

(Table 4.1). Both stages involved the identification of key problems, and the exploration of possible 

actions to address them. While problem identification was driven by commitment and motivation 

from both scientists and practitioners, some were more strongly motivated by the scientists to 

develop new, more sophisticated and applicable volcanic impact scenarios (credibility), while others 

were primarily driven by practitioner need for the development of tools to support risk management 

and response planning (relevance). Balancing these motivations in order to achieve an impact 
assessment framework that was useful, as well as scientifically robust contributed to the legitimacy of 
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the outcomes, in that they reflected and balanced the input, interests and needs of both practitioners 

and scientists, as well as those of communities in the region. 

 

 Dynamic volcanic impact assessment: design and requirements 
 

This study presents a dynamic multi-phase, multi-hazard impact assessment framework that carries 

previously-incurred component damage through to the next volcanic activity phase, incorporates 

systemic outages associated with the physical damage of assets, and allows the evaluation of 

mitigation efficacy during an evolving multi-phase disaster (Figure 4.1). By alternating volcanic 

activity phases with decision-making opportunities, the framework allows testing of the timing of 

mitigative actions, and considers how different elements of systemic risk cascade to provoke losses in 

the event of a disaster. This framework also proposes a method for the multi-hazard impact 

assessment of volcanic ashfall and lahars, and considers how the interaction of these hazards results 

in the cumulative physical damage appreciated (Figure 4.2). The study utilises pre-existing hazard, 

exposure and vulnerability tools and information as building blocks in the framework, and applies the 

resultant framework to conduct a dynamic impact assessment for distributed interdependent 

infrastructure networks surrounding Taranaki Maunga volcano, in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-
New Zealand (Section 4.4). 

 

 Framework modules 
 

The impact assessment framework is comprised of five key modules, detailed in the following sections. 

The modules are: (1) volcanic activity events (2) risk management events, (3) exposed interdependent 

infrastructure assets, (4) volcanic multi-hazard direct impact and (5) indirect impact. The framework 

and its five constituent modules are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The proposed dynamic volcanic impact 

assessment framework requires volcanic hazard footprints for a multi-phase eruption. The volcanic 

activity phases (‘volcanic events’; E1, E3, E5…En+1) are interspersed with periods of quiescence, which 

provide potential opportunities for mitigation (‘risk management events’; E2, E4, E6…En) (Figure 4.1). 
Volcanic events can consist of multiple volcanic hazards, such as ashfall concurrent with a pyroclastic 

density currents (PDC) or lava flows. Spatial determination of hazard footprints is required in order 

to deduce the assets directly exposed to the volcanic hazards.  

As detailed in Chapter 3, the term ‘critical infrastructure’ is used variably, depending on the study 

scope and the local industry (Dunn et al. 2013; New Zealand Treasury 2014). In this study, we follow 

the critical infrastructure definition commonly used in Aotearoa-New Zealand (New Zealand Lifelines 

Council 2017; New Zealand Treasury 2014), and  determine critical infrastructure to be; electricity, 

transportation, water supply, waste water, telecommunications and energy (e.g. oil, gas) (Table 4.2). 

In this framework, accumulated direct impact to an infrastructure asset from volcanic hazards is 

carried through to the next phase of volcanic activity. For each volcanic activity phase, the hazard 

footprints are overlain with the exposure inventory, and physical vulnerability functions applied to 

calculate the direct multi-hazard impact (discussed further in Section 4.3.2). The physical properties 

of hazard processes that can cause damage and disruption are collectively referred to as Hazard 

Intensity Metrics (HIMs). As different volcanic hazards possess differing physical behaviours and 
properties, the best HIM to evaluate impact for one hazard may not be appropriate for use when 

assessing impact from another hazard. An Impact State (IS) metric accounts for differing physical 

parameters and is used in this multi-hazard framework. Volcanic impacts can be expressed using 

different IS metrics, such as physical damage, service disruption or economic loss (Marzocchi and Woo 
2009; Wilson 2015; McDonald et al. 2017). 
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Following the determination of direct impact, indirect impact through an interdependent network 

graph is then calculated. For the next volcanic activity phase, the exposure inventory is comprised of 

the direct and indirect impact dataset from the previous volcanic activity phase, thus carrying 

previously-incurred damage and disruption throughout to the subsequent phases. Risk management 

events exist between each volcanic activity phase. If the risk management phase following a volcanic 

activity phase is populated with a risk management action or decision, the exposure inventory should 

be modified for the next volcanic activity phase (e.g. if a risk management event is roof cleaning before 

further ash deposition, the ashfall thickness at the start of the next volcanic activity phase should be 0 

mm, rather than accumulating the thickness).  

 

Figure 4.1 The dynamic impact assessment framework, comprised of five modules: (1) volcanic multi-hazard, multi-

phase footprints (odd numbered events), (2) risk management events (even numbered events), (3) exposed assets and 

their characteristics, (4) direct impact to assets, and (5) indirect impact to assets. 

 

 Volcanic multi-hazard direct impact 
 

Volcanic ash physical vulnerability models have been derived from post-event observations, 

laboratory experimentation and expert elicitation (Craig 2015; Jenkins et al. 2014b; Spence et al. 2005; 
Stewart et al. 2006; Thompson et al. 2017a; Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2012), 

resulting in a suite of vulnerability models that typically assess vulnerability to ashfall using 

mathematical functions, e.g. fragility functions (Blake et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 

2014). Vulnerability models regarding impacts from surface flows such as lahars are generally derived 
from post-event surveying (Baxter et al. 2005; Jenkins et al. 2013; Jenkins et al. 2015; Jenkins et al. 
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2014a; Künzler et al. 2012), and tend to determine threshold values that lead to gradational or total 

impact of the exposed asset, therefore generating a suite of binary or threshold vulnerability model 

types (Baxter et al. 2005; Deligne et al. 2017b; Spence et al. 2004; Wilson et al. 2014), though some 

fragility functions are available for building responses to flow hazards (Jenkins et al. 2015; Zuccaro 
and De Gregorio 2013).  

Using physical vulnerability models in a multi-hazard context requires a deeper treatment, including 

dynamics in both the hazard and vulnerability dimensions. Uncertainties regarding multi-hazard 

physical vulnerability include: establishing a chain of events, quantifying the contribution of differing 

physical parameters to observed impact metrics, and deriving a hazard or impact metric 

representative of volcanic multi-hazards. In addition, empirical observations of volcanic multi-hazard 

impact relationships are sparsely-documented and typically recorded or determined qualitatively 

(Elissondo et al. 2016; Jenkins et al. 2013; Zuccaro et al. 2008). Despite recognition that volcanic 

eruptions are inherently multi-phase events that often produce multiple hazards (Bebbington and 

Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007; Lerner et al. 2019a), there are few, if any, vulnerability models that 

account for the compounding and cascading nature of volcanic multi-hazard impacts (Deligne et al. 
2017b; Zuccaro et al. 2008). 

 

Figure 4.2 Illustrative logic process for the selection of an appropriate vulnerability model for aerial and/or surface 

flows. 

 

In this framework, we applied a simple approach to account for multi-hazard interactions in volcanic 

multi-hazard contexts. Critical infrastructure can be exposed to aerial (e.g. ashfall) and/or surface flow 

(e.g. lahars, PDCs) volcanic hazards. Buried pipes and cables for example, are not directly subject to 

ashfall, and similarly, aerial electricity and telecommunications lines are not usually subject to surface 

flows (unless the flow interacts with the line-carrying pole or line-carrying pipe bridge) (Figure 4.2). 

Surface flow physical vulnerability models for critical infrastructure are underdeveloped, and assume 

total damage of the asset upon contact with the hazard (excluding buildings) (Wilson et al. 2017; 

Wilson 2015; Wilson et al. 2014). Surface flow vulnerability models can therefore be simply coupled 

with ashfall vulnerability models, such as in Figure 4.3. When considering multiple instances of ashfall, 

the HIM (in many cases, deposit thickness) can be accumulated and the total HIM related to IS using 

an available physical vulnerability model. Remobilisation and cleaning of ashfall deposits can be 

applied in this framework, during the risk management event phases, and the resultant phases must 
be modified accordingly. 
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 Indirect impact 
 

The proposed dynamic volcanic impact assessment framework requires an understanding of the 

critical infrastructure downstream dependencies and interdependencies between infrastructure 

sectors in the exposed networks. Direct damage to assets reduces the functionality of dependent 

assets (Hempel et al. 2018; Rinaldi et al. 2001; Setola et al. 2009; Zorn 2017a). Recent advances in 

systems and network analysis quantify system dependencies for electricity, water supply and 

telecommunications in particular ((He and Cha 2018; Thacker et al. 2017b; Zorn 2017b; Zorn and 

Shamseldin 2017; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016; Zorn and Shamseldin 2015)), and allow the 

incorporation of these tools in impact assessment frameworks. Chapter 3 developed a method for the 

quantification of critical infrastructure interdependencies and, using the volcanic and infrastructural 

topology of the Taranaki region, quantified the systemic vulnerability. Chapter 3 also developed a tool 

for ascertaining the indirect infrastructural impacts of direct impact to assets, by propagating 

infrastructure disruption downstream in an interdependent network graph. Here we use the findings 

and tools developed in Chapter 3 to incorporate the potential indirect impacts of the multi-hazard, 

multi-phase eruption scenarios in the dynamic impact assessment framework. The tool presented in 

Chapter 3 was developed in partnership with local infrastructure data providers and asset managers, 

and validated through several semi-structured meetings. Other applications of this framework should 

similarly develop and apply interdependency models in close partnership with local stakeholders. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Illustration of a coupled physical vulnerability model for volcanic multi-hazards. For critical infrastructure, 

existing vulnerability models relate surface flows with total asset damage. For aerial hazards, such as ashfall, the hazard 

intensity metric (HIM) can be accumulated over volcanic activity phases to result in the total impact state (IS). 
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 Case study: Taranaki Maunga, Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

 Risk context 
 

Taranaki Maunga is an active stratovolcano in the Taranaki region, on the west coast of the North 

Island of Aotearoa-New Zealand. Taranaki Maunga volcanism is characterized by cycles of cone 

growth followed by edifice collapse (Cronin et al. 2021; Lerner et al. 2019a; Zernack et al. 2011). 

Periods of cone growth incorporate effusive and dome-forming activity, and are interspersed with 

episodes of explosive activity in the form of sub-Plinian to Plinian volcanism (Cronin et al. 2021; 
Lerner et al. 2019a; Platz et al. 2007; Turner et al. 2011a). Typical hazards produced by Taranaki 

Maunga volcanism include pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) caused by dome or column collapse, 

ashfall associated with explosive eruptions, debris avalanches caused by edifice collapse, and 

remobilisation of volcanic debris in the form of lahars. Lava flows are infrequent hazards at Taranaki 

Maunga (Turner et al. 2011b), and volcanic ballistic projectiles could occur close to the vent. 

Several studies have compiled detailed Taranaki Maunga eruption records, finding that there exists 

an average recurrence time of between 300 and 500 years for explosive sub-Plinian to Plinian events 

(Alloway et al. 1995; Cronin et al. 2021; Damaschke et al. 2017; Turner 2008). The most recent sub-

Plinian eruption is thought to have occurred in 1655 AD, producing pyroclastic density currents 

(PDCs) and wide-spread tephra fall associated with a c. 14 km high eruption column (Platz et al. 2007; 

Platz 2007). Lerner et al. (2019b) dated the last known activity at Taranaki to 1780-1800 AD. This 

activity consisted of many small effusive and explosive eruptions, and a final dome-building event 

(Neall 1972; Platz et al. 2012a). Damaschke et al. (2018) estimated there to be a 33-42% chance of an 
eruption at Taranaki within the next 50 years. 

The 2018 Aotearoa-New Zealand census counted 117,561 people living in the Taranaki region (2.5% 

of NZ’s population) and counted 45,444 occupied private dwellings (Stats NZ 2018). The region is 

home to more than eight iwi (Māori tribes; Māori are the indigenous people of Aotearoa-New 

Zealand), many marae (Māori communal and/or sacred meeting grounds) and sites of significant 

cultural interest. The Taranaki region has the second highest Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita 

in Aotearoa-New Zealand (NZD $68,427 in 2018; NZD $58,778 was the national average)(Stats NZ 

2018). Dairy and oil and gas production and processing are the two key economic activities in the 
Taranaki region (Venture Taranaki 2017). The dairy industry is one of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s most 

important industries, with an export revenue of $18.1 billion in the 2013/2014 financial year (NZIER, 

New Zealand Dairy Statistics 2014). Approximately 10% of Aotearoa-New Zealand’s dairy farming 

land is in the Taranaki region (170,062 ha in 2017)(AssureQuality 2014), owing to the proximal rich, 

fertile, volcanic soils and sediments. Tourism has been a growing industry in the region, although the 

COVID-19 pandemic greatly affected this from March-2020 to time of writing.  

State highways circumnavigate Taranaki Maunga, providing vital transport links along the western 

part of the North Island. Other critical networks include freight-only railway lines, electricity 

transmission lines and oil and gas pipelines. The population of the Taranaki region is principally 
distributed around the northern and eastern sides of the volcanic edifice, with the population centres 

of New Plymouth (74,184), Stratford (9,474) and Hawera (9,810) housing the majority of the regional 

population, business and employment (Stats NZ 2018). Local processing and production plants are 
primarily located in or near to these population centres, but rely on external resources (e.g. dairy and 

meat from the ring plain, oil and gas from the ring plain and off-shore). As such, the majority of local 

infrastructure is located in the three main population centres, with collection and transmission 

infrastructure ensuring continued supply to processing plants, and municipal supply of lifelines to 

rural consumers. Municipal supply of critical infrastructure services is often supplemented or 

replaced in rural areas by private schemes or individual sources (such as electricity generators or 

water bores). 
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Due to the volcanically dominated topography of the Taranaki region critical infrastructure 

circumnavigates the volcanic cone. There are 530 named rivers in the Taranaki region, the vast 

majority of which extend radially from the volcanic edifice. As a result critical infrastructure, such as 

water pipes and telecommunication lines, are often bound to the underside of road bridges (or pass 

over as pipe bridges), exposing them to surface flow hazards such as PDCs and lahars. The bulk of the 

Taranaki Maunga volcanic edifice sits within the Te Papakura o Taranaki (Egmont National Park 

(ENP)), which is managed by the Aotearoa-New Zealand Department of Conservation (DoC). The ENP 

boundary sits at approximately a 10km radius from Taranaki Maunga’s summit. This ensures minimal 

asset exposure within close proximity (<10km) to the vent, and limits future development close to the 
volcano, unless for DoC-sanctioned purposes. 

Within the current Aotearoa-New Zealand Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) 

structure, regional CDEM groups are tasked with tailoring plans and strategies to the hazards, 

exposure and vulnerabilities applicable for their region, and facilitating conversation and knowledge 

transfer between local stakeholders, groups and agencies (MCDEM 2015; MCDEM 2010; MCDEM 

2005). The Taranaki CDEM group is responsible for planning and responding to volcanic activity in 

the region of interest. Fostering strong relationships with researchers is also key element of the 

Taranaki CDEM groups’ approach to hazard and risk management (New Zealand Government 2015). 

 

 Previous impact assessment for Taranaki Maunga 
 

Direct economic losses associated with a volcanic event at Taranaki only comprise a fraction of total 

expected loss: Mcdonald et al. (2017) calculates an ‘initial shock’ change in gross domestic product 
(GDP) of -66% (-$4,106 million NZD) in the Taranaki region alone for a high-intensity volcanic 

eruption scenario. Indirect impacts, such as supply chain distribution, staffing shortage, air travel 

disruption, electricity/water outages, and business non-continuity could cause substantial economic 

losses, and are highly variable both spatially and temporally (McDonald et al. 2017). Aldridge (2006) 
conducted an economic risk assessment of Taranaki, considering the regional and national economic 

implications of four different eruption scenarios. They found that a small to moderate eruption at 

Taranaki could cause a loss of value added of 40% for the region (Aldridge 2006). Furthermore, they 

found that an extended period of elevated volcanic alert levels (translated to increasing or sustained 

volcanic unrest) could cause losses of 15% of regional GDP each year (Aldridge 2006). McDonald et al. 

(2017) applied three hazard scenarios deduced from eruptive records to the current economic 
climate, modelling the time required for the regional economy to return to pre-event levels. They 

found that of the three scenarios, the most commonly observed volcanic activity (Tahurangi;  0.06km3 

of ashfall and dome collapse PDC deposits; style characteristic of Taranaki Maunga’s eruptive history 

(Platz et al. 2012b; Platz et al. 2007; Procter et al. 2010)) resulted in a year of economic instability, 

with the Inglewood scenario (sub-Plinian to Plinian eruption) resulting in 5 years of economic 

recovery, and the Opua scenario (flank collapse/debris avalanche event)  not returning to pre-event 

levels within the 5 year horizon (Mcdonald et al. 2017). 

As Taranaki’s key industries (oil and gas; agriculture) are dependent on unique local resources 

(Taranaki basin oil and gas fields; fertile volcanic ring-plain soils), business and demand relocation is 

not feasible. The reduction in Taranaki GDP contribution to the national economy could be substantial, 

and disaster response and recovery costs could be considerable. Additionally, regional and national 

supply chains could be severely disrupted, causing cascading economic impacts downstream of 

Taranaki’s primary production industries (McDonald et al. 2017). Several recent studies have 
quantified vulnerability in the Taranaki region, specific to a particular sector or hazard. Wild et al. 

(2019) quantified the vulnerability of agricultural-supporting critical infrastructure networks using 

fault-tree analysis, including welfare factors such as nutrition, water and milking as indicators. Wild 

et al. (2019) summarised the interdependencies attributed to the agricultural sector in Taranaki, 
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finding that water supply, electricity supply and road access seemed to be the most important for 

agricultural sector functionality. Wilson (2015) focused on volcanic impacts to critical infrastructure 

in the region, finding that for a 500 year return period event, it is likely that assets to the east of the 

edifice will require cleaning, but for a 2,500 year return period event, repairs will likely be necessary. 

Bebbington et al., (2008) found the annualised probability of impact to critical electrical network 

infrastructure to be <1% (for thresholds of 1mm of wet and 2mm of dry ash). Juniper (2018) 

developed an 8-stage process for assessing volcanic impacts to the energy sector in the Taranaki 

region, including literature review, relevant HIM selection, case study review and expert elicitation. 

Juniper (2018) highlighted that the sparsity of empirical volcanic hazard impact data necessitates a 

holistic approach to impact assessment, and that success will depend on close engagement with 

industry representatives.  

 

 Dynamic impact assessment process for Taranaki Maunga 
 

 Volcanic multi-hazard, multi-phase eruption scenarios for Taranaki Maunga 
 

Chapter 2 developed a suite of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic eruption scenarios for Taranaki 

Maunga, using a modular scenario development framework. The scenarios cover a credible range of 

volcanic magnitudes, styles, durations and hazards, and were co-produced with end-users and 

decision-makers. The purpose of the scenario suite was not to anticipate the next eruption at Taranaki 

Maunga, but rather to provide a broad, credible suite of scenarios to those that rely on robust 

disseminable hazard information for planning and response purposes, usable by emergency 

managers, infrastructure managers and decision-makers. As such, Chapter 2 was driven by end-user 

needs and requirements, and informed and validated by end-users throughout the methodological 

process. This co-creative approach ensured that the outputs were relevant to end-users and 

researchers alike. Here we use the hazard assessment and methodological outcomes developed in 

Chapter 2 to co-produce a dynamic impact assessment for Taranaki Maunga volcanism.  

Chapter 2 includes many volcanic hazards as part of the scenario suite, namely, ashfall, lahars, PDCs 

(block-and-ash flow and column collapse), ballistics and lava flows, with debris avalanches included 
in the subsidiary ‘X’ suite. The ENP boundary limits infrastructural exposure within close proximity 

(~10km) of the volcanic vent, with only ashfall, lahars and debris avalanches expected to travel 

outside of the ENP boundary, as detailed in Chapter 2. Debris avalanches are very low probability but 
high impact events, and present very unique risk management challenge. During the co-production 

process of this study, in partnership with Taranaki CDEM and other relevant stakeholders, we decided 

to exclude the subsidiary X suite (Chapter 2) which include debris avalanches, as this would 

necessitate an unprecedented emergency management response, and requires considerable further 

methodological development. Due to limited exposure within the ENP, and the uncertainty 

surrounding debris avalanche events, we consider direct impact from only ashfall and lahars in this 

impact assessment application. In the scenario suite, PDCs have not been considered to extend beyond 
the ENP boundary (Chapter 2) – we note there is considerable uncertainty associated with this 

assumption.  The PDC and tephra fall are considered as key contributors to sediment supply for lahar 

generation, with lahars extending beyond the ENP boundary. As such, direct impacts to from PDCs to 
critical infrastructure are not considered in this framework, but the debris contribution to lahar 

generation is included. 
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 Exposure at Taranaki Maunga: data collection 
 

Within the six critical infrastructure sectors of interest, spatial and asset characteristic data were 

acquired from a variety of sources, some open source data repositories (LINZ, Koordinates) and others 

were obtained with permission from the data owner (Table 4.2). In several instances, data were 

created or edited by the first author by referring to official documentation and by using satellite 

imagery (such as water supply inlets (supply nodes) inferred from the local council Water Asset 

Management Plans). The exposure of assets can change throughout a volcanic event, through physical 

damage, mitigation and relocation. Hence asset characteristics can be modified within the framework, 
in consideration of previously appreciated physical damage, or risk management scenarios. 

 

 

Table 4.2. Critical infrastructure sectors, assets, data providers and data sources used in this study. 

Sector Scope Asset class Type Data provider Data source 

Electricity supply 

Transmission Transmission lines Line Transpower LINZ 
Transmission Transmission substation Node Transpower LINZ 

Transmission Transmission poles Node Transpower LINZ 

Distribution Distribution lines Line Powerco 
Data sharing 
agreement 

Distribution Distribution substation Node Powerco 
Data sharing 
agreement 

Distribution Distribution poles Node Powerco 
Data sharing 
agreement 

Distribution 
Distribution line junctions 

(poles) 
Node Powerco 

Data sharing 
agreement 

Water supply 

Collection Surface water inlets Node 

New Plymouth District 
Council (NPDC) 

Stratford District Council 
(SDC) 

South Taranaki District 
Council (STDC) 

Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Treatment Water treatment plants Node NPDC, SDC, STDC 
Data sharing 
agreements/ 
opensource 

Distribution 
Water pipes (including aerial 

crossings) 
Line NPDC, SDC, STDC 

Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Storage Reservoirs Node NPDC, SDC, STDC 
Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Waste water 

Treatment Waste water treatment plants Node NPDC, SDC, STDC 
Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Transmission 
Waste water pipes (including 

aerial crossings) 
Line NPDC, SDC, STDC 

Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Transmission 
Waste water pumping 

stations 
Node NPDC, SDC, STDC 

Data sharing 
agreements / 
opensource 

Oil and gas 

Transmission 
Pipelines (including aerial 

crossings) 
Line Firstgas 

Data sharing 
agreement 

Production Production facilities Node Firstgas 
Data sharing 
agreement 

Transmission / 
Distribution 

Pipeline substation Node Firstgas 
Data sharing 
agreement 

Transportation 
- State highways Line 

New Zealand Transport 
Agency (NZTA) 

LINZ 

- Bridges Node 
New Zealand Transport 

Agency (NZTA) 
LINZ 

Telecommunications 
Collection Cellular towers Node 

Vodafone, Spark, 
2degrees 

Koordinates 

Transmission Exchanges Node n/a 
Koordinates, author-

made 
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Data sharing by local infrastructure providers was facilitated by Taranaki CDEM and their wider 

stakeholder network. Where appropriate, data sharing agreements were entered into, and where 

possible, any inconsistencies across data sources were addressed through consultation with data 

providers. This process of data collection, unification and quality checking was undertaken during the 
aforementioned embedding and engagement process with Taranaki CDEM. 

As in Chapter 3, for a systems-based approach, asset types can be considered to be nodes (such as 

electricity substations or water treatment plants) or lines (such as buried pipes or electricity 

transmission lines). Distributed infrastructure lines are particularly exposed to volcanic hazards due 

to their large spatial extent, and in the case of the Taranaki region, their subaerial location and 

propensity to traverse topographic depressions. Furthermore, distributed infrastructure are 

considered highly systemically vulnerable: several line breakages (such as pipe damage in several 

lahar channels for example) often results in the same loss of service as only one line breakage, though 

several breakages requires more costly and time-intensive repair. 

 

Table 4.3 Physical vulnerability models used in this application, for ashfall and lahars, and all asset types considered in 

this analysis. 

Sector Asset class Type 
Vulnerability model for 

ashfall 
Vulnerability model for 

lahars 

Electricity supply 

Transmission lines Line Wilson et al. 2017 
Assumed only relevant to 

line-carrying poles 

Transmission substation Node Wilson et al. 2017 Wilson et al. 2014 

Transmission poles Node n/a Wilson et al. 2014 

Distribution lines Line Wilson et al. 2017 To line-carrying poles 

Distribution substation Node Wilson et al. 2017 Wilson et al. 2014 

Distribution poles Node n/a Wilson et al. 2014 

Distribution line junctions Node n/a 
Assumed only relevant to 

line-carrying poles 

Water supply 

Surface water inlets Node Wilson et al. 2014 Wilson et al. 2014 

Water treatment plants Node Wilson et al. 2017 Wilson et al. 2014 

Water pipes (including aerial 
crossings) 

Line n/a Wilson et al. 2014 

Reservoirs Node Wilson et al. 2014 Wilson et al. 2014 

Waste water 

Waste water treatment plants Node Wilson et al. 2017 Wilson et al. 2014 

Waste water pipes (including aerial 
crossings) 

Line n/a Wilson et al. 2014 

Waste water pumping stations Node Wilson et al. 2014 Wilson et al. 2014 

Oil and gas 

Pipelines (including aerial crossings) Line n/a Juniper 2018 

Production facilities Node Juniper 2018 Juniper 2018 

Pipeline substation Node Juniper 2018 Juniper 2018 

Transportation 

State highways Line Wilson et al. 2017 Wilson et al. 2014 

Road bridges Node 
Assumed same as roads 

Wilson et al. 2017 

Assumed total damage 
when lahar present  due to 
scouring and lateral forces 

Telecommunications 
Cellular towers Node Wilson et al. 2014 Wilson et al. 2014 

Exchanges Node Wilson et al. 2014 Wilson et al. 2014 

 

 

 Volcanic multi-hazard vulnerability models 
 

Several review studies compile global accounts and records of volcanic impacts to infrastructure, and 

present an overview of the current global knowledge-base (Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson 2015; Wilson 

et al. 2014). Most vulnerability models used in this application to Taranaki Maunga are to be found in 

these studies, supplemented by oil and gas sector vulnerability to ashfall and lahars (Juniper 2018) 
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(Table 4.3). Table 4.3 shows the vulnerability models used in this study to estimate asset response to 

ashfall and lahars, and also shows identified gaps in vulnerability model availability. 

When assets experience multi-hazards, we apply the coupled physical vulnerability approach for 

ashfall and lahars (Figure 4.3). Typically, when an asset is exposed to a lahar, total asset damage is 

appreciated, and thus is at the maximum IS until the end of the scenario. For multiple instances of 

ashfall, the thickness is accumulated and the total thickness is related to an IS using the vulnerability 

models listed in Table 4.3. 

 

 Impact metric 
 

The impact metrics used in the physical vulnerability models applied in this study are shown in Table 

4.4. For this application, we adopt the four-tiered ‘Impact State’ (IS) metric used by Wilson et al. (2017) 

and Wilson et al. (2014), and we adopt the ISs in Juniper (2018) with the corresponding four tiers. We 

consider indirect impact (i.e. service disruption) independently, classifying these assets as ‘indirectly 
disrupted’ (ID). 

 

Table 4.4 Impact metrics and hazard intensity metric (HIM) requirements for the vulnerability models used in this 

impact assessment application. 

Study Data type Hazards 
Impact metric 

description 
Impact metric tiers and 

classifications 

HIM 
requirements 

(ashfall) 

HIM 
requirements 

(lahar) 

Juniper 
2018 

Expert 
judgement 

Ashfall; 
Lahar 

Impact State (IS); 
4-tier 

D0 No physical damage 

Concentration 
(g/m3) 

Dynamic flow 
pressure 

D1 
Minor (no 

structural) damage 

D2 
Major (structural) 

damage 

D3 
Total physical asset 

destruction 

Wilson 
et al. 
2017 

Empirical 
(impact 

data); expert 
judgement 

Ashfall 

Impact State (IS); 
4-tier; aggregate of 

physical damage 
and disruption 

IS0 No damage 

Thickness n/a 

IS1 Cleaning required 

IS2 Repair required 

IS3 
Replacement or 

financially 
expensive repair 

Wilson 
et al. 
2014 

Empirical 
(impact 

data); expert 
judgement 

Ashfall; 
Lahar 

Impact/Damage 
Level (DL); 4-tier; 

aggregate of 
physical damage 
and disruption 

DL0 No damage 

Thickness Velocity 

DL1 Cleaning required 

DL2 Repair required 

DL3 
Replacement or 

financially 
expensive repair 
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 Systemic vulnerability tool 
 

We use the infrastructure systems tool developed in Chapter 3 to determine indirect impact in this 

application. The tool uses a graphical approach, where infrastructure sectors are represented as an 

interdependent network of nodes and lines, simulated using MATLAB software. The graphical 

approach for interdependent infrastructure determines the reach of source to sink resource flow 

following direct impact to assets. In this application, we assume assets are functional under IS0 and 

IS1 (no damage and cleaning required respectively) and totally loss of functionality under IS2 and IS3 

(repair required and replacement required (or financially expensive repair) respectively). Assets 

determined to be at IS2 or IS3 following direct impact from volcanic hazards are therefore absent in 

the resultant network graph configuration, and the source to sink disruption is recorded and carried 

through to the next event in the framework. Indirect impact (i.e. loss of service due to physical damage 

upstream of resource flow) is assumed to be binary, and assets indirectly impacted are recorded as 

being ‘indirectly disrupted’ (ID). 

 

 Results 
 

 Longitudinal multi-hazard direct impact 
 

The direct, physical impact to assets for six infrastructure sectors (electricity, water supply, waste 
water, oil and gas, transportation and telecommunications) were calculated as a results of all nine 

eruption scenarios in the scenario suite. The IS is given for each asset in the inventory for each phase 

of volcanic activity (1d, 2p, 3d, 4p, 5d and 6p), providing a longitudinal direct impact analysis under 
variable, credible volcanic regimes. Direct impact data is available for each sector (n = 6), at each phase 

(n = 6) of each scenario (n = 9), resulting in 324 data frames (though 30 of these data frames show no 

change in direct impact due to volcanic inactivity) (Figure 4.4). The direct impact to the electricity 

sector (transmission and distribution) is shown in Figure 4.5, and the direct impact to water supply 

in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows the direct impact to electricity infrastructure during scenario M2, at 
each volcanic activity phase during the scenario (phases 1d, 2p, 3d and 4p).  

 

Table 4.5 The number of node assets per sector in IS2 (requires repair) or IS3 (requires replacement) at end of each 

eruption scenario. 

Sector S1 S2 S3 M1 M2 M3 L1 L2 L3 

Electricity (n = 50) 0 0 0 7 18 14 28 21 14 

Water supply (n = 96) 1 3 6 18 33 33 49 57 24 

Waste water (n = 80) 0 0 0 7 31 9 32 37 5 

Oil and gas (n = 61) 0 7 4 4 20 21 26 26 23 

Transportation (n = 16) 0 0 1 2 5 3 12 10 10 

Telecommunications (n 
= 111) 

0 1 4 6 19 19 41 36 20 

Total 1 11 14 42 121 96 176 177 85 
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of available results data for this case study application of the dynamic impact assessment 

framework. Black dots represent available data and blue dots represent data spatially presented in this manuscript. 

 

Table 4.6 The number of node assets per sector that achieve IS3 (requires replacement) as a result of lahars for each 

eruption scenario. 

Sector S1 S2 S3 M1 M2 M3 L1 L2 L3 

Electricity (n = 50) 0 0 0 2 2 13 13 15 3 

Water supply (n = 96) 1 2 6 7 8 32 29 37 16 

Waste water (n = 80) 0 0 0 1 1 8 19 4 2 

Oil and gas (n = 61) 0 4 4 1 4 20 16 19 8 

Transportation (n = 16) 0 0 1 2 5 3 12 10 10 

Telecommunications (n 
= 111) 

0 1 0 0 0 14 20 20 7 

Total 1 7 10 9 15 87 97 95 36 

 

Across all sectors, 58% of nodes achieve IS3 in at least one scenario, with 40% of nodes at IS3 for at 

least two of the eruption scenarios. One water supply inlet in South Taranaki district, upstream of a 

large municipal supply catchment, reaches IS3 in 8 of the 9 eruption scenarios. Of the 21 nodes that 
reach IS3 for 5 or more scenarios, 11 of these nodes are water supply nodes (9 surface water inlets, 1 
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water treatment plant and 1 reservoir), 5 are oil and gas production or transmission sites, 2 are 

electricity distribution substations, 2 are cell towers and 1 is a waste water treatment plant. 

There are 563 occurrences of a node asset reaching IS3 across all sectors, for all scenarios. Of these, 

63% are due to exposure to lahars (Table 4.6). There are 167 node assets that reach IS2, 

corresponding to ‘requires repair’, at least once throughout the scenario suite from exposure to 

ashfall. Of these nodes 28% are water supply nodes, 19% are waste water, 19% are 

telecommunications, 17% are electricity, and 17% are oil and gas. 

For infrastructure lines, the total length in different ISs was determined for the subaerial electricity 

and transportation sectors. For other sectors with buried line infrastructure (water supply, waste 

water and oil and gas), the total number of breakage points were summed, as impact was assumed 
only in topographic depressions upon contact with a lahar, where buried infrastructure is generally 

carried by road or pipe bridges. The total length and number of breakage points for each scenario is 

shown in Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7 Infrastructure lines for each sector in IS2 (requires repair) or IS3 (requires replacement) at the end of each 

scenario. For electricity lines and transportation, the length in IS2 or IS3 is given. For water supply, waste water and 

oil and gas, the total number of breakage points is given, as impact by lahar to buried infrastructure was assumed in 

topographic depressions (where the lines are generally carried by road or pipe bridges). 

Sector S1 S2 S3 M1 M2 M3 L1 L2 L3 

Length (kms)          

Electricity (915km) 0km 18km 0km 98km 277km 176km 406km 450km 214km 

Transportation (390km) 0km 0km 4km 12km 23km 19km 58km 47km 56km 

Number of breakage 
points 

S1 S2 S3 M1 M2 M3 L1 L2 L3 

Water supply (176km) 1 6 9 8 13 19 28 35 15 

Waste water (154km) 0 2 5 8 10 17 23 27 11 

Oil and gas (531km) 0 4 7 3 6 12 12 15 8 

Telecommunications 
(n/a) 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

 

 Longitudinal multi-hazard indirect impact 
 

The indirect impact is quantified in terms of number of assets (nodes) indirectly disrupted (ID) and 

the number of private dwellings without service (PDWS), as in Chapter 3. The indirect impact was 

calculated for each phase (n = 6) of each scenario (n = 9), across all sectors, resulting in 54 data frames 

(Figure 4.4). Figure 4.8 shows the direct impact to all six infrastructure sectors across the 4 phases of 

volcanic activity, and Figure 4.9 shows the direct and indirect impact for the same phases. Inter-sector 

indirect impact occurs to all infrastructure sectors during scenario M2, with the exception of the 

transportation sector, as transportation is not interdependent on any other sectors include in the 

infrastructure systems tool. During scenario M2 the greatest indirect impact is to the oil and gas sector. 

Due to the sector’s strong reliance on electricity, and the resource flow pinchpoints present in the 
network, resource supply is disrupted from the first phase of volcanic activity (M2_1d) (Figure 4.9). 

Electricity supply across west and south Taranaki is disrupted due to the physical impact of a high 

voltage transmission line on the southern side of Taranaki Maunga, coupled with disruption of a 

transmission substation in Hawera. Dependent assets across all sectors in south and west Taranaki 
are therefore indirectly impacted. 
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Figure 4.5 The direct impact to electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure in the Taranaki region of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand. The impact is shown at volcanic activity phase 6p (i.e. at the end of the eruption sequence) for 

each of the nine scenarios. 
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Figure 4.6 The direct impact to water supply infrastructure in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa-New Zealand. The 

impact is shown at volcanic activity phase 6p (i.e. at the end of the eruption sequence) for each of the nine scenarios. 
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Figure 4.7 The direct impact to electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure for phases 1d, 2p, 3d and 4p of 

eruption scenario M2. Scenario M2 has no volcanic activity (including post-eruptive lahars) during phases 5d and 6p, 

therefore map M2_4p is the final phase for direct impact in scenario M2. 
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Inter-sector indirect impact is observed for all sectors besides transportation, due to lack of 

transportation interdependence with other sectors. Intra-sector indirect impact is observed across all 

sectors, but particularly in electricity, water supply, waste water, and oil and gas, due to their heavy 

reliance on resource flow from a limited number of nodes. Physical impact to the electricity sector is 

the most common cause of inter-sector indirect impact, due to the strong interdependencies within 
the network.  

Generally, low intensity scenarios (S1 – S3) result in minimal indirect impact, and this impact is largely 

restricted to the water supply and oil and gas sectors. Scenario 2, however, causes IS2 physical impact 

to transmission and distribution lines supplying New Plymouth city, and hence encompasses high 

indirect impact relative to the other scenarios in the ‘S’ suite. For larger scenarios (M1 – L3), total 

network disruption is often observed, with near-complete  disruption of the electricity and oil and gas 

sector observed for scenarios M2, M3, L1 and L2, with near-complete disruption of oil and gas (but 

not electricity) observed in scenario L3. Physical impact to Stratford grid exit point (GXP), a 

transmission substation located in Stratford which services nearly the entire region with electricity, 
is the cause of the most substantial indirect impact, and is observed in scenarios M2, M3, L1 and L2. 

Generally, the most extensive indirect impact is observed as a result of volcanic activity phases 1d and 

2p, with ashfall provoking direct and indirect impact during phase 1d and lahars provoking direct and 

indirect impact in phase 2p. Across all scenarios, the indirect impact as a result of phases 3d, 4p, 5d 
and 6p is minimal relative to phases 1d and 2p. 

Of all nodes that reach IS2 or IS3 during the analysis, the five single nodes which result in the most 

considerable indirect impact are Stratford transmission GXP, Hawera electricity transmission 

substation, Opunake electricity transmission substation, the gas transmission pipe bridge in Stony 

River catchment (SW of volcanic edifice), and Kapuni water treatment plant (WTP). Infrastructure 

lines servicing these nodes are also frequently reaching IS2 and IS3, resulting in extensive indirect 

impact. A summary of the total nodes directly or indirectly impacted by each scenario is shown in 

Table 4.8. The highest count of nodes directly or indirectly impact occurs in scenario L2, where both 

Stratford GXP and Hawera electricity transmission substation are both at IS3. This is also the case for 
scenario M2, the scenario with the second highest count of disrupted and damages nodes. 

 

 

Table 4.8 The number of nodes in Impact State 2 (IS2; requires repair), Impact State 3 (IS3; requires replacement) or 

indirectly disrupted (ID) in the last phase of volcanic activity (6p) for each scenario. 

Sector S1 S2 S3 M1 M2 M3 L1 L2 L3 

Electricity (n = 50) 0 19 4 23 48 33 48 50 40 

Water supply (n = 96) 1 27 11 19 93 55 86 95 71 

Waste water (n = 80) 0 22 7 24 70 53 71 73 69 

Oil and gas (n = 61) 0 34 56 56 56 49 55 58 37 

Transportation (n = 16) 0 0 1 2 5 3 12 10 10 

Telecommunications (n 
= 111) 

0 31 5 7 101 46 89 109 68 

Total 1 133 85 129 368 236 349 385 285 
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Figure 4.8 The direct impact to all six infrastructure sectors for phases 1d, 2p, 3d and 4p of scenario M2. Scenario M2 

has no volcanic activity (including post-eruptive lahars) during phases 5d and 6p, therefore map M2_4p is the final 

phase for direct impact in scenario M2. 
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Figure 4.9 The direct and indirect impact to all six infrastructure sectors for phases 1d, 2p, 3d and 4p of scenario M2. 

Scenario M2 has no volcanic activity (including post-eruptive lahars) during phases 5d and 6p, therefore map M2_4p 

is the final phase for direct and indirect impact in scenario M2. 
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 Disaster risk management scenarios 
 

The timing and nature of mitigative action is crucial in reducing the adverse impact of hazardous 

events. The decision-making phases of the framework (E2, E4 … En) allow the testing of mitigation 

strategies. Figure 4.10 uses a hypothetical volcanic eruption scenario to illustrate the potential 
reduction in the impact state of assets given different timing of intervention strategies.  

In this section we include risk management events in scenario M2 to demonstrate the full extent of 

the dynamic impact assessment framework. These risk management events were identified through 

end-user consultation, and were determined to be feasible measures to implement during an ongoing 

eruption crisis at Taranaki Maunga. Here we test two hypothetical risk management decisions: 

cleaning of electricity substations and lines in IS1 (‘cleaning required’) and IS0 (‘no damage’) during 

E2, and the physical covering of Stratford grid exit point (GXP) transmission substation, therefore 

mitigating ashfall impacts to this site, during E4 (Table 4.9). The volcanic activity phases are renamed 

as in Table 4.9 in order to suit the inclusion of risk management events. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 An illustration of the testing of mitigation strategies. For Assets 1 and 2 (both subject to multi-hazards), the 

timing of the ‘mitigation strategy’ (black exclamation icon) affects the resultant impact state of the asset. 
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Figure 4.11 The direct and indirect impact to all six infrastructure sectors for scenario M2 with the implementation of 

mitigation measures. Phase E1 shows volcanic activity phase M2_1d, phase 2 involves the cleaning of electricity liens 

and substations in IS0 and IS1, phase E3 shows volcanic activity phase M2_2p, phase E4 involves the physical mitigation 

of Stratford GXP to volcanic ashfall, phase E5 show volcanic activity phase M2_3d, phase E6 involves no risk 

management decisions, and phase E7 shows volcanic activity phase M2_4p. Scenario M2 has no volcanic activity 

(including post-eruptive lahars) during phases M2_5d and M2_6p, therefore map M2_4p is the final phase for direct 

and indirect impact in scenario M2. 
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Table 4.9 Framework nomenclature for the application of risk management events to volcanic eruption scenario M2. 

Volcanic activity phases are renamed and two risk management events are included in the framework (E2 and E4). No 

risk management event occurs during E6. 

 Volcanic activity events in scenario M2 

Phase name M2_1d - M2_2p - M2_3d - M2_4p 

Event name E1 - E3 - E5 - E7 

 Risk management events in scenario M2 

Description - 

Cleaning of 
electricity 

infrastructure 
in IS0 and IS1 

- 

Mitigation 
of ashfall at 

Stratford 
GXP 

- - - 

Event name - E2 - E4 - E6 - 

 

 

Figure 4.11 shows the direct and indirect impact of volcanic eruption scenario M2 with the addition 

of risk management phases outlines in Table 4.9. When comparing Figure 4.11 with Figure 4.9, we see 

that the cleaning of electricity lines and substations (during E2) and the physical mitigation of 

Stratford GXP (during E4) results in a large reduction in the potential direct and indirect impact. This 

is particularly apparent in the difference between the indirect impact for both figures, due to the high 
system dependency on Stratford GXP.  

 

 Discussion 
 

This study utilises the growing knowledge-base surrounding the co-creation of disaster knowledge 

(Davies et al. 2015; Hayes et al. 2020; Hicks et al. 2014; Mach et al. 2020; Whybark 2015), spatio-

temporal dependencies in volcanic systems (Ang et al. 2020; Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Elissondo 

et al. 2016; Jenkins et al. 2007; Tierz et al. 2017; Zuccaro and De Gregorio 2013), and infrastructure 

vulnerability to volcanic hazards (Dominguez et al. 2021; Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2014; Wilson 

et al. 2012), to conduct a dynamic impact assessment for distributed infrastructure surrounding 
Taranaki Maunga. The framework presented in this study represents a global first-step in the 

development of a dynamic volcanic impact assessment framework. This approach for volcanic impact 

assessment allows the investigation of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic activity, and the relative 

contribution of these components to impact or risk. The framework presented in this paper meets the 

growing end-user need for impact-based decision-support tools, and allows the testing of mitigation 

strategies under different volcanic regimes, and can be customised for applications to other volcanic 

risk contexts.  

 

 Dynamic, modular impact assessment 
 

Designing flexibility and modularity into impact assessment frameworks enhances the relevance of 

the outputs in practice and policy, but also in science, where the ever-changing state of knowledge 

necessitates the continual refinement and modification of previous work. Given volcanic uncertainty, 

there is a need for rapid volcanic response tools that are dependent on the current (or immediate 

previous) state of the volcano, in appreciation of the temporal dependencies of activity (Bebbington 
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and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007). Furthermore, given the potential long-duration of volcanic 

activity and resultant impacts, there is a need for quick-to-implement testing tools for decision-

making, response and mitigation planning. The frameworks presented here has the potential for rapid 

modification and re-design to suit different operational and research contexts, and support decision-
makers in the dynamic highly-charged emergency planning and response environment.  

Whilst widespread systemic disruption is observed for a range of direct impact scenarios in the case 

study application, consideration must be given to the response and recovery implications. In the short-

term, disruption of critical infrastructure service has implications for emergency management, 

particularly with regards to welfare and habitability, and also implications for national-scale 

disruption of resource supply for some sectors. In the longer-term, high direct damage of assets 

introduces higher repair costs, and requires labour, access and time to restore operations, which may 

not be possible under volcanic uncertainty. In consideration of these issues, the merit of the risk 

management modules of the scenario framework become apparent. The inclusion of risk management 

phases was spurred from recent advances in the science field, which recognise the utility of iterative 

mitigation testing and planning (Dominguez et al. 2021; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015; Zuccaro et al. 

2018). This framework provides a platform for this exploration, and enables and empowers risk 

managers to take a more active role in the science production part of this process. 

The modularity of the framework facilitates application to other volcanic risk contexts. Volcanic 

hazard footprints, risk management events, exposure inventories, direct impact and indirect impact 

modules can be substituted in the impact assessment framework. These modifications can be made at 

various times during the disaster planning, response and recovery life cycle (i.e. pre-event, syn-event 
and post-event). 

 

 The co-production of an impact assessment framework 
 

This framework was developed in partnership with those individuals and agencies that the research 

is relevant to, ensuring the usability of the research outputs. Decision-making in complex, dynamic 

contexts such as disaster risk management is seeing increasing benefit from collaborative, inter-

disciplinary approaches to knowledge creation (Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 2020; Orchiston et al. 

2018; Wyborn et al. 2017). Regular communication and knowledge-sharing with potential end users 

of this thesis has contributed to several elements of the methodology and outcomes, principally 

through curation of input data and results presentation. Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency 

Management (CDEM) in particular, facilitated regular conversation with infrastructure managers and 

sectors in the region, allowing for data-sharing that improved and regularly updated the exposure 

inventory compiled during this study.  

We argue that this partnership approach between scientists and practitioners during the scoping, 

planning and analysis stages has greatly enhanced the credibility, relevance and legitimacy of this 

impact assessment. Local knowledge of infrastructure networks and systems, stakeholder validation 

of data, data curation and simplification, and stakeholders guiding the goals and outcomes of this 

study were essential. Regular contact with and input from key stakeholder members ensured this 

analysis was conducted with user needs and requirements in mind, and the resultant product has been 

reported as highly useable for directly informing future volcanic resilience, response and recovery 

planning.  Independent evaluation of the effectiveness of this study will be necessary to substantiate 

these claims and is a key recommendation of future work following this study.  
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 Case study application to Taranaki Maunga 
 

The dynamic impact assessment framework case study application presented in this paper 

demonstrates the potential variability in direct and indirect impact to distributed infrastructure as a 

result of volcanic activity at Taranaki Maunga. Under a broad range of volcanic hazard scenarios the 

impact assessment results indicate that direct, physically-damaging impact (IS2 and IS3) to Stratford 

GXP results in extensive indirect impacts to interdependent distributed infrastructure networks in the 

region, and therefore dependent out-of-region industries and customers. Similarly, areas of New 

Plymouth city (and immediate surrounds (Okato, Oakura etc.)), Opunake, and parts of South Taranaki 

District Council could often be without supply of multiple critical infrastructure services as a result of 

volcanic activity under a broad range of volcanic hazard scenarios.  We note this is frequently due to 

indirect impact to supply associated with direct damage to upstream infrastructure (namely 

electricity disruption). We also note that this analysis generally assessed the majority of nodes in the 

interdependent network graph without supply are due to indirect supply outages, rather than due to 

physical impact of infrastructure. 

The results of the impact assessment case study application also identify infrastructural assets that 

are repeatedly exposed to volcanic hazards from Taranaki Maunga, and the interdependent network 

response to physical impact of these assets. The volcanic activity and hazard footprints across the 

eruption scenarios are highly variable, several assets are continually physically impacted due to their 

location, high physical vulnerability and the predominant wind direction (mainly westerlies) of the 

region. For instance, South Taranaki is repeatedly subject to extensive lahars in these scenarios, 
causing damage to electricity lines, water supply infrastructure and pipe bridges over a large 

geographic region. This direct impact results in frequent systemic loss of service in western Taranaki, 

predominantly in and around Opunake.  

The oil and gas sector is identified as being particularly prone to indirect impact in Taranaki. Full or 

near-full system loss for oil and gas infrastructure is observed in four of the nine scenarios, generally 

as a result of pipe damage upstream of the resource flow, or as a result of electricity supply loss due 
to physical impact of electricity transmission infrastructure. Aotearoa-New Zealand is currently 

dependent on oil and gas collection and production sites in Taranaki for household and industrial 

supply. Disruption of out-of-region gas supply is of particular national concern, as indicated in the 

Taranaki Lifelines Vulnerability Study (Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018) 

and the National Lifelines Vulnerability Study (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020). Furthermore, 

Juniper (2018) noted that oil and gas operators in the Taranaki region would likely force tactical 

shutdown of assets and operations, given signs of high volcanic unrest or eruption. Future work 

should test the efficacy of these shutdown plans in this impact assessment framework. 

Municipal water supply networks in Taranaki are commonly fed by surface water inlets in river 

channels running of the volcanic edifice. Lahar and ashfall impact to these inlets is common across the 

scenario suite, and regularly leads to water supply disruption downstream. The isolated nature of 

municipal water supply schemes in the Taranaki region, particularly outside of New Plymouth city, 
results in a lack of redundancy in the water supply network. Within New Plymouth district, New 

Plymouth Water Treatment Plant (NPWTP) and associated surface water inlets are only physically 

impacted during one volcanic activity phase throughout the entire suite. Though not frequently 
impacted, NPWTP supplies the population of New Plymouth (74,184 in 2018 (Stats NZ 2018)), and 

loss of service will cause extensive systemic inter-sector and intra-sector impacts, as seen during Ex-

Cyclone Gita in 2018. South Taranaki district municipal water supply schemes are non-operational 

during volcanic scenarios M2 – L3 due to direct damage to upstream infrastructure. These schemes 
are also indirectly impacted by loss of electricity supply in the same set of scenarios (M2 – L3).  

This study shows that the worst impact to distributed infrastructure is often as a result of direct 

impact to several key assets over the duration of volcanic activity, such as the Stratford GXP, Hawera 
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electricity transmission site and region-wide water treatment plants. This is an important finding, as 

long-duration, multi-phase volcanic eruptions are commonly observed globally, and are common in 

Taranaki Maunga’s eruptive history (Cronin et al. 2021; Platz et al. 2007; Torres-Orozco et al. 2018). 

However, during long periods of volcanic unrest or activity, there are opportunities for mitigative 

action to reduce the impact observed from an eruption, a facet of volcanic risk that has been 

underutilised in previous volcanic impact assessment frameworks. Section 4.7 tests the 

implementation of mitigative actions during ‘risk management event’ phases of the framework 

presented in this paper, and demonstrates the potential gain of well-timed mitigation. 

The modelling suggests the first phases of volcanic activity are the most damaging to distributed 

infrastructure for nearly all scenarios. The direct and indirect impact observed during phases 1d and 

2p is largely maintained until the last phase (6p) across most scenarios. In the higher-intensity 

scenarios (M2 – L3), further direct and indirect impact is largely as a result of the next ashfall event, 

but for the lower-intensity scenarios (S1 – M1), further impact during phases 3d – 6p is not 

considerable. The exception to this is scenario S2, where relatively high indirect impact is seen as a 

result of high-velocity south westerlies transporting ash to the north east, indirectly impacting New 

Plymouth city’s electricity infrastructure and dependent sectors. The high initial impact observed 

across the impact scenarios suggests that pre-event shutdowns or re-siting of key assets could reduce 

the impact of an initial volcanic awakening phase. Juniper (2018) reported that during volcanic unrest, 
the oil and gas sector plans for tactical shutdown of assets. Further study must consider whether these 

plans are sustainable during long-duration volcanic unrest or activity. 

 

 Limitations 
 

Key assumptions and limitations are detailed in Table 4.10, delineated by their relevance to different 

modules of the dynamic impact assessment framework. The potential influence these assumptions 

and limitations have had on the case study application results in this study is also speculated on. 

 

 Recommendations for future volcanic risk mitigation in the Taranaki region, Aotearoa-

New Zealand 
 

The outcomes of the case study application of this framework have brought to light a number of 
recommendations for volcanic risk reduction in the Taranaki region. These recommendations are 

both broad, and component or sector specific, and are delineated as such below. These 

recommendations are made following extensive literature review (Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4) and 

considerable local awareness-building (through the aforementioned embedding period and regular 

stakeholder engagement), but most consideration should be given to the feasibility of application. 

 

Broad recommendations for infrastructure mitigation to volcanic hazards 

• Redundancy should be improved by further development of infrastructure links on the western 

side of the volcano. Current links between northern and southern infrastructure nodes (on the 

western side of the volcano) are insufficient. 

• Strengthen infrastructure along major ‘infrastructure corridors’ in the region (i.e. where many key 

infrastructure lines are co-located, e.g. Opunake-Stratford, Stratford-New Plymouth). 

• Local stockpiling of key asset replacement parts (e.g. electricity conductors and insulators, water 

trunk mains pipe segments) should be costed and considered. Transportation disruption during 
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volcanic activity is expected, and out-of-region supply of replacements parts may not be feasible, 

and may take time. 

Component- or sector- specific recommendations 

• Municipal surface water supply inlets in the region have been identified as highly vulnerable, 

particularly in South Taranaki district. Consideration should be given to alternative water sourcing 

(e.g. ground water bores) and resilience-building in a volcanic context. 

• A hydrological catchment sensitivity analysis should be conducted for New Plymouth Water 

Treatment Plant (WTP) (and indeed other surface water supply catchments in the region) to better 

deduce the risk posed by volcanic lahars and the factors driving lahar risk. 

• Municipal water supply schemes to the east of Taranaki (including Inglewood, Stratford, and 

smaller scale schemes nearby) should consider building redundancy (perhaps in the form of water 

bores) into its network. These schemes are predominantly downwind of the volcano and should 

expect volcanic ashfall in the event of an eruption. 

• Stratford Grid Exit Point (GXP) has been identified as a highly physically and systemically 

vulnerable infrastructure node. Investigation into the feasibility and cost of physical (e.g. 

sheltering) and systemic mitigation (e.g. building redundancy into the regional/national network) 

should be undertaken. 

• Redundancy should be improved in the electricity transmission and distribution networks, to 

prevent ‘community islands’ without essential lifelines services emerging during periods of 

volcanic activity. 

• Conduct site-specific bridge performance assessments to determine the lahar vulnerability of 

exposed bridges in Taranaki. This is of particular importance due to the number of infrastructure 

pipes carried by road bridges. 

• If long-term regional operation is expected, build redundancy into the gas transmission pipe 

network in Taranaki (e.g. another transmission pipe Opunake-Whanganui). This is a particularly 

vulnerable asset of national significance. 

Planning 

• Communicate potential emergency management evacuation protocols to infrastructure managers 

pre-event, in order to better plan for reduced or restricted access to infrastructure sites during a 

response. 

• Carefully consider volcanic response planning over prolonged timescales. Tactical shutdown of 

assets may not be sustainable during long-duration volcanic activity, and current sectoral 

shutdown plans during volcanic unrest (Juniper 2018) may hamper response and recovery 

activities. 

• Develop ‘all-sector’ response plans for infrastructure managers that prioritise asset cleaning and 

repair in consideration of network interdependencies. 

• Develop response plans for asset cleaning and replacement in consideration of the likely future 

state of the volcano. 

• Consider the implications of reduced critical infrastructure services on emergency response teams 

and emergency management welfare facilities. Electricity, water supply, waste water and 

telecommunications disruption is a common combination for many areas of Taranaki during the 

high-intensity scenarios (M2 – L3). 

• Hold community engagement workshops about volcanic hazards, impact, critical infrastructure 

disruption, individual mitigative actions and post-event recovery. This will improve community 

resilience to volcanic hazards. 
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Table 4.10 Assumptions and limitations in this study, and the potential implication on the impact assessment results 

(under- or over- estimation). 

 Assumption/Limitation 

Potential 
implication  

Under-     Over- 
estimation             

H
az

ar
d

 
 

The lahar hazard model used to generate the eruption scenario suite does not 
consider erosional or depositional dynamics of the flow 

  

The eruption scenario suite assumes low-volume, short runout distances of PDCs, and 
hence minimal exposure of infrastructure 

  

The impact assessment framework application excludes the subsidiary ‘X’ suite, and 
hence excludes impact from debris avalanches 

  

The eruption scenario suite only considers an eruption from Fanthams Peak and 
Taranaki Maunga summit, though the potential has been recognised for a new vent 

(Cronin et al. 2021) 
  

The eruption scenario suite assumes lava flows and volcanic ballistic projectiles are 
constrained to very-near-vent, thus limiting infrastructure exposure and are excluded 

from the case study application 
  

The transitions between volcanic activity phases are selected based on multiple 
criteria (Chapter 2) and are not necessarily reflective of the most likely phase 

transition 
  

The time between volcanic activity phases is not explicitly considered, and can vary 
considerably (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019) 

  

E
xp

o
su

re
 

Impact scenarios assume no risk management decisions were made during a period of 
volcanic unrest before activity began (e.g. tactical shutdown of assets, asset relocation, 

physical mitigation) 
  

There may be critical infrastructure not included in each sector’s dataset, though this 
was vetted by stakeholder partners periodically 

  

We assumed no infrastructure included in this analysis is housed in buildings, unless 
otherwise explicitly stated in the datasets shared by stakeholder partners 

  

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

v
u

ln
er

ab
il

it
y

 

In the absence of physical vulnerability models for lahar hazard, we assumed total 
damage (IS3) of exposed assets upon contact with lahar 

  

The vulnerability models used for volcanic ashfall use ash thickness as the HIM, and 
are generally threshold models. More sophisticated vulnerability models are available 

but not for all assets included in this analysis 
  

We assumed total damage (IS3) of pipe bridges and road bridges (including carried 
pipes and cables) in topographic depressions if co-located with a lahar 

  

Sy
st

em
ic

 n
et

w
o

rk
 

to
o

l 

In the absence of data, we assumed infrastructure interdependencies based on 
proximity to required resources (Chapter 3) 

  

We assumed physical damage thresholds IS2 and IS3 are sufficient to provoke loss of 
functionality of an asset, hence disrupting downstream resource flow 

  

We assumed no back-up electricity generation and/or other back-up services or 
supplies at infrastructure sites. This should be considered in future work. 

  

D
ir

ec
t 

im
p

ac
t With the clear exception of Section 4.8, we assumed no cleaning, mitigation or 

intervention regarding infrastructure assets during the application of this framework 
to Taranaki Maunga 

  

R
is

k
 

m
an

ag
em

en
t 

ev
en

ts
 

We assumed feasibility of risk management events in Section 4.7. Staffing, access, 
evacuation notices, health and safety, and other considerations should be made in 

future work. 
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 Recommendations for future volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment 
 

The framework presented here, and the case study results for Taranaki Maunga, must be evaluated in 

close partnership with the users of the study outcomes. Evaluation of the research process and the 

usability of the results will inform future iterations of this work. The framework applied here should 

be adopted and tested in other volcanic risk contexts, nationally and globally. Future studies could 

append the framework with information regarding periods of volcanic unrest (and associated 

decisions regarding emergency management and infrastructure management), and response and 

recovery. Future applications and iterations of this work must consider response capacity due to 

limited access, staffing and resources, and this must be carefully undertaken with stakeholder 
partners to ensure the validity of the estimations. 

In future work, it must be acknowledged that periods of quiescence can vary hugely, and this should 

be incorporated in future iterations of this work, ideally through the mechanisms employed in Chapter 

2 to develop the hazard scenario framework. In tandem, the duration and timing of risk management 

events and mitigation measure implementation should be more carefully considered in partnership 
with stakeholders and users. 

Further facets of vulnerability could be included in the framework. Here, physical and systemic 
vulnerability were considered with regards to distributed infrastructure, but in the future, social and 

economic vulnerability could be incorporated. In the Taranaki region, the dairy sector is a major 

industry that is heavily reliant on critical infrastructure facilities for day-to-day operations. Future 
inclusion of physical and systemic impact to agriculture would be of huge benefit to the Taranaki 

region and to Aotearoa-New Zealand. We also encourage the investigation of habitability following 

lifeline disruption due to volcanic activity, and how life-safety and wellbeing concerns (due to volcanic 
hazard and critical infrastructure disruption respectively) will inform evacuations and emergency 

supply distribution. 

Further interdependencies could be considered as part of this work, such as fuel supply, supply chains, 
landline telecommunications, storm water and rail, port and airports. In particular, we suggest the 

more granular analysis of road network disruption, as access is such as crucial component of 

emergency response. In general, we encourage increased resolution of these work for the 

infrastructure sectors of interest. The spatial scope of this study did not allow for more granular 
analysis of each infrastructure sector, but it would be of great benefit for volcanic impact assessment.  

 

 Conclusions 
 

The framework presented and applied in this study shows the benefit of dynamic, longitudinal 

volcanic impact assessment. Volcanic eruptions can be, and often are, multi-phase, multi-hazard, 

complex events that necessitate a similarly multi-phase societal response. Allowing for risk 

management events between periods of volcanic activity allows more targeted, sophisticated 

mitigation planning and meets the identified end-user need for impact-based metrics and tools when 

planning for disasters. 

This study utilised the growing knowledgebase surrounding co-creation of disaster knowledge, 

spatio-temporal dependencies in volcanic systems, and infrastructure vulnerability to volcanic 
hazards to conduct a dynamic impact assessment for distributed infrastructure surrounding Taranaki 

Maunga. This study applied a suite of multi-phase volcanic multi-hazard eruption scenarios to 

estimate the direct and indirect impact of these scenarios for infrastructure. The dynamic, modular, 

flexible nature of these impact scenarios allows for investigation of the spatio-temporal linkages 
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inherent in volcanic systems, and how they manifest in impacts to the built environment and 

surrounding communities. 

This study outlined the need for dynamic volcanic impact assessment, the benefit of co-producing 

disaster knowledge with local partners, and outlined and applied a framework that facilitates 

knowledge-sharing and collaboration across the SPPI. The volcanic impact assessment framework 

presented in this study is widely applicable, and we recommend further development and application 

to other volcanic regions of interest globally. 
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5 RESEARCH SUMMARY 
 

This study presents a step-change in volcanic multi-hazard and impact assessment. This was achieved 

by the development of several frameworks that allow longitudinal exploration of volcanic hazards and 

impacts that have utility for DRR and DRM purposes. The findings of this work help advance global 

volcanic impact and risk assessment best-practice, and help inform the exploration of dynamic and 

systemic risk in a volcanic risk context. At the outset of this thesis, three key research needs were 

identified during the literature review and scoping stages (Chapter 1): these were 1) the need for a 

co-creative, hybrid, modular approach to volcanic hazard assessment, that balances scientific 

credibility and the relevance of research outputs, 2) the need for the incorporation of systemic risk in 

volcanic impact assessment frameworks, alongside the appreciation of the dynamic nature of risk 

drivers during hazard sequences, and 3) the need for improvement of volcanic impact and risk 

frameworks to incorporate the multi-phase, multi-hazard, and potential long-duration nature of 

volcanic eruptions, that also allows for considered testing of risk management decisions when 

preparing for or responding to volcanic activity. 

 

These identified gaps led to the development of the three primary research objectives: 

I. Develop a framework for multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenario suites, 

ensuring end-user relevance, scientific credibility, transferability to other contexts, and 

legitimacy of the product. 

II. Quantify interdependencies between infrastructure assets exposed to volcanic multi-hazards 

and integrate with regional criticality context 

III. Conduct a volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment for critical infrastructure in the 

Taranaki region, demonstrating the dynamic nature of the volcanic and infrastructural 
system 

 

The thesis objectives were achieved by developing a modular framework for the creation of multi-

hazard, multi-phase eruption scenarios (Chapter 2, Objective I), a methodology for assessing the 

systemic vulnerability of distributed infrastructure networks to volcanic multi-hazards (Chapter 3, 

Objective II), and a dynamic impact assessment framework for volcanic multi-hazard, multi-phase 
eruptions and distributed infrastructure networks (Chapter 4, Objective III).  

An all-encompassing aim of the thesis was to co-produce knowledge and research outputs with 

stakeholder partners at the scoping, analysis, and presentation stages of this study, to ensure the 

relevance of the work to the research users, thus enhancing the legitimacy of the study. Beyond the 

desired advancement of the international science knowledge-base surrounding volcanic DRR and 
DRM, this thesis is underpinned by a strong desire to provide local practitioners in the Taranaki region 

of Aotearoa-New Zealand with (and facilitate the production of) robust, scientifically credible, impact-

led decision-support tools to aid in planning for and responding to a reawakening of Taranaki Maunga. 

This aim was achieved in the application of the developed frameworks and tools to Taranaki Maunga 

and surrounding infrastructure networks, and was made possible by the strong, enthusiastic 

participation of local stakeholders. 

In this chapter I outline the key methodological contributions and outcomes of this work (Section 5.1) 

and the overarching themes of the thesis (Section 5.2). I then discuss the limitations of the study 

(Section 5.3) and give recommendations for future work (Section 5.4). 
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 Key Outcomes and Research Contributions 
 

 Chapter 2: A modular framework for the development of multi-hazard, multi-phase 

volcanic eruption scenario suites (addressing Objective I) 
 

The study produces a modular framework for the development of multi-hazard, multi-phase eruption 

scenarios, which is a novel scenario-based approach. The framework is impact-led, and was co-

produced in order to maximise end-user gains. This research set out to address growing recognition 

of the need for scenario-based approaches that are capable of balancing stakeholder and scientific 

requirements (Davies et al. 2015; Davies and Davies 2018; Hayes et al. 2020). The methodological 

approach developed in this thesis is able to achieve this balance, allowing for stakeholder and end-

user input without compromising the scientific credibility of the scenario. The modular framework 

allows the construction of a diverse suite of multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic eruption scenarios 

that can be varied in magnitude, duration and style. Modularity provides end-users with the flexibility 

that volcanic planning and response necessitates. The scenario suite can be modified before, during 

and after a volcanic crisis, to produce custom scenarios that incorporate changes in the current state 

of the volcano (e.g. monitoring information or observed activity style) or changes in end-user 

requirements. 

The modular format empowers decision-makers and end-users by allowing them to adapt and modify 

the suite under different operational contexts. In addition, it facilitates on-going two-way dialogue 

between scientists and stakeholders. The incorporation of prolonged phase types (2p, 4p and 6p) of a 

user-determined duration facilitates a greater understanding of the potential complexity of long-
duration volcanic events. The application shown in this study is limited to a 6-month duration (1d – 

6p), but the framework has the potential to be applied over multi-year or multi-decadal timescales. 

We anticipate that this framework can be paired with precursory, syn-event or post-event 

information, such as monitoring information, evacuation, mitigation and response planning, to 
develop a more holistic model of volcanic risk. 

This study was also motivated by the identified need for hazard assessment at Taranaki Maunga 

(Section 2.2.4). Previous hazard assessment outputs were determined by researchers and stakeholder 

partners to be insufficient for risk management purposes, due to the lack of multi-hazard and multi-

phase approaches (Table 2.1). Though Torres-Orozco et al. (2018) adopts a multi-hazard, multi-phase 
approach for the hazard assessment of Taranaki Maunga, the study does not provide the flexibility and 

adaptability that emergency management necessitates, nor does it demonstrate the full known 

variability in the potential intensity and style of the next period of volcanic activity. The framework 

presented here demonstrates the known variability in potential future eruption intensity and style at 

Taranaki Maunga, and facilitates more targeted exploration of risk management decisions under 

volcanic uncertainty. 

The co-production of the design, development and presentation of the scenario suite allowed 

researchers to work with end-users to identify problems and research gaps, and solutions with the 

potential to address them. Involving participants from both sides of the science-policy-practice 

interface (SPPI), also enhanced engagement, interest in the product, and potential uptake. Co-

producing the design, development and presentation of the scenario suite with end-users in this way 

provides further learnings for collaborative DRR and DRM practices. 
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 Chapter 3: Quantifying the systemic vulnerability of critical infrastructure networks: a case 

study for volcanic multi-hazards (addressing Objective II) 
 

At the early stages of this work, I identified that methods for quantifying the vulnerability of critical 

infrastructure networks underestimate the systemic response to volcanic eruptions (Dominguez et al. 

2021; Few et al. 2017; Zuccaro et al. 2018), particularly for long-duration eruptions. Most previously-
developed systemic vulnerability methods for distributed infrastructure were hazard-agnostic (He 

and Cha 2018; Zorn 2017b; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016). While useful for other purposes, these 

methods are not appropriate in a volcanic multi-hazard context, where the spatio-temporal variability 

of volcanic hazards present a unique risk management challenge (Hicks et al. 2014; Marzocchi et al. 

2010; Tierz et al. 2017; Zuccaro et al. 2008). In this stage of methodological development, we deduce 

that the multi-hazard, multi-phase nature of volcanic eruption necessitates the inclusion of the hazard 

topology in quantifications of systemic vulnerability.  

This doctoral research has developed a tool that allows for the rapid assessment of the possible 

outcomes of hazard instances during hazard uncertainty, and constitutes a decision-support tool of 

great value for long-term infrastructure resilience planning, and future investment planning. The 

study also presents a novel contribution for the assessment of systemic impacts from volcanic 

eruptions, and also a novel platform for the investigation of risk treatments and mitigation strategies 
before, during and after periods of volcanic uncertainty. 

Applying this assessment method to distributed infrastructure in the Taranaki region revealed that 

the strongest inter-sector dependencies are to the electricity sector. The water supply, waste water, 

oil and gas and telecommunications sectors are all highly reliant on electricity for their functionality, 

and the lack of redundancy in electricity supply to the region introduces high systemic vulnerability. 

The current positioning of the Stratford Grid Exit Point (GXP), downwind of the likely volcanic ash 

transportation axis, necessitates the consideration of redundancy and mitigation measures before and 

during volcanic unrest and activity. 

We find the oil and gas sector to be highly systemically vulnerable to volcanic hazards due to several 

factors: the strong dependence on electricity supply, the exposure of resource-carrying pipes in 

known lahar channels, and the lack of redundancy in resource transport (from the west to north east 

of the volcanic edifice). Furthermore, the perceived redundancy of north-south resource transmission 
through the construction of parallel buried pipe infrastructure, is found to be false redundancy. 

Parallel asset lines, unless very far apart, are related by radial lahar channels, and are therefore not 

redundant in a volcanic context. The oil and gas sector is of great national significance (New Zealand 

Lifelines Council 2020; New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017), and further exploration of the 
downstream impacts of oil and gas disruption is required. 

The water supply sector is found to be most vulnerable in the South Taranaki District, where spatially 

extensive municipal supply schemes regularly traverse topographic depressions. In the eruption 

scenario suite (Chapter 2), river catchments on the southern flanks of the volcanic edifice are 

commonly subject to lahars, as also observed in the geological record (Cronin et al. 2021; Zernack et 
al. 2009). The propensity for municipal supply schemes in Taranaki to be fed by surface water inlets 

introduces high systemic vulnerability, which cascades through interdependent sectors, such as waste 

water and the oil and gas sector. The lack of water source and treatment redundancy in New Plymouth 
District is apparent in both the hazard-agnostic (Part I) and hazard-inclusive (Part II) stages of the 

study, and though not commonly subject to ashfall or lahars in either the eruption scenario suite 

(Chapter 2), or the geological record (Cronin et al. 2021), the high societal dependence on these assets 

necessitates further analysis of the vulnerability of these assets to volcanic risk. Interestingly, 

comparing the hazard-agnostic and hazard-inclusive results of the study shows that small, isolated 

municipal water supply schemes (principally located in South Taranaki) are not considered critical 

(Part I), due to low interdependency and low Private Dwellings Without Service (PDWS) following 
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asset disruption, but are highly systemically-vulnerable in the hazard-inclusive stage of the analysis 

(Part II), due to surface water intakes in lahar channels, and their proximity to the volcanic edifice. 

 

 Chapter 4: Approaching the challenge of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic impact 

assessment through the lens of systemic risk: application to Taranaki Maunga (Objective 

III) 
 

This study utilises the outcomes of Chapters 2 and 3, and the growing knowledge-base surrounding 

the co-creation of disaster knowledge (Davies et al. 2015; Hayes et al. 2020; Hicks et al. 2014; Mach et 

al. 2020; Whybark 2015), spatio-temporal dependencies in volcanic systems (Ang et al. 2020; 

Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Elissondo et al. 2016; Jenkins et al. 2007; Tierz et al. 2017; Zuccaro and 

De Gregorio 2013), and infrastructure vulnerability to volcanic hazards (Dominguez et al. 2021; 

Wilson et al. 2017; Wilson et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2012), to conduct a dynamic impact assessment 

for distributed infrastructure surrounding Taranaki Maunga. The framework presented in this study 

represents a global first-step in the development of a dynamic volcanic impact assessment framework. 

Similarly to Chapter 2, this study was motivated by a lack of knowledge surrounding the potential 

impacts of future Taranaki volcanism. The knowledge gaps were identified in partnership with 

researchers and stakeholders, and continual engagement and validation of the study by research 
output users enhanced the relevance and legitimacy of the product. 

This approach to volcanic impact assessment allows the investigation of multi-phase, multi-hazard 

volcanic activity, and the relative contribution of these components to impact or risk. The framework 
presented in this paper meets the growing end-user need for impact-based decision-support tools 

(Armijos et al. 2017; Barclay et al. 2008; Hicks and Barclay 2018), and allows the testing of mitigation 

strategies under different volcanic regimes, and can be customised for applications to other volcanic 

risk contexts. The impact scenarios allow for investigation of the spatio-temporal linkages inherent in 

volcanic systems, and how they manifest in systemic impacts to the built environment and 

surrounding communities. Dynamic, modular, flexible tools such as the framework presented here, 

have long residence times in practice and policy as they allow for new iterations following the 

publication of new science, or changing socio-political context. 

The results of this study show that the indirect impact to infrastructure networks from volcanic 

hazards is far more extensive and pervasive than direct impact to infrastructure assets. Generally, the 

majority of nodes in the interdependent network graph without supply are due to indirect supply 

outages, rather than due to physical impact of infrastructure, and the number of nodes systemically 

disrupted, and the spatial reach of the disruption, remains fairly consistent across many of the volcanic 

eruption scenarios. The commonalities in provoking widespread indirect impact seem to be direct 

damage (IS2 or IS3) to Stratford GXP, coupled with direct damage to Hawera electricity transmission 

substation, or a combination of neighbouring electricity distribution substations. This again highlights 

the strong dependency of the distributed infrastructure network on the electricity sector in particular. 

Whilst widespread systemic disruption is observed for a range of direct impact scenarios, 

consideration must be given to the response and recovery implications. In the short-term, disruption 

of critical infrastructure service has implications for emergency management, particularly with 

regards to welfare and habitability, and also implications for national-scale disruption of resource 

supply for some sectors. In the longer-term, high direct damage of assets introduces higher repair 

costs, and requires labour, access and time to restore operations, which may not be possible under 
volcanic uncertainty.  

In consideration of these issues, the merit of the risk management modules of the scenario framework 

become apparent. The inclusion of risk management phases was spurred from recent advances in the 

science field, which recognise the utility of iterative mitigation testing and planning (Dominguez et al. 
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2021; UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 2015; Zuccaro et al. 2018). The study shows that for potential eruptive 

activity at Taranaki Maunga, mitigation measures see the most potential benefit after the initial phases 

of volcanic activity (before phase 3d), however, the study also shows that this is a sensitive, uncertain 

environment that requires further investigation and thorough exploration of possible risk treatment 

strategies, and optimal intervention opportunities. This framework provides a platform for this 

exploration, and enables and empowers risk managers to take a more active role in the science 
production part of this process. 

 

 Overarching Themes 
 

 The co-production of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Disaster Risk Management (DRM) 

knowledge 
 

These new frameworks and tools were developed in partnership with those individuals and agencies 

that the research is relevant to, ensuring the usability of the research outputs. Decision-making in 

complex, dynamic contexts such as disaster risk management is seeing increasing benefit from 

collaborative, inter-disciplinary approaches to knowledge creation (Barton et al. 2020; Mach et al. 

2020; Orchiston et al. 2018; Wyborn et al. 2017). A unifying objective throughout this thesis has been 

to balance the need for scientific credibility and advancement with the need for research outputs that 

meet practice and policy requirements (Fekete et al. 2014; Sarkki et al. 2014; Wyborn et al. 2017). 

Achieving this balance enhances the legitimacy of the approach and the research outputs presented in 
this thesis. The co-creative approach adopted in this thesis enhanced trust between participants, both 

in the research process, and in the outputs produced. The research process and usability of the outputs 

must now be formally evaluated, and the results of this evaluation used to inform future iterations 
(Section 5.4.1). 

Regular communication and knowledge-sharing with potential end users of this thesis has contributed 

to several elements of the methodology and outcomes, principally through curation of input data and 

results presentation. Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) in particular, 

facilitated regular conversation with infrastructure managers and sectors in the region, allowing for 

data-sharing that improved and regularly updated the exposure inventory compiled during this thesis. 

As new potential uses for the tools became apparent, the research outputs (including data 

presentation), were modified and adapted to ensure maximum usability in these new contexts. The 

partnership between researchers and research users that underpins this thesis has already resulted 

in scientifically credible, usable research outcomes, and will continue to do so upon use of the tools 
developed in this thesis. 

 

 Quantifying hazard and impact for multi-hazard, multi-phase, long-duration volcanic 

eruptions 
 

A key pervasive theme of the thesis has been the recognition of the longitudinal dynamics of volcanic 

systems and processes, and a recognition of the need for inclusion of these processes in hazard and 

impact assessment frameworks. Volcanic eruptions are multi-phase, multi-hazardous phenomena 

that exhibit strong spatio-temporal dependencies (Ang et al. 2020; Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; 

Elissondo et al. 2016; Jenkins et al. 2007; Tierz et al. 2017; Zuccaro and De Gregorio 2013). These 

dependencies have thus far been largely absent in hazard assessment and impact assessment 
frameworks for volcanic eruptions. Recent publication of several key studies (Ang et al. 2020; 

Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Dominguez et al. 2021; Hayes et al. 2020) allowed for targeted 
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investigation of these dependencies in this thesis, and informed the methodological development of 

the frameworks produced.  

Multi-hazard impact and risk assessment has been identified as a research area in need of further 

development (AghaKouchak et al. 2018; Ordaz et al. 2019; UNDRR 2019), and previous studies have 

approached this challenge (Dominguez et al. 2021; Kappes et al. 2012; Pourghasemi et al. 2020; 

Pourghasemi et al. 2019), with some attempts made to explore the spatio-temporal linkages between 

interacting hazards (Dominguez et al. 2021; Gill and Malamud 2014; Zuccaro et al. 2018; Zuccaro and 

De Gregorio 2013). Still, two predominant challenges remain: integrating the physical and spatio-

temporal characteristics of different hazards, and ensuring the resultant impact and risk metrics are 

suitable for end-user purposes (Kappes et al. 2012; Tilloy et al. 2019). 

This thesis has made a strong contribution to these challenges, by (1) developing a suite of time-

varying, multi-phase, multi-hazard eruptions scenarios within a statistical framework that explores 

spatio-temporal linkages inherent in volcanic systems, by (2) developing this framework with end 

users to ensure suitability for purpose, and by (3) translating the eruption scenarios into a 

complementary suite of multi-phase, multi-hazard volcanic impact scenarios. This thesis presents a 

novel, preliminary contribution to this emerging field of scientific research. 

 

 Modular frameworks and tools as a test-bed for effective decision-making 
 

A consistent theme throughout this thesis has been to develop flexible, modular tools for disaster risk 

management (DRM) and disaster risk reduction (DRR), which was motivated by the recognition that 
practitioners operate in highly uncertain environments, and have specific knowledge needs and 

requirements at different times for different purposes (Barton et al. 2020). Designing flexibility and 

modularity into impact assessment frameworks not only enhances the relevance of the tools in 
practice and policy, but also in science, where the ever-changing state of knowledge necessitates the 

continual refinement and modification of previous work. 

Given volcanic uncertainty, there is a need for rapid volcanic response tools that are dependent on the 

current (or immediate previous) forecast of the volcano, in appreciation of the temporal dependencies 

of activity (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019; Jenkins et al. 2007). Furthermore, given the potential long-

duration of volcanic activity and resultant impacts, there is a need for quick-to-implement testing tools 

for decision-making, response and mitigation planning. The frameworks and tools developed in this 

thesis have the potential for rapid adaptation and re-design to suit different operational and research 

contexts, and support decision-makers in the dynamic highly-charged emergency planning and 

response environment. The usability of the outputs, and the research process itself, should now be 

evaluated to determine the legitimacy of the approach adopted in this thesis (Section 5.4.1). 

The modularity of the presented frameworks facilitates their application to other volcanic risk 

contexts. The phase type, volcanic hazard, phase duration and eruption location modules in the 

scenario development framework can be substituted for more-appropriate modules to suit the local 

context of application. Similarly, volcanic hazard footprints, risk management events, exposure 

inventories, direct impact and indirect impact modules can be substituted in the impact assessment 

framework. These modifications can be made at various times during the disaster planning, response 

and recovery life cycle (i.e. pre-event, syn-event and post-event). 
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 Quantifying systemic risk in a volcanic context 
 

A final overarching theme of the thesis is the acknowledgement of systemic risk drivers in impact 

assessment frameworks. The Sendai Framework states that the global DRR community must 

recognise the dynamic nature of systemic risk, develop the capacity to analyse and govern systemic 

risk, and develop processes to incorporate systemic risk in decision-making (UNDRR 2019; UNISDR 

2015). Systemic risk is an emerging research area that is thus far underappreciated in volcanic risk 

studies (UNDRR 2019), though recent attempts have been made to elucidate its influence in post-event 

volcanic impact assessments (Dominguez et al. 2021).  

A generally well-understood aspect of systemic risk is the interdependent nature of infrastructure 

systems (Rinaldi et al. 2001; Zorn 2017b). Systemic risk has proven very hard to identify, analyse and 

quantify (Galderisi et al. 2011; Menoni et al. 2012; OECD 2003; Schweizer and Renn 2019; UNDRR 

2019). This is particularly hard for volcanic hazards, where the sheer breadth of possible hazards and 

hazard interactions (cascading and compounding hazards for example), complicates matters even 

further. This thesis provides an initial approach for the inclusion of systemic risk in volcanic multi-

hazard impact assessment, and contributes to the emerging body of knowledge surrounding the 
complexity of disaster risk drivers. 

 

 Limitations 
 

 Limitations of the hazard assessment for Taranaki Maunga 
 

The main limitations of the hazard assessment component of this work lie in the application to the 

case study volcano. For Taranaki Maunga, we used the Te Papakura o Taranaki Egmont National Park 

(ENP) boundary as a methodological delineator. Based on the wealth of knowledge surrounding 

Taranaki Maunga’s eruptive history and eruption potential (Cronin et al. 2021; Damaschke et al. 

2018), we, in partnership with stakeholders, determined that the spatial extent of ashfall and lahars 

were of primary concern for this application of the scenario development framework as we expect 

other hazards to be constrained to the ENP (Cronin et al. 2021; Lerner et al. 2019; Torres-Orozco et 

al. 2018). Though we recognise that other hazards, such as pyroclastic density currents (PDCs), lava 

flows and volcanic ballistic projectiles are common volcanic hazards in Taranaki Maunga’s eruptive 

history (Cronin et al. 2021), due to the minimal exposure of assets, and in particular the minimal 

exposure of infrastructure assets, within the ENP, we deemed computational modelling of the spatial 

extent of these hazards to be an inappropriate use of time and effort. If considering hazard exposure 

with the ENP (e.g. tourism, environmental capital), the framework can be modified for this purpose. 

We used Gaussian Process (GP) emulation to create a surrogate model for volcanic mass flow 

simulation (Gu and Berger 2016), to determine the volume contribution of PDCs within each 

hydrological catchment, thus contributing to lahar generation. The catchment-led methodology we 
employed here is well-suited to this volcanic context, and validated by the research end users, but 

other applications must consider the most appropriate knowledge and tools for the local risk context. 

We assumed a summer onset of all eruptions within the hazard scenario suite in our application the 
Taranaki Maunga. Seasonal contributions to syn- and post-eruptive lahar generation (through 

ice/snow cover and rainfall) are of great importance in volcanic risk contexts globally, and must be 

considered in future applications of this framework. Computational modelling of volcanic lahars was 

undertaken using the empirical model LAHARZ (Schilling 1998), accepting its limitations, in full 

consideration of the purpose of the study and time available. Future iterations of this work will 

investigate the applicability of other lahar computational modelling techniques to this framework, 

focusing on incorporating hydrological seasonality and models of bulking/debulking (Jones et al. 
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2017; Manville et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2003). The modularity of the framework allows the easy 

substitution of the aforementioned components for more appropriate tools for any given risk context. 

The exclusion of debris avalanches from the main scenario framework was the subject of much 

discussion, and necessitated the production of a subsidiary scenario suite (X1 and X2). Uncertainties 

surrounding debris avalanches generation mechanisms, computational modelling capabilities and the 

relevance of this hazard to emergency management and planning lead to the exclusion of debris 

avalanches from the main scenario suite. With improved knowledge and computational capabilities, 
this hazard can be better represented in the framework application. 

 

 Limitations of the exposure inventory and interdependent network tool 
 

Infrastructure asset data was compiled from open-source and stakeholder datasets. Due to the vast 

spatial scope of this study, and the numerous sectors and assets of interest in this study, data 

inconsistencies and gaps were inevitable. Engagement with local agencies and stakeholders help 

address some data gaps, but other gaps had to be supplemented by gathering necessary information 

from publicly-available asset management plans and validating using satellite imagery. Infrastructure 

interdependencies were generally deduced through stakeholder engagement and several key 

documents (New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020; New Zealand Lifelines Council 2017; Taranaki Civil 

Defence and Emergency Management 2018).  

The likely changes to exposure of infrastructure during periods of unrest and volcanic activity 

(sheltering of infrastructure, re-location, tactical shut-down of assets) was not incorporated into the 
dataset for the impact assessment application, which warrants discussion in Section 5.4. In addition, 

information regarding redundancy measures at sites (e.g. back-up generation, water storage etc.) was 

not widely available, and was considered outside of the scope of this thesis. The scope of infrastructure 
considered in this thesis was limited to municipal lifelines supply and infrastructure associated with 

major regional industries. Non-municipal supply (such as private water schemes) is common in rural 

Taranaki, and indeed in many volcanic areas, hence better methods and processes for their inclusion 

in analyses such as this must be considered in the future. 

Assumptions were made regarding interdependencies of distributed infrastructure, using learnings 

from published studies (Auckland Lifelines Group 2014; Rinaldi et al. 2001; Thacker et al. 2017; Zorn 

2017a; Zorn and Shamseldin 2016; Zorn and Shamseldin 2015) and the local infrastructure context 

(New Zealand Lifelines Council 2020; Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management 2018) 

(Chapter 3). A key limitation of this thesis was the treatment of transportation as part of the network 

graph for interdependent infrastructure. Due to the complexity of road network modelling (in 

particular), and the complexity of assigning the road network with a resource ‘source’ and resource 

‘sink’, full inclusion of this sector in the interdependent network model was considered out-of-scope. 

Site access for restoration and repairs should be considered in future applications of the volcanic 
impact assessment framework, particularly when investigating restoration times and priorities. 

Finally, the independent network tool is limited by the granularity of analysis. Infrastructure network 

disruption was quantified using a resource-catchment based methodology, quantifying the number of 

private customers disrupted, along with the number of asset nodes disrupted. Future analysis should 

consider a more granular analysis, but due to the region-wide approach of this study, this was 
considered out-of-scope for this thesis. 
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 Limitations of the volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment 
 

Limitations of the eruption scenario suite and systemic vulnerability tool are carried through to the 

volcanic multi-hazard impact assessment, both in the framework components and the application to 

distributed infrastructure surrounding Taranaki Maunga. Feedback from stakeholder participants 

during the engagement process was relatively uniformly positive, and we are cautiously optimistic 

that the outputs of this thesis will see significant uptake in practice and policy. Incorporating local 

knowledge and expertise into each stage of methodological development and analysis yielded 

considerable benefits, including access to the latest asset inventories and addressing gaps in asset data 

and systems knowledge. The limitations of the impact assessment would have been substantial 

without this stakeholder engagement, and the usability and uptake of the results by stakeholders 

would be limited. 

Though we attempted to validate the impact assessment approaches and outcomes through continual 

engagement with stakeholders, a key limitation of the framework application is the lack of 

incorporation of current sector-by-sector and asset-by-asset emergency response plans. The impact 

of the nine volcanic eruptions scenarios to distributed infrastructure is potentially overestimated, as 

decision-makers will likely take steps to reduce the exposure and vulnerability of assets during 

periods of volcanic unrest or activity. Importantly, the impact assessment framework serves as a 

mechanism by which to test the efficacy of decisions during an evolving volcanic disaster, and has the 

capacity to introduce sector-specific or asset-specific mitigation strategies as part of its modular 

nature. The research process and outcomes should therefore now be evaluated before future 
iterations of this work (Section 5.4.1). 

The volcanic impact scenario suite is limited in duration, as dictated by the input hazard assessment 
data (Chapter 2). The exploration of systemic risk necessitates longer-term investigation, and future 

work should consider applying this framework to multi-year or multi-decadal volcanic events. The 

risk management phases in the impact assessment framework are assumed to be discrete, however, 

we know disaster response and recovery to be a long, complex process dependent on available 
resources, access, staffing and many other factors. Future work must consider mitigation 

implementation times, resource availability and access considerations in future applications of this 

framework. 

 

 Recommendations for Future Work 
 

 The co-production of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Disaster Risk Management (DRM) 

knowledge: evaluating the research process and outcomes 
 

Knowledge co-production is defined and executed in diverse ways, depending on the type of issue 

being addressed, and associated operational and research contexts (Mach et al. 2020, Wyborn et al. 

2017). While this means that approaches to evaluating of the efficacy of co-production are therefore 

equally as diverse, there is an emerging consensus concerning the broad principles that should apply 

when evaluating knowledge coproduction (Mach et al. 2020; Norström et al. 2020; Wyborn et al. 

2017). Key elements include assessing the nature, frequency and perceived value of interactions 

between those involved, assessing the diversity of perspectives used to address the problem, and 

evaluating the extent to which co-production achieved the desired goals, particularly in terms of 

uptake and use by practitioners (Mach et al. 2020, Norström et al. 2020).  

Future research informed by these principles will be required to evaluate the co-production of 

knowledge in this doctoral project. A research evaluation of the processes used, in this project, to co-
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produce the knowledge informing this doctoral research will provide essential learnings. Other future 

research made possible by this doctoral project concerns the future uptake and use of the tools it has 

developed. Building on the partnerships developed through this project will make it possible to use 

co-production approaches to collaboratively monitor and enhance the uptake and use of the tools it 

has developed.  As the project moves from a focus on the co-production of knowledge to focusing on 

the involvement of participants across the SPPI in the co-production of DRR and DRM policy and 

actions, research monitoring and evaluating the processes used to increase the diversity of 

perspectives involved as the tools are used to coordinate decision-making across local and regional 

scales, and with public, private and community sectors will provide All of this research will provide 

invaluable data concerning the extent to which research outputs were, and continue to be, fit-for-

purpose, and how the different novel aspects of the frameworks (multi-hazard, multi-phase, modular, 

time-varying) can be used. We anticipate high uptake of the research outcomes by various 
organisations for various planning durations, and continued monitoring of the efficacy of research 

production and use will ensure these key co-production learnings are captured. 

 

 Multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic hazard and impact research, globally 
 

The thesis contributes to the growing body of knowledge surrounding multi-hazard volcanic impacts 

and dynamic impact and risk assessment. There are many challenges still to address that would add 

great benefit to the volcanic impact assessment framework developed in this thesis, which include: 
developing fragility functions for physical vulnerability to volcanic multi-hazards, the investigation of 

systemic risk drivers in volcanic contexts, and the development of rapid impact assessment tools for 

emergency planning and response purposes. 

I see great benefit in pairing the frameworks presented in this thesis with internationally-recognised 

eruption forecasting tools (e.g. Bayesian Event Tree model for Eruption Forecasting (BET_EF) 

(Marzocchi et al. 2008)), probabilistic hazard assessment tools (e.g. Bayesian Event Tree to estimate 
Volcanic Hazard (BET_VH) (Marzocchi et al. 2010)) and economic loss modelling tools (e.g. Measuring 

the Economics of Resilient Infrastructure (MERIT) (Mcdonald et al. 2017)), amongst many others.  

Further incorporation of statistical methods in these frameworks is a clear area for future work. 

During the volcanic eruption scenario development process, periods of volcanic quiescence were 

identified as both likely phase transitions following eruptive phases (Bebbington and Jenkins 2019), 

and of great interest to stakeholder partners, due to the opportunity quiescence presents for response 

and recovery activities. Much as the volcanic system exhibits spatio-temporal dependencies, so do 

societal responses, and the availably of resources, access required to undertake response and 

recovery work, and the time needed to implement recovery operations and mitigation strategies must 
also be adequately represented in future work. 

An immediate research objective would be the transformation of the scenario suite into a semi-

probabilistic hazard assessment, as developed by Ang et al. (2020). Ang et al. (2020) develops a novel 

methodology for the derivation of pseudo-probabilistic hazard estimates from a suite of dynamic 

eruption scenarios, using a Auckland Volcanic Field (AVF) scenario suite (Hayes et al. 2020). Applying 

this method to scenarios created using the framework presented in Chapter 2 could add great value 
to volcanic hazard and impact assessment.  
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 Multi-hazard, multi-phase volcanic hazard and impact research: considerations for 

Aotearoa-New Zealand 
 

The volcanic hazard and impact frameworks and tools presented here should be applied and tested 

for other case studies nationally and globally. A national volcanic impact model could conceivably be 

created, depending on resourcing, data availability and uptake of research outputs. Aotearoa-New 
Zealand has many areas of high volcanic risk, and the modularity of the research outputs in this thesis 

allow for application in other volcanic risk contexts.  

The volcanic impact assessment outputs in this thesis could be paired with other tools to investigate 
the national-level disruption from Taranaki volcanism, which aligns well with Aotearoa-New 

Zealand’s risk profile (Willis 2014). Of particular note is the independence and recovery model 

developed for national-scale critical infrastructure network disruption (Zorn 2017a; Zorn 2017b). The 

frameworks could feasibly include other dimensions of systemic risk besides cascading infrastructure 

failure. The could align well with the identified need for more targeted analysis of social, economic 

and environment aspects of vulnerability (Few et al. 2017a; Hicks and Few 2015; Kappes et al. 2012). 

The feasibility of application of these frameworks to other geological hazards is unknown, but has the 

potential to offer great reward to practitioners that manage large risk profiles in an evolving hazard 

landscape. 

For the Taranaki region, these tools provide a test bed for mitigation strategies. These hazard and 

impact scenarios should be viewed as demonstrative of the diversity of impacts expected from future 

activity at Taranaki Maunga, and as such, should be used to test and plan for the best response and 

resilience-building strategies. Costing of different mitigative actions can and should be considered in 
order to make an evidence-based case for infrastructure investment. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A: Further context for volcanic hazard and impacts 
 

A.1 Volcanic ash 
 

Volcanic ash are fine fragments of rock, glass and mineral (2-4mm in diameter) that are formed during 

ejection from the volcanic vent. In contrast to many other volcanic hazards, volcanic ash has the 

potential to affect both proximal and distal localities. Ash deposition is controlled by factors such as 

eruptive plume height, ash mass loading, plume grain size distribution and regional meteorology 

(Loughlin et al. 2015b). Airborne ash presents a great risk to the aviation industry, as highlighted by 

the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull (Woodhouse et al. 2013). Ash deposits have the potential to 

collapse roofs, damage infrastructure, disrupt agricultural and industry operations, pollute land and 

water sources, and cause uncertainty and distress (Auckland Regional Council 2005; Stewart et al. 

2006; Craig et al. 2016a). Relatively small volcanic ash volumes still have the potential to cause 

widespread disruption, as demonstrated by the 1995/1996 Ruapehu eruption, where many critical 

lifelines, including a hydro-electric power scheme, and the tourism industry were greatly affected, 

leading to estimated losses of $NZ 130 million (Johnston et al. 2000). 

Remobilisation of volcanic ash by wind, exacerbated by long clean-up durations, can prolong exposure 

to ash hazard (Hayes et al. 2015, 2017). Additionally, ash loading can have long-term effects on 

infrastructure and communities, such as pipe clogging and corrosion, destruction of food supply and 

human and animal respiratory illnesses caused by inhalation (Wilson et al. 2012). Deaths occurring 
as a result of ash fall can largely be attributed to secondary hazards such as roof collapse, accidents 

during ash clean-up, such as falling from roofs, and ash covered roads causing traffic accidents (Auker 

et al. 2013; Blake et al. 2016; Hayes et al. 2017). In addition, deposited proximal ash can be remobilised 
by heavy rainfall, ice/snow melt or crater lake overtopping to form lahars. 

Critical infrastructure services (such as electricity supply, water supply, waste water networks, 

ground transportation, communications networks, airports, ports, buildings and primary production 

industries) can be greatly impacted as a result of ash fall (Stewart et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2012). 

Previous research has highlighted impacts to electricity networks, where supply outages, line 

breakage, abrasion and corrosion, generator disruption and associated cascading effects were 
emphasised as key impacts from volcanic ash fall (Bebbington et al. 2008; Wardman et al. 2012), and 

water supply (Stewart et al. 2006), with minor focus on turbine and building damage (Wilson et al. 
2012; Blong et al. 2017).  

It is well documented that ashfall hazards can cause impacts to agriculture (Cook et al. 1981). Recent 

studies have considered the impacts of ash fall to agriculture, using case studies such as the Bay of 

Plenty, NZ, and Patagonia, South America (Craig et al. 2016a, b; Thompson et al. 2017). These studies 

find that agricultural loss due to ash fall is dependent on many factors, including eruption type, 

location, wind conditions, deposited ash thickness, ash leachate chemistry, seasonality and 
precipitation conditions.  

 

A.2 Pyroclastic Density Currents (PDCs) 
 

PDCs are gravity-controlled rapidly expanding clouds of volcanic material. The term PDC encompasses 
three types of pyroclastic activity; blasts, surges and flows. Pyroclastic blasts are usually the result of 

sector collapse and tend to be unconstrained by topography. Pyroclastic surges are laterally travelling 
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flows of tephra and gas ejected during a volcanic eruption that tend to be between 300-700°C and 

typically travel at speeds of approximately 15-30m/s (Fisher 1979; Roche et al. 2009). Pyroclastic 

flows however, are formed as the result of lava dome-collapse (block and ash flows) or eruptive 

column collapse due to insufficient buoyancy. Similarly to pyroclastic surges, pyroclastic flows are 

generally hot, fast mixtures of volcanic material associated with high dynamic pressures and generally 

destroy all infrastructure and vegetation along their trajectory. Though some observational studies 

find that total destruction is not always inevitable (Jenkins et al. 2013), infrastructural and agricultural 

recovery will take several years (Johnston et al. 2011).  

If pyroclastic flows interact with water (snow, ice, rivers, groundwater etc.), they readily generate 

lahars, which can have much longer run-out distances than PDCs, as seen during the eruption of 

Nevado Del Ruiz, Colombia, 1985 (Naranjo et al. 1986).  Deposited pyroclastic material can also be 
remobilized by heavy rainfall, initiating lahars (Neall 2011; Jones et al. 2015). 

 

A.3 Lahars 
 

Lahars are gravity-driven mixtures of volcanoclastic debris and water. Though they are generally 

topographically-constrained, with sufficient momentum they can overcome obstacles. Lahars can 

have great run-out distances, as demonstrated by the 1877 eruption of Cotopaxi, Ecuador, where 

lahars reached distances of up to 320km from the cone (Neall and Alloway 1993). The term ‘lahar’ 
encompasses a variety of different flow volumes, compositions and behaviours. Lahars can be syn-

eruptive or post-eruptive. Syn-eruptive lahars are formed as a result of eruptive material making 

contact with ice or water during an eruption, whereas post-eruptive lahars are formed as a result of 
remobilisation of deposited eruptive material.  

Many studies have assessed lahar dynamics and physical parameters (Carrivick et al. 2009; Capra et 
al. 2010; Lube et al. 2012; Worni et al. 2012; Vázquez et al. 2016), and several have quantified laharic 

impacts to infrastructure (Künzler et al. 2012; Pierson et al. 2014; Jenkins et al. 2015). Jenkins et al. 

(2015) found that for laharic flow speeds of 3.3m/s (corresponding to a lateral force of 6.5kPa) at 

Merapi volcano, Indonesia, 90% of local square block masonry buildings would be destroyed. Much 

like other volcanic surface flows, lahars have high surface pressures, high densities and occasionally 

high temperatures, resulting in considerable damage of inundated assets (Jenkins et al. 2015). 

Secondary (post-eruptive) lahars are often initiated by heavy rain-fall remobilising tephra and other 

volcanic debris. Several studies have attempted to generate a multi-volcanic hazard assessment 

framework for rain-triggered lahars by probabilistically modelling lahar propagation using initial 
tephra loading values (Mead et al. 2016; Mead and Magill 2017; Tierz et al. 2017).  

 

A.4 Proximal hazards 
 

Another form of volcanic tephra are ballistics, which are large (typically >64mm) projectiles that 

rarely travel further than 3km from the cone (Biass et al. 2016b), though some studies argue that 

ballistic travel distances can be as high as 10km (Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al. 2012; Fitzgerald 2014). 

Ballistics fall into two categories; bombs (rounded and formed from juvenille magma) and blocks 

(angular and brittle) (Biass et al. 2016b; Williams et al. 2017). Volcanic ballistics can penetrate 
buildings and structures, contribute to roof collapse, ignite fires and cause injury or death upon 

impact. Though destructive, volcanic ballistics are limited as a hazard by travel distance and have 

much lower spatial densities relative to volcanic ash.  

Lava flows can be grouped into three types; pāhoehoe (ropey, basaltic, low viscosity), `a`ā (coarse, 

thick, more viscous) and block lava (similar to a’a with larger surface blocks)(Macdonald 1953). Lava 
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flow travel distance is related to lava viscosity, extrusion rate, eruption duration, slope steepness, local 

topography and flow path obstruction. Andesitic volcanoes are commonly associated with high-

viscosity block lava flows, resulting in short travel distances (Acocella et al. 2015). Lava flows can 

ignite and bury obstacles, cause considerable damage to infrastructure and land, and can lead to 

pyroclastic flow and lahar generation, as a result of front collapse and emplacement in snow and ice 

respectively (Acocella et al. 2015). Lava extrusion can also result in dome formation, which can 
generate small explosions or collapse, resulting in block and ash flows (BaFs) (Voight 2000). 

 

A.5 Volcanic gases and acid rain 
 

Volcanic gases (including carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrchloric acid, 

hydroflouric acid, hydrogen sulfide and radon (Parfitt and Wilson 2008)) can be emitted during 

eruptions or between eruptive episodes, venting from the main crater(s), from fumaroles, or through 

soil (Hansell and Oppenheimer 2004). Carbon dioxide, a denser gas than atmospheric air, can 

accumulate in topographic lows and experience minimal mixing with ambient air, causing human and 

animal asphyxiation (Hansell and Oppenheimer 2004), as witnessed at Lake Nyos, Cameroon, in 1986 

(Kling et al. 1987). Volcanic gases can cause short- and long-term respiratory illness, fatalities and 
respiratory irritation (Hansell and Oppenheimer 2004). Mixing of volcanic gases with atmospheric 

water can form acid rain, a proximal and distal hazard to vegetation, buildings, drinking water sources, 

ecosystems and human health (Hansell and Oppenheimer 2004).  

 

A.6 Debris Avalanches 
 

Debris avalanches are a form of landslide that occurs when a sector of the volcanic edifice is caused to 

suddenly, catastrophically collapse (Voight 2000). Sector collapse triggering mechanisms include 

seismic activity, deformation, hydrothermal pressure and eruption vent migration. Similarly to PDCs, 

debris avalanches are very likely to cause total damage to all assets in the source area and depositional 

footprint, and recovery of assets post-inundation is unlikely. Debris avalanche events often lead to 
significant long-term impacts, such as remobilisation of debris as debris flows or lahars, landscape 

and hydrology change (Procter et al. 2009). 
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Table A1. Summary of volcanic hazard characteristics, physical controls and key impacts. For further details refer to Appendix A. 

Volcanic 
hazard 

Key hazard 
characteristics 

Key physical 
controls 

Typical Hazard 
Intensity 
Metrics (HIMs) 

Key impacts 
 

Spatial 
scope 

Temporal 
scope  

Key references 

Ash (<2mm) 

-Results from the 
fragmentation of 
ejected magma 
during an explosive 
eruption 
 
-Transported in the 
atmosphere; spatial 
and temporal scope 
dependent on 
atmospheric 
emplacement height 
(plume height/plume 
strength), wind 
velocity and other 
eruption and 
atmospheric controls 

-Particle 
morphology 
-Particle grain-
size 
distribution 
-Particle 
composition 
and density 
-Particle 
diffusivity 
-Eruption 
volume 
-Plume height 
-Wind velocity 
-Atmospheric 
humidity and 
other controls 
 

-Ash load 
(relates 
deposit 
thickness and 
density) 
 
-Deposit 
thickness 
 
-Atmospheric 
concentration 
(typically used 
as an in-air 
HIM for 
aviation alerts) 
 
-Surface 
chemistry 

Infrastructure 
Power; insulator flashover, turbine abrasion, line breakage 
Water supply; water quality, turbidity, filter clogging, pipe and 
pump abrasion 
Waste water; component abrasion, filter blockage 
Transport; visibility, traction, abrasion to road and vehicles, jet 
engine ingress, rail line and switch abrasion 
Comms; signal interference, component abrasion and corrosion 
Buildings; ash ingress, roof collapse/damage, gutter damage, 
overhang damage, metal corrosion 
 
Agriculture 
Soil; reduced permeability, increased soil acidity, water 
infiltration reduction (via cementation), temperature reduction 
(via radiation), change solubility, loss of soil fertility 
Vegetation; abrasion, photosynthesis prevention, chemical burns, 
burial, plant breakages 
Livestock health; tooth abrasion, eye irritation, fluorosis, rumen 
blockages, feed and water contamination, respiratory illness 
 
Human health 
Respiratory illness, food and water contamination, psychological 
distress 

Proximal – 
distal 
(typically 
<100s 
kms) 

Prolonged, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement 

Auckland Regional 
Council 2005;  
Stewart et al. 
2006;  
Wardman et al. 
2012;  
Wilson et al. 2012;  
Cronin et al. 2014;  
Wilson et al. 2014; 
Craig 2015; 
Wilson 2015; 
Blake et al. 2016 

PDCs (flows, 
surges and 
blasts) 

-Of variable origin; 
(1) eruptive column-
collapse leading to a 
surface flow; (2) 
lava-dome collapse 
(block and ash flows 
(BAFs)); (3) radial 
pyroclastic surges; 
(4) directed 
pyroclastic blasts 
(commonly 
associated with 
sector collapse 
events) 
 
-Generally hot 
mixtures of particles 
and gas 
 

-Grain-size 
distribution 
-Particle/gas 
ratio 
-Flow volume 
-Flow density 
-Flow velocity 
-Temperature 
-Mass eruption 
rate (dilute, 
syn-eruptive) 
-Local 
topography 

-Dynamic 
pressure 
(relates flow 
density and 
velocity; an 
indicator of 
lateral impact 
intensity) 
 
-Flow velocity 
 
-Deposit 
thickness 
 
-Temperature 

Infrastructure 
Power; pole, line and tower breakage, turbine abrasion 
Water supply; tank, well head and pipe damage 
Waste water; component damage, pipe ingress 
Transport; road, rail and runway burial, bridge damage, vehicle 
damage 
Comms; signal interference, component damage 
Buildings; structural damage, material ingress, fire ignition 
 
Agriculture 
Soil; loss of soil fertility, abrasion, burial 
Vegetation; abrasion, photosynthesis prevention, chemical and 
temperature burns, plant breakages, burial 
Livestock health; tooth abrasion, eye irritation, fluorosis, rumen 
blockages, feed and water contamination, casualties 
 
Human health 
Respiratory illness, food and water contamination, casualties, 
psychological distress 

Typically 
10s of kms 

Instantaneous, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement 

Spence et al. 2004;  
Baxter et al. 2005;  
Jenkins et al. 
2013, 2014a; 
Wilson et al. 2014; 
Wilson 2015 
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-Gravity-driven and 
not necessarily 
constrained by 
topography 
 

Lahars 

-Of variable origin; 
(1) eruption of 
volcanic material 
onto snow and/or ice 
cover (syn-eruptive); 
(2) eruption through 
crater lakes (syn-
eruptive); (3) 
remobilisation of 
erupted material via 
rainfall (post-
eruptive) 
 
-Gravity-driven flows 
that are typically 
constrained by 
topography 
 
-Composed of 
volcanic material 
(from ash to blocks) 
and water 
 

-Grain-size 
distribution 
-Particle/water 
ratio 
-Flow volume 
-Flow density 
-Flow velocity 
-Yield strength 
-Local 
topography 
-Rainfall (post-
eruptive) 
-
Snow/ice/wate
r volume (syn-
eruptive) 

-Dynamic 
pressure 
(relates flow 
density and 
velocity) 
 
-Flow velocity 
 
-Deposit 
thickness 
 
-Flow depth 

Infrastructure 
Power; pole, line and tower breakage, turbine abrasion 
Water supply; tank, well head and pipe damage, pipe erosion, 
abrasion to river intake components 
Waste water; component damage, pipe ingress 
Transport; road, rail and runway burial, bridge damage, vehicle 
damage 
Comms; pole, tower and mast damage, component burial 
Buildings; structural damage, material ingress, burial, float 
structure off foundations 
 
Agriculture 
Soil; burial 
Vegetation; burial 
Livestock health; feed and water contamination, casualties 
 
Human health 
Food and water contamination, casualties, psychological distress 

Typically 
<100s kms 

Instantaneous, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement, 
particularly for 
secondary 
(post-eruptive) 
lahars 

Zuccaro and De 
Gregorio 2013; 
Wilson et al. 2014; 
Jenkins et al. 
2015; Wilson 
2015 

Lava flows 

-Erupted magma 
emitted from a vent 
during an eruption 
 
-Typically basaltic 
though more silicic 
flows have occurred 
 
-Flow regime (a’a’, 
pahoehoe, block) 
dependent on 
physical controls; 
viscosity, slope angle, 
extrusion rate and 
others 
 

-Viscosity 
-Temperature 
-Local 
topography 
-Flow volume  
-Mass eruption 
rate  

-Temperature 
 
-Flow depth 
 
-Dynamic 
pressure 
(relates flow 
density and 
velocity) 
 
-Flow velocity 

Infrastructure 
Power; pole, tower, line breakage 
Water supply; pipe rupture, access site burial, component 
damage 
Waste water; component damage, access site burial 
Transport; road, rail, runway burial, vehicle damage 
Comms; tower, pole and mast damage/burial 
Buildings; structural damage, burial, fire ignition 
 
Agriculture 
Soil; loss of soil fertility, burial 
Vegetation; temperature burns, fire ignition, burial 
Livestock health; burns, casualties 
 
Human health 
Burns, casualties 

Typically 
<10s kms 

Prolonged, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement 

Wilson et al. 
 2014;  
Wilson 2015 
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Ballistics 

- >64mm diameter 
clasts ejected during 
an eruption 
 
-Typically two types; 
blocks (angular, 
brittle) and bombs 
(rounded, juvenile) 
 

-Particle 
density 
-Particle 
morphology 
-Ejection angle 
-Eruptive 
energy 
-Local 
topography 

-Impact energy 
(relates clast 
mass and 
velocity) 
 
-Ballistic 
impact density 
(relates 
number of 
impacts per 
unit area) 
 

Infrastructure 
Power; pole, tower, line breakage 
Water supply; tank and other component damage 
Waste water; tank and other component damage 
Transport; vehicle damage 
Comms; tower, pole and mast damage 
Buildings; roof penetration, fire ignition 
 
Agriculture 
Vegetation; fire ignition, breakages 
Livestock; casualties 
 
Human health 
Casualties, psychological distress 

Typically 
<5km, 
rarely 
>10km 

Instantaneous, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement 

Wilson et al. 2014; 
Williams et al. 
2017 

Gas 

-Typically carbon 
monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, sulfur 
dioxide, hydrchloric 
acid, hydroflouric 
acid, hydrogen 
sulfide and radon 
 
-Emitted during 
eruptions or between 
events, from the main 
vent, fumaroles or 
through soil 
 

-Emission rate 
-Concentration 
-Composition 
-Density 
-Atmospheric 
conditions 
-Local 
topography 
-Temperature 

- Gas 
concentration 
 
-Temperature 

Agriculture 
Soil; loss of soil fertility 
Vegetation; chemical burns 
Livestock; casualties 
 
Human health 
Chemical burns, casualties, psychological distress 

Proximal, 
typically 
<5kms 

Prolonged, 
possibly of 
repeated 
emplacement 

Kling et al. 1987; 
Hansell and 
Oppenheimer 
2004 

Debris 
avalanche 
(sector 
collapse) 

-Otherwise known as 
edifice collapse or 
debris avalanche 
events 
- Sector collapse 
triggering 
mechanisms include 
seismic activity, 
deformation, 
hydrothermal 
pressure and 
eruption vent 
migration 
-Massive gravity-
driven debris flows 
of largely 
unconsolidated 
material 

-Bulk density 
-Local 
topography 

-Dynamic 
pressure 
(relates bulk 
density and 
velocity) 
 
-Deposit 
thickness 
 
-Collapse 
volume 

Infrastructure 
Power; pole, tower, line breakage 
Water supply; pipe rupture, access site burial, component 
damage 
Waste water; component damage, access site burial 
Transport; road, rail, runway burial, vehicle damage, bridge 
damage 
Comms; tower, pole and mast damage 
Buildings; structural damage, burial 
 
Agriculture 
Soil; burial 
Vegetation; burial 
Livestock; casualties 
 
Human health 
Casualties, psychological distress 

Typically 
<100 kms 

Instantaneous 
Procter et al. 
2009; Wilson et al. 
2014 
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